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LLW DUMPSTER STUDY

by

James A. Frye

Principal Mechanical Engineer

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Over a span of several years, the public has reported visible leakage

emanating from ten cubic yard Dumpsters used to transport Low Level Radioac-

tive Wastes (LLW) from LANL generation sites to the disposal site at TA-54,

Area G. The purpose of this study was to:

- Investigate probable causes of leakage,

- Inspect existing Dumpsters in the field_

- Propose immediate short-range solutions to the problem, and

- Propose long-range solutions based on predicted future requirements.

Field investigations indicated that LLW is handled carefully and profes-

sional at the individual generation sites and again during pick-up, delivery,

and disposal at TA-54. It was also apparent, however, that Dumpsters not

designed for LLW service are used to store this radioactive material for

extended time periods while being subjected to the full range of Northern New

Mexico weather conditions.

All Dumpsters inspected had 1/8 in to 2 in gaps in their closures (load-

ing doors and discharge ramps) through which driving rain or melting snow

could easily enter. Seven Dumpsters were located outside secure areas.

No cases of actual contamination were discovered, only the appearance of

contamination i.e. the dripping of collected rainwater or melting ice and snow

from Dumpsters being transported over public roads. In this, LANL has been

most fortunate.

Short and intermediate range recommendations include the following:

- Limit the number of Dumpsters in the field by removing those from

service that are picked up no more than nine times per year.

TKT Inc.
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- Service low volume generation sites on a "milk-run" basis i.e.

immediate pick-up on demand, using qualified TA-54 personnel. A spe-

cial enclosed van with integral labor-saving devices is recommended

for implementing this plan.

- Renovate existing Dumpsters that remain in service at high volume gen-

eration sites (TA-3, TA-21. TA-48, TA-53, and TA-55). Minimal

renovation recommended includes replacement of sheet metal side doors

with lightweight marine type hatches and the addition of metal guides

to separate the cardboard LLW cartons from contact with internal sur-

faces of the Dumpster shell. Top loading Dumpsters should be removed

from service. Maximum renovation recommended includes inflatable

rubber seals for the discharge ramps. Relative costs are included in

the Cost Estimate.

-Provide slightly elevated (approximately 18 in) platforms for Dump-

sters remaining in service. Platforms would be fitted with timber

contact surfaces to reduce damage to the Dumpsters and would maintain

the discharge ramp above drainage elevation.

- The use of fabric containers for noncompactible LLW Dumpsters Is

recommended.

Based upon existing information and projected LANL requirements, long-

range recommendations do not include drastic changes in the present truck-and-

Dumpster system.

A conceptual design for a six cubic yard (D-2) Dumpster that would inter-

face with the automated LLW handling and monitoring system being developed for

TA-55 is included in the report. This design would also be compatible with

existing manual loading operations as well as operations requiring handling of

contaminated soil and large, bulky objects. Receiver stations for existing

and/or planned Controlled Air Incinerator facilities would need to be upgraded

to interface with the D-2 Dumpsters so that double enclosure of LLW is main-

tained at all times.

Investigation into the feasibility of on-site compaction of LLW prior to

loading into standard I ft x i ft x 2 ft cardboard cartons is recommended as a

means for reducing highway transportation by a factor of 3.0 to 4.0. Alter-

nate technologies for handling LLW were researched and described. Only one

TKT Inc.118 h'osemite Drive, White Rock, New Mexico 87544
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system investigated appeared to have a possible long-range application: large

(40 cubic yard) enclosed and modified sludge containers with integral

hydraulic ejection systems that could store approximately 500 standard

cartons. Relative advantages vs. disadvantages are discussed in the report.

All LANL and Pan-American personnel contacted during the course of this

study were extremely helpful and co-operative.

mes A. Frye, P.E.
F_incipal Mechanical Engineer

TKT Inc.
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i. INTRODUCTION

This study is the result of long standing problems inherent with on-site

handling, storage, and transportation of low level solid radioactive wastes

(LLW) at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). Problems reported and

addressed are those resulting from the use of standard ten cubic yard Dump-

sters to store and handle LLW.

The primary problem reported has been that of visible water leakage from

Dumpsters while en route to the waste disposal site. Other problems such as

weathering and deterioration of cardboard cartons containing LLW, deteriora-

tion of the Dumpsters themselves due to wear and damage over an extended time

period, and improper siting of the Dumpsters were also reported and are

addressed in this report.

No instance of actual contamination as a result of handling LLW in Dump-

sters was discovered during this study.

2. PROJ ECT SCOPE

The scope of this study was twofold:

2.1. Investiaation.
v

To investigate the condition of dedicated containers presently used in

the over-the-road transportation of radioactive wastes generated at various

LANL sites, as well as the type of routine operations to which these con-

tainers are currently subjected. Results of this investigation include cost-

effective recommendations for short range solution of the leakage problem

inherent with the type of bottom discharge units currently employed at LANL

for both c.ompactible and noncompactible radioactive wastes.

2.2, Recommendations.

To make long-range recommendations for optimum, overland transportation

systems and equipment to be compatible with both existing and future require-

ments. Typical future requirements include, but are not limited to, the fol-

Iowing:

i TKT Inc.
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Transportation of radioactive wastes as received from the

automated waste handling system being developed for TA-55.

Unloading of LLW at the recovery station of the incinerator cur-

rently in the planning stage as well as to the existing Controlled Air

Incinerator (CAI) at TA-50, Bldg. 37.

Handling and transportation of large, bulky, contaminated objects

using equipment as nearly interchangeable with that required for routine con-

tainer transfer as is practical.

Handling and transportation of contaminated soil.

Handling of radioactive wastes in steel drums.

3. GENERAL

Location of the Dumpsters currently in service is shown on the plot plan

in the Drawing Section of the Appendix. The site for direct disposal of non-

compactible LLW is located at TA-54, Area G, along with a manually operated

compaction facility for processing compactible LLW prior to its handling by

means of dedicated fork lift trucks.

For purposes of this report, the terms "compactible" and "combustible"

will be used interchangeably since it is planned to route most or all "com-

pactible " LLW to the CAI located at TA-50, WM 37 as soon as its renovation

j into a production unit is complete and permitted. In the meantime, com-

pactible LLW is being routed to the TA-54 disposal pits.

First priority of this study is to emphasize in the strongest terms that

potential for contamination exists through the continued use of leaking Dump-

sters to transport LLW across public roads and through urban and residential

areas.

Of almost equal importance, is the requirement that LANL maintain public

confidence while transporting LLW over public roads and highways. The fact

that rainwater seen dripping from a rusted, unsightly Dumpster onto Pajarito

TKT Inc.
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Road is not contaminated is lost upon concerned citizens, some of whom are

openly hostile to the very existence of DOE Laboratories. In this regard, it

is necessary to maintain a "Caesar's wife" attitude toward the handling of all

radioactive wastes.

The general results of this study can be summarized as follows:

- LLW is handled very carefully and professionally while it is inside

the generation sites and while it is loaded inside the Dumpster and

documented.

- LLW is handled very carefully and professionally during pick-up,

delivery, and disposal at TA-54.

- During the interim period from the time the first carton is loaded

inside the Dumpster to the time the full load is picked up and

delivered, LLW is stored in a relatively neglected state inside

deteriorating cartons and Dumpsters that are not sealed against the

weather.

This is apparently not the fault of the managers and personnel directly

involved. It seems rather that it is the result of one of the apparently

inevitable gaps that occur between areas of interfacing responsibility in any

complex organization.

4. DEFINITIONS

For purpose of this report, the following definitions were used:

4.1. Comoactible Waste.(l.)

Compactible waste is solid waste that consists of trash such as paper,

plastic, r'ubber, and small items of glassware up to a one-gallon size; and

small items such as short lengths of pipe conduit and small pieces of wood or

sheet metal. Excluded are larger noncompactible items, waste chemicals, free

or absorbed liquids, biological waste, pressurized containers, powders, and

other particularly hazardous materials. Compactible wastes are currently

packaged in standardized 1 ft x i ft x 2 ft cardboard cartons. The terms

TKT Inc.
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"compactible" and "combustible" are used interchangeably in specific sections

of this report since long-range plans include incineration of LLW presently

being compacted prior to disposal at TA-54, Area G. (Reference Section 3.)

4.2. _onco_pactible Waste. (2.)

Noncompactible waste is large or bulky waste exceeding the maximum dimen-

sion for compactible packages (16 in. x 19 in. x 36 in.) or other obvious non-

compactible common waste such as heavy pipe, angle iron, equipment, lumber,

building rubble, and soil. Also included is tritium waste with an activity

greater than 20 mCi/m 3.

4.3. CA!

Control led Air Incinerator

4.4, Dumpsterl

Any of three configurations of ten cubic yard portable containers that

are handled by the same type of hydraulic lift truck and are used exclusively

to store and transport low level radioactive wastes from individual generation

sites to on-site disposal. Dumpsters are manually loaded, usually through one

of two side doors, but occasionally through top doors of one of the configura-

tions. All Dumpsters included in the scope of this project have the following

features in common:

- A'llare rated at ten cubic yard capacity,

- All are the bottom discharge type that employ a hydraulically

activated, hinged ramp that is lowered at the driver's signal,

- All are provided with security locks at all doors and on the bottom

discharge ramp, and

- All are clearly marked for radioactive waste only and are used exclu-

siyely for that purpose.

The name "Dumpster" was originally the registered trademark of Dempster

Systems, Inc. of Toccoa, Georgia, but the term has been popularly expanded to

include all similar portable containers that meet the same federal regula-

tions, that are compatible with the same type of vehicles, and that are used

for the same purpose, regardless of manufacturer.

TKT Inc.
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An acronym for "Low Level (Radioactive) Waste." Waste material whether

compactible or noncompactible +hat meets all regulations for minimal radioac-

tivity (less than or equal to i00 nCi/gm) and is presently temporarily stored

and handled in ten cubic yard Dumpsters.

4.6. HLGS.

An acronym for "High Level Generation Site." A facility that, according

to the records of a six-month survey, produced ten or more Dumpster loads of

LLW during that period.

4,7. LLGS.

An acronym for "Low Level Generation Site." A facility that produced

fewer than four Dumpster loads of LLW during the six-month survey.

4.8. MLGS.

An acronym for "Medium Level Generation Site." A facility that produced

from four to ten Dumpster loads of LLW during the six-month survey.

An arbitrarily assigned model number of an existing or new Dumpster that

has been modified for weather tightness.

4.10. _)-2_

An arbitrarily assigned model number of a Dumpster, yet to be developed,

that will be compatible with the automated LLW monitoring and handling system

currently being planned for TA-55 and other existing and planned facilities.

5. FIELD INVESTIGATIONS AND RESULTS

The field survey conducted as part of the LLW Dumpster Study was imple-

mented in four phases as follows:

-Visual inspection of individual Dumpsters for general condition,

damaged components, potential avenues for weather in-leakage, and

suitability of location. (Results of the inspection program are

noted on individual data sheets in the appendix.)

TKT Inc.
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9 i
- Observation of actual LLW Pick-up and delivery operations from high

volume generation sites to TA-54, Area G compaction facilities and

disposal pits.

- Interviews with personnel concerned with on-site LLW handling and the

specific problem of Dumpster leakage. Conference reports, completed

questionnaires, and telephone records are included in the appendix.

- Review of field records for LLW pick-ups and delivery over a six month

period from October 1988 to April 1989.

5.1, VJsual In:_pection of LLW Dumpsters.

An inventory listing of all containers for both hot and cold service at

various technical areas was obtained and used as a guide in locating and

inspecting specific ten cubic yard LLW Dumpsters. (I.)

The inventory listed 72 LLW Dumpsters. The actual number located and

inspected is noted in the appendix.

A subsequent review of pick-up frequency over a six-month period indi-

cated that five technical areas generated 86% of LLW Dumpster loads for that

period. According to the inventory list, then largely verified by on-site

inspection, only 38 of 72 Dumpsters (52.8%) are located at these high volume

facilities:

TA-3 - South Mesa Site 17

TA-21 - D.P. Site 7

TA-48 - Radio Chemistry 5

TA-53 - Meson Physics 6

TA-55 - PF Site

Total 38

To facilitate inspection and attempt to define criteria for evaluation

and eventual disposition of the LLW Dumpsters, a Dumpster rating system was

devised and is included in the Appendix.

The inspection program, including subsequent review of the accumulated

data sheets, indicated that there were sufficient consistent similarities

between the LLW Dumpsters at all locations visited to warrant the following

conclusions:

TKT Inc.
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5.1.1. Three types of Dumpsters are used throughout the various techni-

cal areas: Round Top, flat top with two top loading doors (in addition to the

side doors), and flat top with no top loading doors.

_.I.2. Only LLW having a very low moisture content is loaded into the

Dumpsters. This material is first sealed inside a plastic bag then packaged

and sealed into a standard watertight i ftx i ft x 2 ft cardboard carton. It

is, therefore, a safe assumption that all reported leakage was due to the

intrusion and collection of driving rain, the melting of snow that was drifted

against the side of the Dumpster, or heavy drainage entering around the dis-

charge ramp.

Regardless of configuration or manufacturer, the Dumpsters were

not designed or fabricated to seal out weather or to be used in LLW service.

Although adequate for general sanitary service, the Dumpsters do not provide

any means for positive weather sealing. Specifically: the 36 in. x 36 in.

side loading doors are too flimsy and do not close adequately even when new

and undamaged. There is no weather stripping around the sheet metal doors and

no adequate surface for elastomer material to seal against. Most doors were

bent and warped due to damage from routine operations and exhibited a gap of

1/4 in. to i in. when closed against the door latch and locked. When

unlatched and held closed only by the security lock and hasp, the gap

increased to as much as 2 in. The handles of several doors were bent too far

out of alignment to close.

Most side doors could be opened far enough against the lock and hasp to

visually inspect the interior of specific Dumpsters. In several cases, the

side doors were unlocked by a techrician on the site so that a more thorough

examination could be made. In all cases, daylight could be seen through the

opposite sJde door closure and around the perimeter of the discharge ramp.

These gaps varied from approximately 1/8 in. to 1/2 in., but were all suffi-

cient to allow water to enter the Dumpster with very little flow restriction.

The flat top Dumpsters having two top doors appear to be the

worst offenders in providing avenues for in-leakage of water. Most top doors

were badly warped and did not fit the shell properly. Several attempts have

FKT Inc.
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obviously been made by area personnel to seal the top doors with plastic or

rubber. Top doors on other Dumpsters have been welded shut.

___.5__ Several Dumpsters had damaged side plates (the triangular section

on both sides that forms part of the bottom discharge ramp). Some side plates

were out of alignment by as much as two inches and were not contactingtheir

guide plates. This condition left wide gaps turned up to collect rainwater.

Dumpsters apparently do not have to leak water from the container

section to give the appearance of dripping "contamination," e.g. the channel

stiffeners welded to the bottom of the discharge ramp are open, thus providing

a handy reservoir for the collection of drainage water. A scenario wherein

drainage collects in the channels, freezes overnight, then melts onto the

highway while in transit to TA-54 appears to be realistic. It is calculated

that five 4 in. channels 7 ft long could hold nearly 9 gal of water.

5.2. Soecific Inspection Results.

Although not typical of all sites and Dumpsters inspected, the following

specific examples serve to emphasize the causes of Dumpster leakage and to

emphasize the severity of the problem:

At TA-43, the handle of one Dumpster side loading door was so

badly bent from impact during transportation that it could not engage the

latch. The door was also badly bent and was standing ajar with only the

security lock and h_._ppreventing it from opening completely. The resultant

gap was nearly twc inches wide. Cartons of LLW were stacked to a level above

the bottom of the loading door so that they could be easily touched with a

forefinger. The Dumpster was located in a non-secure area less than 500 ft

from the Los Alamos Medical Center emergency ward. Needless to say, a vandal

could easil.ycut open or even set fire to the accessible cartons.

At TA-3, SM 142, one Dumpster for handling compactible wastes

(primarily coveralls, shoe covers, and smocks that were too contaminated for

re-use after cleaning) was located at the loading dock.

The side doors had been welded shut so that all loading is accomplished

through the two top doors. The top doors were in fairly good shape and not as

TKT Inc.
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warped as many others inspected. However, no attempt had been made to

weatherproof the doors with elastomer seals. This unit was located directly

below the building eaves so that runoff from rain and snow could directly

impinge on the Dumpster top.

A Dumpster at TA-50 had been field modified through the addition

of two 36 in. x 36 in. loading doors that were vertically aligned to provide a

72 in. high "Dutch Door" effect. One bottom corner of the bottom door was

sprung open about 1/2 in. with the open space less than 2 in. above grade.

The doors of Dumpsters at several locations including TA-3, SM 66

had I/2 in. x 1 1/2 in. inspection slots cut in them. The cardboard cartons

inside could be touched with a forefinger or soaked by a driving rain.

The heavy rain occurring on 14 July 1989 provided an opportunity

to observe the effects of a deluge on specific Dumpsters. The two Dumpsters

of TA-50, WM 37 are located within inches of the flow pattern of water drain-

ing from one of the main building gutters. They are also located under a

small tree. A scenario wherein even a small tree limb falling across the

drainage flow pattern could cause water to back up into one or both Dumpster

appears to be realistic. Water 1 3/4 in. deep would contact the lowest

cartons. These and other Dumpsters re-inspected during and shortly after the

heavy rainfall verified the presence of water entering the side loading doors

and running down the inside of the Dumpster shell.

An empty Dumpster was inspected at the rear of the CMR facility.

It had apparently not been used for a significant time period. There were no

locks on either door or on the discharge ramp. An attempt had been made to

secure one door in closed position with what appeared to be baling wire. One

padlock, probably from the Dumpster, was located in a gutter approximately i00

ft away.

Also, at the rear of the CMR Building, there are two identical

signs fastened to structural columns that are bolted to the main loading dock.

These signs both read "Building Air Intake. Do not leave your engine run-

ning." A fully loaded Dumpster was located directly under each sign. The

TKT Inc.
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effect that even a small fire in either Dumpster could have on personnel work-

ing inside CMR if fairly obvious.

5.3. Personnel Interviews.

Communication with LANL and Pan American personnel involved with on-site

transportation of LLW in ten cubic yard Dumpsters was accomplished by person-

nel interview, telephone conversation, and through the use of questionnaires.

Meeting reports, telecons, and completed questionnaires are included in the

Report Appendix. Input from several sources was used in compiling data and

formulating recommendations. Discussions were held with the MEE-3 Engineering

team that is currently developing an automated handling and monitoring system

for TA-55 and preliminary requirements for developing a special Dumpster to

interface with their equipment were established. The MEE-3 design will proba-

bly be included as part of the waste handling system for the new SNM facility

and eventually retrofit into the other high volume LLW generation sites at

LANL as they become automated. Therefore, any custom Dumpster developed to

interface with the MEE-3 design will probably evolve into a standard container

within the foreseeable future.
i

Discussions of long range plans for LANL waste management indicated that

while development of a single universal Dumpster may or may not be econom-

ically feasible, the following services should be considered during all devel-

opment programs:

- Automated loading of compactible/combustible wastes and delivery to

new compaction or incineration receiving stations.

- Continued delivery of noncompactible wastes to the TA-54 disposal

pits.

- Continued delivery of I ft x i ft x 2 ft cartons of combustible wastes

to the existing CA1.

- Manual loading of either type of wastes on a contingency basis.

- Manual loading and deliver of large, bulky contaminated objects.

- Manual or machine loading and delivery of contaminated soil, gravel,

and construction materials.

- Waste material handled in 55 gal drums (chemicals, wastes scheduled

for WIPP delivery, incinerator ash and residue).

TKT Inc.
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5.4. Observation of LLW Pick-up and Delivery Ooeratlons.

Due to the importance of the handling operations, despite repetition of

some comments, the field report of 4 May 1989 is included herein in its

entirety :

Field Study of LLW Dumpster O_eratlons

On Thursday, May 4, 1989, I accompanied Mr. Andrew Vigil as he picked up

three ten yard Dumpster loads of low level waste (LLW) material and delivered

them to the disposal site, TA 54, Area G.

One load was delivered from TA 3, SM 29 and two were delivered from TA

55, PF 4. I inspected the contents of the two TA 55 Dumpsters since Mr. Vigil

indicated that they were typical of the deliveries he was called upon to make.

In Dumpster No. 2405, ninety (90) 12 in. x 12 in. x 24 in. assayed, weighed,

and sealed cardboard cartons containing compactible wastes were packed in a

very orderly, space efficient array. Total gross weight (contents plus

cardboard cartons) was 443.12 kg (975 Ibs) according to the Radioactive Solid

Waste Disposal Record. In Dumpster No. 632, eighty (80) cardboard cartons

containing noncompactible wastes were similarly packed. Total gross weight

was 520.6 kg (1145.3 Ibs).

The internal surfaces of the empty Dumpsters were visually inspected upon

return to the pick-up site. None of the sealing surfaces between the con-

tainer shell and the bottom (discharge) closure appeared to be badly damaged

from LANL service although it was evident that most of the steel around the

closure had been flame cut during fabrication and that no attempt had been

made to provide a moisture tight seal since this feature is not required for

most Dumpster operations. Internal surfaces of the two Dumpsters opened were

uniformly 'and completely rusted. The 36 in x 36 in loading doors of both

Dumpsters had an air gap between 1/8 in. and 3/8 in. wide between the bottom

edge and the container shell. Daylight was plainly visible from the inside of

each Dumpster.

A total of ten Dumpsters were inspected externally and the following was

noted :
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There are apparently at least three types of I0 yard Dumpsters in serv-

ice:

- The rounded top,

- The square top with top opening doors (in addition to side doors), and

- The square top without top opening doors.

The top opening doors inspected have closure flanges that are manufac-

tured from thin, badly warped carbon steel and are obvious sources of in-

leakage from rain and snow.

All Dumpsters are badly in need of repainting. In sanitary waste serv-

ice, a small amount of external rust on a Dumpster is not too critical.

However, if brown streaks discoloring the sides of an LLW Dumpster are inter-

preted as being "contamination" by members of the public traveling Pajarito,

an indelible and unpleasant image can be left in their minds. One of the most

visible locations of external rust noted to date is just below the top 3 in.

angle used as a stiffener on the rounded top Dumpsters. The 84 in. long angle

has been intermittently welded to the external surface of the Dumpster shell

(normally an acceptable fabrication technique) so that rain water is free to

enter the pocket formed by the two legs of the angle, then stagnate and form

rust that is washed down the sides by the next rainfall. To the casual and/or

hostile observer this looks like "leakage."

Of the ten Dumpsters in LLW service that have been inspected to date,

only two (Numbers 3898 and 3899 at Building 37, TA 50) have had TA and Build-

ing numbers plainly stenciled in prominent locations on the sides. These two,

plus Dumpsters 632 and 2405 at TA 55 also had part numbers hand painted in

small white letters on the front. Identifying markings could not be located

on the other six Dumpsters inspected to date.
o

Several retaining lugs on the side of the Dumpsters are becoming severely

damaged and worn from normal service. These projections are used as a point

of stabilizing contact with the arms of the vehicles' hydraulic handling

system. Total loss of either of these lugs could adversely affect a Dump-

ster's stability while loading or unloading.

TKT Inc.
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Mr. Vigil, a Pan-Am employee, has transported over 90% of all the LLW (in

both ten yard Dumpsters and in drums handled in open skids) for several years.

He is a very adept and careful driver and appears to be equally competent in

the day-to-day, specialized transportation of LLW. As an example, when Mr.

Vigil discovered that a Radioactive Solid Waste Disposal Record had not been

properly signed, he refused to touch the Dumpster in question until the situa-

tion had been clarified and proper authorization obtained.

The vehicle regularly used in LANL LLW Dumpster service is an Interna-

tional S1900 with an integral Perfection Cobey "Liftainer" Hydraulic handling

system. This unit has recorded about 71,000 miles of service and appears to

be in very good, well maintained condition. By estimating that each Dumpster

weighs approximately 3000 pounds empty and adding 1200 pounds of net LLW, then

observing the pick-up and delivery operations it was evident that the total

vehicular unit was adequatel} powered for the required service.

Mr. Andrew Catanach of HSE-7 at TA 54, Area G supplied me with LLW pick-

up and delivery information that, when analyzed over a recent six month

period, will, without doubt, provide an excellent indication of low level

waste generation and the relative usage of the 72 ten yard Dumpsters at 17

specific locations.

John Harper and all TA 54 personnel contacted were extremely helpful and

cooperative in assisting me with this field study.

5.5. Review of Eield Records.

Records for LLW pick-up and delivery for the period of October 1988 to

April 1989 were obtained from the TA-54, Area G office. Detailed records for

this period had been accurately and meticulously kept and were invaluable in

analyzing ongoing pick-up/delivery operations. (2.)

The pick-up/delivery of LLW for each generation site requiring service

during the time period analyzed is charted In Table I.

It can be noted that of 151 calls, 130 (86%) originated from the five

HLGS locations, and that 96 (64%) originated from the largest LLW producers:

TA-3 and TA-55,

TKT Inc.
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TABLE I

SIX-MONTH DUMPSTERSERVICE - BY LLW GENERATION SITE

NUMBEROF TEN YARD LLW DUMPSTERSPICKED UP AT
GENERATION SITE AND DELIVERED TO TA-54, AREA G

BETWEENOCTOBER 18, 1988 AND APRIL 19, 1989

Not

Generation Site Comoactible Non-Compactible _ _ Total

TA-2,

Omega Site I i L(I.) 0 2

TA-3,
South Mesa Site

SM-16 0 I L 0 i
SM-29 20 ii H 0 31
SM-66 4 8 H 0 12
SM-102 i 6 M 0 7

TA-15,
R-Site 0 i L 0 i

TA-16,
S-Site 0 2 M 2 4

TA-18,

Paj arito Laboratory i 2 L 0 3

TA-21,
DP Site 3 7 H 0 i0

TA-33,
HP-Site 0 i L 0 i

TA-35,
Ten-Site i 0 L 0 i

TA-43,
Health Research Lab 3 0 L 0 3

TA-48,

Radio Chemistry Site 6 5 H 0 ii

TA-50,

Waste Management Site 2 4 M 0 6
TA-53,

Meson Facility 0 ii H 2 13

TA-55,
PF-Site 33 _ H __JJ_ 45

TOTALS 75 72 4 151

(1)Records were originally interpreted to mean that 8 Dumpsters were picked up
and delivered in one day due to demolition of an existing facility. Actually,
TA-2 called 8 times for one pick-up. Total pick-ups was changed from 159 to
151.

Code: H : High Volume (i0 or more pick-ups)
M = Medium Volume (4 to 9 plck-ups)
L = Low Volume (3 or less pick-ups)

TKT Inc.
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A LANL plot plan showing the relative LLW generation rates as measured by

calls for service over the six month period is included in the Appendix.

It can also be noted that for the period analyzed, the number of Dump-

sters containing compactible LLW was almost exactly equal to the number of

noncompactible Dumpsters serviced. Personnel interviewed estimated that this

i:i ratio was fairly constant over extended time periods.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS

It was originally estimated that investigation into the LLW Dumpster

leakage problem would yield both short and long range recommendations for

solutions. However, during the course of analyzing the problem vs. potential

solutions, it became apparent that although no one single inexpensive curative

is immediately available, several actions can be taken almost immediately that

will help alleviate Dumpster leakage. Recommendations are therefore divided

into three chronological phases: Immediate, Intermediate, and Long Range.

Neither Immediate nor Intermediate recommendations made herein include

major or radical changes in operation or equipment. The current system

appears to be direct, uncomplicated, relatively efficient and cost effective.

The system itself appears to be well suited to handling LLW since the sealed

cartons can be manually loaded through the side doors and stacked uniformly to

prevent crushing and/or puncturing on sharp corners and edges. Handling by

truck and discharge of cartons at both the existing compactor and direct dis-

posal pit facilities is relatively gentle. There appears to be little cause

for the cartons to rupture during handling by experienced personnel.

In short, there does not appear to be a justification for incurring the

expense of.changing to a drastically different system, particularly when any

system implemented will be on an interim basis until it will be largely

replaced by the automated carton monitoring/handling systems planned for major

generation sites. Refinements in equipment and operations are proposed

instead.

Since technology for the safe handling of hazardous wastes continues to

evolve, there may eventually arrive on the market one or more processes that
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could justify augmentation or total replacement of the existing truck-and-

Dumpster system. Several of these processes are listed in the Alternate Tech-

nology section of this report. It is recommended that these and other

developing systems be regularly monitored for compatibility with long-range

LLW disposal requirements at LANL. However, for future requirements as can be

forecast from this study, no drastic systemic changes are recommended.

6.1. Recommendations for Immediate Action

Project scope did not include time-consuming research into specific case

histories of Dumpster leakage that have been reported, according to HSE-I, for

more than ten years. (I.) It is doubtful that this research, if conducted,

would have pin-pointed the specific Dumpsters "that were leaking, the exact

cause of leakage or even contributing factors at the time.

Investigations, therefore, were restricted, as previously reported, to

inspection of the Dumpsters, discussions with personnel directly familiar with

the problem, and observation of current operations.

Field data derived from these sources were used to postulate causes for

leakage reported in the past as well as conditions that could reasonably cause

reoccurring Dumpster leakage.

Specific Recommendations for Immediate action include the following:

Reduce the number of Dumpsters presently in use. Inventory lists

72 active ten cubic yard Dumpsters including a minimum of three held in

reserve at TA-54, Area G. It appears that by reducing the number of Dumpsters

that are constantly exposed to all weather conditions, the incidence of Dump-

ster leakage will be reduced by the same factor. TA-54 field records indicate

that at least 30 Dumpsters at Ii different technical areas are unloaded no

more than once every two to six months.

This recommendation should in no way be construed as a base plan for

reducing LLW pick-up/delivery service to low volume generation sites. On the

contrary, it is recommended that pick-up/dellvery service be provided on a

"milk-run" basis by TA-54, i.e. a vehicle from TA-54 will be scheduled to

service a location as soon as LLW is generated, processed, packaged and

TKT Inc.
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monitored and not after it has been allowed to accumulate and deteriorate for

weeks or months in a Dumpster not designed for the application. Any sig-

nificant surges in LLW production at a specific site, such as might be caused

by demolition of an obsolete facility or a large spill, can be handled by

temporarily supplying reserve Dumpsters as needed from the TA-54 storage yard.

Based on the data obtained from TA-54 files, then extrapolated over a 12

month period, 50 LLW Dumpsters per year are picked up at low and medium volume

generation sites and delivered to disposal facilities. By conservatively

estimating that all 50 Dumpsters are each loaded with (90) i ft x i ft x 2 ft

cartons, 4,500 cartons/year would be handled directly by TA-54 from generation

site to disposal. It appears that if TA-54 were provided with one relatively

inexpensive pick-up truck outfitted with a custom designed and fabricated con-

tainer similar in configuration to a small camper van, pick-up and delivery of

4,000 to 5,000 cartons of LLW per year would not represent an onerous task.

A van having an approximate useful storage volume of 192 ft3 (8 ft long x

6 ft wide x 4 ft high) could contain (54) i ft x i ft x 2 ft cartons.(2.)

This would represent an average of between one to two trips per week over a 50

week period.

The use of fabric containers for cartons containing all non-

compactible LLW as a minimum is recommended.

These containers would be coated (non-breathing) polypropylene fabric as

manufactured by BONAR Industries and others. This type of container has been

successfully used in handling graphite at SM 66. (3.)

(4.)The fabric container system has a number of advantages including the

following:

Fabric container when sealed represent extra containment

against dispersion of airborne particles.

Fabric containers are tough, durable and very difficult to tear

or puncture.

TKT Inc.
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LLW confined inside sealed cartons and sealed fabric containers

should require much less back fill at the disposal site.

Fabric containers can be economically manufactureV in various

sizes and configurations and with options as required for nuclear service.

Fabric containers manufactured with "duffel" configurations

can be located inside metal containers for temporary indoor storage of three

to six cartons.

/_]_2_6_ Fabric containers can be fitted with extra reinforcing straps

plus loops for lifting with a hoist or other mechanical device.

Fabric containers can be manufactured with "compactible," "com-

bustible," or "noncompactible" permanently marked on their outer surface.

They can also be color coded to further distinguish between different types of

waste.

/_j.j_(5.) Fabric containers can probably be purchased in large

volumes of relatively small sizes at prices that will make them econom-

ically viable for disposable service. The series 2200, code S 65 containers

that were 44 in. x 74 in. with a 3 1/2 mil inserted liner cost $21.40 each in

lots of 50 in 1987. If fabric containers capable of holding and sealing six

cartons each could be purchased and stored in volume lots for $i0 to $15 each,

it appears that $9,000 to $13,500 per year would not be an excessive amount to

pay for the added benefits plus the elimination of the cost of Dumpsters, han-

dling truck, and driver from eleven locations.

6.1.3. "Milk Run" Operations. In operation, the user at the generation

site would call for service approximately two days in advance to allow for

security sealing and protection of the LLW and to allow for scheduling by TA-

54.

The metal containers holding the sealed fabric containers would be rolled

out to meet the TA-54 pick-up van and the fabric containers would be loaded

aboard using a I/4 ton hoist on a short telescoping boom that is integral with

the vehicle. Both compactible (combustible) and noncombustible LLW could be
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loaded into separate compartments of the van on either side of an integral

partition. Color coding throughout would minimize errors in routing. It is

estimated that six cartons in a flexible container would average i00 Ibs each,

gross weight. (6.)

Depending upon available space in the van and/or operating procedure, the

vehicle would travel directly to TA-S4, Area G for unloading, or stop en route

to pick up additional LLW at other generation sites.

It appears feasible that the van could be fitted with a remote controlled

hydraulic discharge door and an ejector ram system so that the LLW could be

unloaded at the disposal site by the driver from inside the vehicle without

opening his door to the dusty pit atmosphere.

As with any new system, there are questions to answer and poten-

tial problems to address before it can be implemented, including, but not

limited to, the following:

What will be the optimum, size of the fabric container?

Reference compaction vs. combustion in future operations:

- Will some compactible LLW still be routed through the existing or new

compaction operation to disposal at TA-54, Area G, or will compaction

be eliminated altogether after the two CAIs are permitted and opera-

tional?

- How will LLW in fabric containers interface with the compaction opera-

tions?

- Will a new automated compaction system be provided that will accept

LLW in fabric containers discharged from the TA-54 van as well as

from the new D-2 Dumpster being planned for TA-55?

- The conveyor system of the existing CAI will accept only i ftx ift x

2 ft cardboard cartons while the new CAI will accept both cartons and

bulk LLW. Will this present an additional and serious segregation

problem?
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It is estimated that each fabric container will weigh from four

to six Ibs. What effect will 1,800 to 2,400 Ibs per year of polypropylene

have on the heat balance and emissions of the new CAI?

Should fabric containers be considered only for noncompactible

LLW? Cartons containing combustible and/or compactible LLW wnuld be manually

or mechanically loaded into D-I or D-2 Dumpsters or the TA-54 without further

packaging in much the same way they are presently handled.

It is recommended that a fabric container be designed that will

best answer the above questions (plus others that will inevitably arise) and

es_ed.that a trial order be purchased and field t

6.1.6; Advantages, Overall advantages of restricting the routine use of

permanently assigned Dumpsters to TA-3 (major generation sites only), TA-21,

TA-48, TA-53, and TA-55, then using TA-54 personnel to pick up and deliver LLW

in a special van from all low and medium generation sites on a "milk run"

basis are as follows:

The number of Dumpsters allowed to remain outdoors collecting

moisture from rain and snow will be reduced by a factor of 0.4 to 0.6. This

should reduce the probability of actual and reported leakage by the same fac-

tor.

Review of the enclosed location site plan shows that the five major gen-

eration sites are grouped relatively close to each other and to the TA-54,

Area G disposal site. By eliminating Dumpsters at out-lying, low production

generation sites, the incidence rate of public encounters with rusted, leaking

Dumpsters marked "Radio-active Wastes" will be significantly reduced in most

areas and completely eliminated in others. Instead, LLW will be handled in an

unobtrusive, streamlined van that will not be nearly so visible to the public.

The cardboard cartons will not be exposed to the elements for

months at a time, but will be picked up almost immediately and delivered to

the proper disposal site.
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Although only a few defective areas were observed that actually

weaken present day containment capability, the existing Dumpsters are in very

poor condition and will require replacement over the next few years in order

to maintain even a semblance of structural integrity. In 1989 dollars, a new

Dempster Dumpster retails for $5,640 each. (7,) As indicated in the inspection

reports, the existing Dumpsters are not designed or fabricated to provide the

degree of weatherproofing required for handling LLW so that under many weather

conditions, new un-modified Dumpsters will very likely leak. Subsequent

damage and wear serve only to exacerbate an existing problem. Estimating that

$3,455 (8.) minimum will be required to weatherproof each Dumpster, the

estimated unit cost escalates to an estimated $9,100. By eliminating 32 Dump-

sters, the total project cost will be reduced by $291,200.

Dumpsters brought in from low volume generation sites can be

weatherproofed and used to replace worn and damaged units currently located at

the high volume sites. This can be accomplished on a systematic but gradual

basis without interrupting pick-up/delivery service. Dumpsters not meeting

inspection standards for modification can be stored at TA-54 and cannibalized

for parts and material (hinges, chain adapters, stiffeners, side plates, dis-

charge ramps, pick-up bars, side lugs, and some sections of the shell). This

plan will not only represent considerable cost savings, but will reduce the

amount of steel requiring eventual disposal. In the event that all 72 old LLW

Dumpsters were to be scrapped and 72 new Dumpsters purchased, the eventual

disposal problem would amount to the following:

Tons of (bulky) steel : (72 +72)(3,000 Ibs/unit)/2,0G0 Ibs/Ton : 216 Tons

If only ten new Dumpsters have to be purchased (assuming conservatively that

only 30 weatherproof Dumpsters of the 35 to 40 required can be modified from

existing units), the 216 ton figure drops to (72 +10)(1.5) = 123 tons plus

approximately five tons of unusable steel left over from cannibalized Dump-

sters and i0 tons of newly purchased steel. Disposal of this 138 tons can be

accomplished gradually over a 15 year time period as the modified Dumpsters

wear out, are damaged beyond repair, or are phased out by Dumpsters developed

for automated systems.
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Limiting a few number of Dumpsters to high volume generation

sites that are closer to TA-54 will streamline the pick-up and delivery of LLW

from both high and low volume location. Extrapolation of data acquired during

the six month log reports indicate that approximately 50 of a predicted total

of 320 LLW deliveries involving ten cubic yard Dumpsters would be eliminated

by the Dumpster reduction plan. This is slightly less than 16% of predicted

total annual deliveries, but since many of the low volume generation sites are

found in Tech Areas remotely located from TA-54, Area G, and since the maximum

speed limit for handling LLW over area roads is 35 Mph, the actual time saved

in eliminated Dumpster service at these sites could be as much as 30 to 40% of

total yearly transportation time. Time thus saved could be used by the Dump-

ster handling truck driver for inspecting units at the generation site for

damage and existing or potential leakage. LLW pick-up and delivery service at

low volume generation sites would be handled on a more frequent schedule by

waste management specialists who would be trained specifically for this duty,

as LANL employees and not sub-contractors.

6.2. Dumoster Sitino.

It appears, from the inspection phase of the project, that Dumpsters have

been located using the following criteria (listed not necessarily in order of

priority):

- Proximity to temporary indoor storage of the sealed cardboarJ cartons,

- Access to the Dumpster by the handling truck, and

- Prevention of congestion and interference with other operations in the

area.

These are excellent siting criteria in themselves, but apparently little or no

thought has been given to sheltering the Dumpsters from the weather and
6

drainage.

It is not recommended that full shelters be designed and con-

structed for the individual Dumpsters since they would, almost by definition,

hamper the pick-up operations to the point of inefficiency, and would cost too

much to construct in accordance with nuclear building regulations.
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It is recommended that standard platforms similar to the design

on the conceptual drawing in Appendix 12.5 be constructed for Dumpsters at

high volume generation sites. The platforms would elevate Dumpsters well

above the highest level of normal drainage water and would minimize the

effects of drifting snow. By constructing the platform beams from pretreated

structural timbers, the Dumpsters would be provided with a flat, uniform bear

ing surface that would absorb much of the impact and frictional forces

inherent with returning the unit to the generation site.

Timber back-up bars are shown that serve as a bumper when returning the

Dumpster to the platform and to locate it for the next loading cycle. Further

investigation may indicate that rubber padding and/or a spring mount similar

to a railroad car bumper may be required to adequately prevent damage to the

Dumpster.

It should be noted here that all damage to Dumpsters inspected definitely

appeared to be due to either normal wear or almost routine, yet accidental,

collisions with rigid objects. No evidence of willful or negligent equipment

maltreatment was observed. Maneuvering 3,000 Ib, 295 ft3, containers in

cramped quarters around concrete and steel structures inevitably produces

incidental damage that would be acceptable for Dumpsters handling other types

of waste.

The unit installed cost for each Dumpster platform is estimated to be

$1,225 including site preparation, piers and footings, fabrication, installa-

tion, and field painting. Total estimated cost for 40 units is $49,000. (9.)

It is not recommended that the locations of the individual Dump-

sters be drastically changed, although detailed discussions with users, hand-

ling truck, drivers, and TA-54 personnel should be conducted prior to imple-

mentation in order to determine whether or not location improvements can be

made and addition Dumpsters efficiently eliminated.

6.3. Improved Dumoster Inspection.

/z_L_L_ It is recommended that as the number of Dumpsters in service is

reduced, that the handling truck driver be given additional responsibility for

routine inspection of the Dumpsters. It should become a routine operation for
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the driver to give each Dumpster a thorough visual inspection preferably after

the Dumpster has been emptied, after it has been monitored and while it is

still connected to the truck so that the discharg._ ramp can be lowered and the

interior inspected from below. Routine inspection Is presently provided but

the drivers do not now have sufficient time between pick-ups for thorough

inspection nor the mechanism for reporting damage. Damage should be

immediately noted on the inspection report sheet and reported to TA-54 along

with comments on any recent repairs to the Dumpster. This data will also be

very valuable in evaluating newly modified Dumpsters.

/zJ_ In addition, a procedure for regular, unscheduled and independent

inspections should be inaugurated by TA-54. In addition to verifying routine

damage reports submitted by the handling truck drivers, the TA-54 inspector

should look for and note all rust streaks and surface discoloration that could

indicate re_nt leakage, even that emanating from stagnant rain water trapped

behind external components. The TA-54 inspector should have the authority

required to order structural and mechanical repairs as well as re-painting

from a maintenance facility assigned to service TA-54 waste management

requirements.

6.3.3 A comprehensive preventive maintenance program for Dumpsters

should be planned that will compliment more thorough inspections. This

program should be implemented through TA-54 and would be functionally con-

centrated on Dumpster areas that have been most frequently associated with

leakage e.g. the loading doors, the discharge ramp, external stiffeners,

elastomer seals (for D-I Dumpsters) plus hinges, side lugs, and chain adapt-

ers.

Standard Dumpster identification numbers, either existing part

number or new numbers for modified units, should be permanently and promi-

nently marked on the same location on all units and personnel should be

instructed to note the identification number on all data sheets, maintenance

work orders, and other correspondenc:_. A continuing effort should be made to

track all Dumpsters at their generation site and to record their service

record (pick-up dates, number of cartons, gross weight, volume) by I.D. number

as well as by location. A centrally located Dumpster situation board is
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recommended along with procedures for regular updating and location verifica-

tion. Inspection dates per 6.3.2. could also be noted in one column of the

situation board.

6,4. Securltv Considerations.

Although not strictly within the scope of this study, it is recommended

that immediate security improvements be made as follows:

6.4.1. Remove all LLW Dumpsters from service that are located outside

secure areas. Most of these are located at low volume generation sites and,

if Recommendation 6.1.1. is accepted will be removed anyway. They should be

given first priority in retirement of little used Dumpsters from active serv-

ice.

Expedite door replacement and insure that new doors close com-

pletely and do not open against the security lock when unlatched.

In view of increasing and more organized hostility towards all

DOE laboratories, it is recommended that a very defensive attitude be taken

against the possibility of vandalism against any piece of equipment carrying

the Radio-active material sign. Any person hostile to LANL could very easily

duplicate the section of the inspection route made outside secure areas and

take the following actions for publicity or other motives:

Photograph cartons of LLW inside Dumpsters located in an urban

area,

Pierce several cartons and plastic bags with a sharp instrument

then retrieve samples of LLW, and/or

6.4.3.3. Set fire to the cardboard cartons. (If a Dumpster door leaks

water, it will certainly not impede gasoline or kerosene deliberately0

injected. )

6.5. Recommendations for Intermediate Action.

The basic Dumpster design should be modified to provide a more weather-

proof container. A conceptual design for total sealing is shown on the draw-

ing in Appendix 12.5. Design features are arranged so that modifications can

be made on a progressive basis, i.e. a test program Is proposed herein that

could yield sufficient data for intelligently deciding whether or not the
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expensive inflatable seal is justified for long term field testing. If a

Dumpster is fitted only with marine-type watertight doors and horizontal

guides on the discharge ramp then still leaks excessively during initial test-

ing, the inflatable seal feature can easily be retrofit.

The following are proposed modifications in order of priority.

6.5.1. Marine-type watertight doors. Existing sheet metal doors and

formed doorway edges will be removed and sheet metal adapter plates seal-

welded across the existing holes.

6.5.2. Horizontal Guides on the Discharge Ramp. Structural steel angles

should be welded parallel to the direction of carton discharge in order to

elevate the bottom cartons of a flooded Dumpster load above the water-line.

They will also add strength and rigidity to the discharge ramp.

6.5.3. Drain Sumo. This feature converts one (or possibly more) of the

existing 4 in. channels welded as stiffeners to the bottom of the discharge

ramp into a sump for collecting water that has leaked into the Dumpster. A

valved nozzle that is protected by a sturdy cover plate should be provided

that will allow a technician to inspect for leakage after a heavy rain or

snow, and to draw the water off into a vacuum bottle for monitoring and dis-

posal.

5.5.4. Vertical Guides. This feature consists of welding vertical,

deep, sheet metal channels along the sides and ends of the Dumpster to mini-

mize contact between the LLW cartons and the surfaces of the Dumpster shell

that may be wet because of in-leakage or condensation. As is the case with

the horizontal guides, additional strength and rigidity is obtained that

should extend the useful life of the Dumpster.

6.5.5. Inflatable Ramp Seal. This feature consists of a molded rubber

sealing element that is adapted to the lower perimeter of the Dumpster by

means of machined seal housings and structural angles as shown on the drawing

in Appendix 12.5. When inflated to i0 psi the element expands against the

discharge ramp and forms an effective weather seal. When air pressure is

released, the seal element retreats inside the housing where it is protected
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from impact by the moving cartons as they are discharged. Seal air can be

provided by a portable air tank carried by the driver or from dehydrated plant

air extended in a line to the Dumpster location. The air pressure/vent valve

should be located inside the Dumpster in an area protected by the vertical

guides and manually actuated through a covered access port.

6.5.6. Solid Ramo Seal. An elastomer seal retained by a steel bar

bolted continuously around the internal periphery of the shell is an option to

the inflatable seal. This device would cost much less but not seal as well as

the inflatable type and would probably require more maintenance since it wculd

be routinely involved in random collisions with discharging cartons.

Both designs incorporating ramp seals should also enclose a protected

vent with integral HEPA filter to prevent pressure build-up in hot weather.

Several factors appear to dictate that a short term test program

be devised and implemented that will indicate the optimum degree of watertight

integrity that can reasonably be obtained by the various sealing methods:

It is not known how much or under what conditions in-leakage

occurs through the discharge ramp closure. This has always been a function of

weather, Dumpster conditions, and location.

There is too much cost differential between the three alter-

nates to recommend the most positive (and most expensive) solution as is tabu-

lated:

Modification Degree of Dumpster Unit Cost ($) Total Cost/40 Units ($)
Condition Modification and Reference

I Modification with

no ramp seal $1,934 $ 77,396 (9.2.1, pg 45)

II Modification with

• solid elastomer

seal 3,821 152,840 (9.3, pg 46)

III Modification with

inflatable seal 8,918 356,720 (9.5, pg 48)

6.5.7.3_ The modified Dumpsters will represent an interim solution to

the LLW leakage problem and should be cost effective over a 5 to I0 year

period.
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6.5.8. Dumoster Test Prooram.v

It is recommended that two Dumpsters be modified: One to Con-

dition I and one to Condition II, then tested using one or more non-modified

Dumpsters as control units. Comparative tests can be conducted in two modes:

(I) heavy streams of water directed against the side loading doors, and (2)

immersion of the Dumpster in approximately 6 in. water. Primary cost of test-

ing would consist of modifying the two Dumpsters for a total of $5,755.

Additional costs would be:

- Calibrated test tank measuring about I0 ft x i0 ft x one ft deep

($3OO).

- Miscellaneous test apparatus: temporary water piping, hoses, szop

watches, etc. ($500).

- Two technicians for one week: 2 x 40 hrs x $55/hr = $4,400. Total

cost of one weeks testing would be $10,955, including Dumpster

modification.

These preliminary tests should indicate whether or not it is

necessary to repeat them with a Condition III (inflatable seal) Dumpster

included for comparison. The second test phase would cost an estimated

$20,000. At the end of the two initial test phases, the three prototype Dump-

sters should be place in actual service during which they would be inspected

regularly. Periodic re-testing for leaks would give an indication as to their

respective durability. Field tests would define operational problems that
i

could be corrected in subsequent units.

6.5.9. Disadvantaoes of the Dumoster Modification Prooram. S o m e
v

immediate disadvantages of the modified interim Dumpster are evident, includ-

ing

Additional weight will be added to each Dumpster, according to

the condition to which it is converted:

(a) Condition I - 900 Ibs

(b) Condition II - 1,200 Ibs

(c) Condition III - 2,100 Ibs

TKT Inc.
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Since the original Dumpsters weigh approximately 3,000 Ibs and

the LLW payload is an estimated 90 cartons _ 15 Ibs = 1,350. Total gross

weight would be 5,250; 5,550; or 6,450 Ibs. These weights do not appear to be

excessive for the existing equipment since equivalent density of the heaviest

condition is:

Density = (6,450-3,000)/(10 yds x 27) = 12.8 Ibs/ft3

or about that of wet household garbage.

Of more consequence is the reduction of the number of cartons

through the addition of the vertical guides and the continuous seal (solid or

inflated) which reduces the cross sectional areas of the Dumpster. An average

of 80 cartons can now be easily loaded into a round top Dumpster and 90 into a

flat top. This figure could be reduced to between 70 and 80 for both types

after modification to D-I status.

In order to provide a continuous and fairly effective seal, the

triangular cut-out on both sides of the Dumpster should be closed in with

sheet metal. It appears that since all LLW will be packed in cartons, very

little side pressure will be exerted against the sides as is the case with

loose sanitary wastes. The Dumpsters should continue to discharge cartons

with no more problems than those existing currently. Field prototype pre-

testing will indicate the presence of any new discharge problems.

6.5.10. R_commendations for Long Range Action. In addition to periodic

monitoring of new technology handling LLW, immediate work should start on

developing a long range Dumpster for handling wastes from the automated system

being planned for TA-55. A meeting report that defines preliminary criteria

for this type of versatile container Is included in the appendix. (I0") In

addition to the criteria defined In the meeting report, the long range Dump-

ster should be capable of being fitted wlth a large fabric container for seal-

ing and depositing each load of noncompactible wastes as an integral,

identifiable unit.

Based on pre-conceptual design requirements only, it appears that each

prototype container will cost approximately $55,000. (11") Five to six units
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will probably be required to insure that TA-55 is properly serviced. Proto-

type design and development work should start in the very near future so that

a Dumpster will be available to handle LLW produced by TA-55 automated system

as it is started up within the next two years.

It is also recommended that development work be started on a system and

equipment for on-site, glove box reduction of LLW at high volume generation

sites.

The i ftx I ft x 2 ft sealed carton appears to be suitable for handling

LLW but radioactive material disposal records reviewed during the course of

field operations observations indicated that average gross carton weight was

approximately 15 Ibs for a resultant average gross density of only 7.5

ibs/ft3"

In the event that it proved to be technically and economically feasible

to increase the average bulk density to 30 Ibs ft3 and pack it into sealed

cartons, the requirement for temporary storage and on-site transportation

would be greatly reduced and could quite possibly be handled on a "milk-run"

basis. The 4:1 to 6:1 compaction ratios appear to be reasonable and do not

present the problems of "super-compaction."

As an example, over a six month period, Dumpsters at TA-55 were loaded

with compactible LLW on an average of every 7.3 days ranging from two days

minimum to 21 days maximum. This represents an average generation rate(Rg)

of:

(Rg) = 90 cartons/Dumpster x 15 Ibs/carton/7.3 days

Rg : 184.9 Ibs/day

Maximum generation rate Rg(max ) = 90 x 15/2 : 675 Ibs/day

TKT Inc.
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An automated equipment line capable of reducing the volume of wastes generated

at the rate of 675 Ibs/day could, quite probably, be efficiently installed in

custom glove boxes in a reasonable amount of space e.g.

(675 Ibs/day)
Hourly feed rate (PPH) = x 1.2 (factor) = 135 Ibs/hr

6 hrs/day operation

Volumetric feed rate (CFH) = 135/7.5 : 18 CFH

Volume after reduction = 18/4 = 4.5 CFH

With equipment sized for 20% over expected maximum, a very small raw LLW surge

capacity would be required.

Typically equipment would consist of the following:

Item

Oazazztci.?,_ Description

I i Conveyor/metal separator - magnetic/ultrasonic for both

ferrous and non-magnetic metals.

2 i Shredder - slow speed hydraulic, with automated self

cleaning feature - Komar, Saturn or equivalent.

3 i Hammermill - coarse screen with automated junk trap -

Jefferys or equivalent.

4 i Hammermill - fine screen -Mikro-Pulverizer or equi-

valent.

5 i Compaction press - Pneumatic or Hydraullc e.i.:

Consolidated, Dake, Modern, Mohawk, Nugier, Williams-

White.

6 i Internal (to glove box) dust collection and recycle

system.

Ideally, LLW could be presorted and introduced into the compaction system in

plastic bags, then be processed and finally monitored and discharged into the

second generation (D-2) Dumpsters without having the cartons exposed to room

atmosphere. Through the use of flanged and sealed interfaces at incinerator

receiver stations, the cartons would also be protected from outdoor atmosphere

during transit. By using a re-defined sorting criteria, it is very likely
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that a much higher percentage of LLW could be classified as "Compactible" than

the approximately 50% presently being handled. This could represent a reduced

load on the limited TA-54, Area G disposal site and its manual compaction

system. Pre-compaction at the generation site could obviously reduce the size

and cost of the long term Dumpsters as well as overall field handling costs.

The estimated cost for an automated LLW reduction line is $710,000

installed. (12)

It has become evident during this study that each generation site has its

own slightly different LLW disposal requirements. Based on current data, it

appears that if the new SNM facility is operational by the year 2,000 A.D. so

that generation of LLW at each location remains approximately the same (some

LLW generating facilities having relocated to SNM), the scenario for LLW col-

lection as tabulated in Table II is not unrealistic.

Assuming that by year 2,000 A.D. the existing CAI will be operational and

that all compactible wastes are incinerated, the number of deliveries per year

per type of handling equipment is estimated as follows:

Type LLW Equipment Type

D-I D-2 Van Total s

Combustible 0 25 26 51

Noncombust i bl e _ 0 l_ 178.

159 25 45 229

7. ALTERNATE TECHNOLOGIES

During the course of the study, several industry-proven material handling

systems were considered for compatibility with long range LANL requirements.

Among systems considered were the following:

7.1. Overland Belt Conveyor.-

This system would have loading stations at the five high volume gener-

ation sites (with branch conveyors at the three primary sites within TA-3) and

a single discharge station at the TA-54, Area G disposal site. The entire

belt, idlers, and belt return system would be totally enclosed and ventilated

with a continuous walkway and maintenance access ports along its full length.

TKT Inc.



TABLE II

" PRO,1ECTEDLLW COLLECTION - 2,000 A.D.

Generation Lbs/yr LLW Cartons/yr LLW Deliveries Equipment Loading Disposal DischargePer Yea r Type System Facl 1tty System
Stte NC C NC C NC C NC

C NC C NC C NC C

TA-2 2, 700 2, 700 180 180 3 3 Van Van Manual FC CAI TA-54 Open Open
TA-3:

SM 16 0 2,700 0 180 0 3 --- Van --- FC --- TA-54 --- Open
. SM 29 (1.) 54,000 29,700 600 1,980 8 25 D-2 D-1 Auto. FC CAI TA-54 Closed Open

SM 66 (1.) 10, 800 21, 600 120 1,440 2 18 D-2 D-1 Auto. FC CAI TA-54 C1osed Open
SM 102 2,700 16,200 180 1, 080 2 14 Van D-1 Manual FC CAI TA-54 Open Open

TA-15 0 2, 700 0 180 0 3 --- Van --- FC --- TA-54 --- Open
. TA-16 0 10,800 0 720 0 9 N_ D-1 --- FC --- TA-54 --- Open

: TA-18 2, 700 5,400 180 360 2 7 Van Van Manual FC CAI TA-54 Open Open
m-] TA-21 (1.) 8,100 18,900 90 1,260 1 16 D-2 D-1 Manual FC CAI TA-54 Open Open
: TA-33 0 2,700 0 180 0 3 --- Van --- FC --- TA-54 --- Open

-_ _ TA-35 2,700 0 180 -- 2 -- Van --- Manual -- C_I --- Open ---TA-43 8, 100 0 $40 -- 10 -- Van --- Manual -- CAI --- Open ---
c _ TA-48 (1.) 16,200 13,500 180 900 2 11 D-2 D-1 Auto. FC CA1 TA-54 Closed Open

_ TA-50 5,400 10,800 360 720 7 9 Van D-1 Manual FC CAI TA-54 Open OpenTA-S3 0 35,100 0 2, 340 0 30 --- D-1 _- FC --- TA-54 _- OpenAuto. FC CAI TA-54 C1osed Open
z •

TA-55 ( 1 ) 89,100 32, 400 990 2,160 12 27 D-2 D-1

_: Totals (2.) 202, 500 205, 200 3,600 13,680 51 178 ...............

: Estimate is based on: Eighty 15 lb cartons per D-1 Dumpster,
Eighty (minimum) 90 Ib cartons per D-2 Dumpster,

fifty-four cartons per van.

(1.) Indicates 6:1 on-stte compaction system
(2.) Totals do not include LLIV produced by the SNN facility

Code: i)-1 = Extsttng ten cubic yard Dumpster C = Coa_oacttble LLW
D-2 = Dumpster for Automated System HC = Non-Compacttble LLW
CAZ = Controlled Air Incinerator FC = Fabric Container
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Compactible wastes would be pre-compacted and delivered by D-2 type Dumpsters

or Vans to the CAI at a rate of 50 to 75 runs/year as recommended previously.

The advantages of the overland belt conveyor are as follows:

- The existing ten cubic yard Dumpsters (designated D-I for purposes of

this report) will be completely eliminated and highway transportation

of LLW will be reduced to a minimum.

- Cartons in flexible containers could be sealed and identified then

routed immediately to TA-54 where they could be distributed in the

pit by a single technician in a small vehicle that would never leave

the area.

- The belt conveyor concept probably represents the gentlest and most

reliable method of handling boxed LLW.

-There would probably be a decrease in operating personnel required.

Disadvantages are as follows:

- First and foremost, the safety and security problems that immediately

arise when considering the belt conveyor concept are extreme to the

point of being prohibitive.

- The expense of engineering and constructing an overland conveyor

system of this magnitude could be prohibitive.

- Maintenance would be a nightmare.

7.2. Overland Pneumatic Tube Conveyor.

In operation, compactible LLW would be loaded and sealed at the gener-

ation sites into large disposable rigid plastic rabbits then pneumatically

conveyed overland to TA-54. Advantages are essentially the same as those of

the overland belt conveyor with the added benefits of reduced maintenance,

faster delivery, and elimination of belt return problems.

Disadvantages are also the same except that pressurized air would be

ruled out as motive power due to safety considerations and the system would

probably not function using vacuum only. In the event the system could be

made to work with vacuum, the volume of potentially contaminated air to be

filtered would represent an additional prohibitive cost factor.

TKT Inc.
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7.3. Laroe Carton Containers.

The only alternate to the intermediate and long term recommendations made

in other section_ of the report that was seriously considered is the follow-

ing: eliminate inactive Dumpsters as previously recommended, then replace the

existing units at high volume generation sites with two each large (40 to 45

cubic yard) containers as manufactured by Accurate Industries, Custom Metal

Industries and others. One of two types of large containers could be util-

ized:

- A modified semi-solid sludge container that would unload by dumping in

a manner similar to that presently used.

- A similar container using a hydraulic ejection system for positive

discharge. This more expensive unit would be recommended if tests

indicated that a positive discharge is required for delivering a

large number of LLW cartons enclosed in fabric containers.

Advantages of these two systems are as follows:

The number of deliveries per year could be drastically reduced.

Theoretically, the larger 40 cubic yard containers could be loaded with (500)

i ftx i ft x 2 ft cartons. The theoretical number of annual deliveries is

tabulated in Table Ill.

Theoretically, only two large containers per site would be required: one

each for compactible (combustible) LLW and one for noncompactible for a total

of 12. This, however, does not take into consideration the distance between

buildings where LLW is generated within the technical area. Based on the pre-

sent inventory (in some cases the number of Dumpsters at a location is

excessive) and projecting the use of large containers, the quantity can be

tabulated as follows:

Generation Site Number of Large Containers Required for
Efficient Handling

TA-3:
SM 29 2
SM 66 4

TA-21 4
TA-48 4
TA-53 3
TA-55 __

Total 19

TKT Inc.
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TABLE III

LARGE CONTAINER SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

Theoretical LLW Deliveries Per Year

From High Volume Generation Sites
Using 40 Cubic Yard Containers

Generation Lbs/yr LLW Cartons/yr LLW Average Number
Site (@ 15#/carton Of Deliveries

Density) Per Year
C(1.) NC(2.) C NC C NC

TA-3 :

SM 29 54,000 29,700 3,600 i,980 7.0 4.0

SM 66 10,800 21,600 720 1,440 1.5 3.0

TA-21 8,100 18,900 540 1,260 1.0 2.5

TA-48 16,200 13,500 i,080 900 2.0 2.0

TA-53 0 35, i00 0 2,340 0.0 5.0

TA-55 89, I00 32,400 5,940 2,160 12.0 4.0

TOTALS 178,200 151,200 11,880 i0,080 23.5 20.5

(i.) C:Compactible/Combustible LLW
(2.) NC=Non-compactible LLW

TKT Inc.
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Estimated costs of the large container concept are tabulated below:

Large Container Costs:

Since it is doubtful that the large containers as purchased would comply

to the degree of water tightness required by storage of LLW and since they

would, by definition, be storing over 500% more cartons than the existing ten

cubic yard units, it appears to be a reasonable assumption that a factor for

special leak-proof containers be added to the estimate of their cost. The

figure of $3,455/unit for medium range modifications as derived during cost

analysis of weatherproofing the existing Dumpsters appears at this point to be

a reasonable figure. Estimated equipment costs are shown in Table IV.

An additional cost factor that must be considered is disposal of the

existing Dumpsters. It appears to be a reasonable assumption that approxi-

mately 12 Dumpsters in best condition would be maintained at TA-54 along with

their handling truck for contingency service. This would leave the other 60

Dumpsters (approximately 90 tons as compared to five tons left over from modi-

fying existing ten yard Dumpsters) that would require immediate disposal. If

the rule-of-thumb that estimates the cost of proper disposal to be roughly

equal to the current cost of new equipment holds true, then another $300,000

should be added to the large container option.

Apparent disadvantages in addition to the high cost include the follow-

ing:

- An additional 240 ft2 of plant area would be required for each of the

large containers plus another 500 ft2 for truck maneuvering space.

- Manual loading would have to be from the top and would be much more

labor intensive.

- Due to the factors noted above, LLW would probably have to be

transported farther before it could be loaded into the large con-

tainers.

- Due to the development of the automated LLW handling and monitoring

system for TA-55, the large container concept would probably

represent an interim solution only. They are much too large to adapt

to the space allocated for the automated system interface.

TKT Inc.
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TABLE IV

Large Container Cost Estimate

Equipment Type Unit Cost Additional Total Unit Cost
F.O.B Shop Cost for Unit Cost x

($) Weatherproofing ($) 21 ($)
($)

i. Rectangular 8, i00 3,455 12,400 242,655
Storage
Container
40 Cubic Yds

2. Full Ejection 11,200 3,455 14,655 307,755
Conta iner
45 Cubic Yds

3. Truck & 80,300 ........... 80,300
Roll-off Hoist

One Requi red

By selecting the most expensive option and including the new
truck required, total equipment cost is

$307,755
80,300

$388,055
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Although the drastic reduction of highway transportation and daily work

load at TA-54 is a very attractive incentive, the large container concept was

listed under "Alternate Technology" instead of "Recommendations" for the

reasons stated above.

8. VENDOR LIAISON

A Request for Information (RFI) was transmitted to manufacturers of waste

handling equipment asking for assistance with the Dumpster leakage problem

(sample letter and manufacturer's list are included in the Appendix). Of the

21 firms contacted, Dempster responded with a telephone call and budgetary

pricing for new ten cubic yard Dumpsters, and the following sent letters:

- Accurate Industries - Williamstown, NJ

- Custom Metal Industries - Oklahoma City, OK

- SP Industries - Hopkins, MI

These four should be included on the bid list in the event that it is decided

to purchase new Dumpsters with or without weatherproof modification.

Budgetary pricing for lightweight Marine type doors was obtained as the

result of RFIs sent to six door manufacturing firms. Juniper Industries of

Middle Village, NY, and Standard Equipment Company of Mobile, AL, submitted

price and delivery quotations and Door Equipment Company of Kasota, MN, sent a

letter declining to quote as LANL requirements did not match their product

line.

SMR Technologies of Uniontown, OH, submitted technical information and

budgetary pricing for the inflatable seal. Cryenco of Denver submitted

budgetary p.ricingfor the waste reduction line glove boxes.

Torres Manufacturing Company of Espanola, NM, was consulted on current

costs of sheet metal and structural steel fabrication as required for Dumpster

modification and JONA Machining Company of Los Alamos assisted with estimating

costs of machine work required for mounting the solid and/or inflatable ramp

seals. Torres also assisted with construction costs for the Dumpster platform

installation.

TKT Inc.
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Catalog information as well as 1987 pricing information for the BOt,4AR
Industries fabric container was obtained from Bill Radzinski of ENG-6.

9. COST ESTIMATES

9.1 Oumpster SupDort Stand

Item Cluantity Description Weight Material
No. (Ibs) Cost ($)

Structural Steel Components

I 2 Angle: 4" x 4" x 1/4" x 7'-5" 98 48
2 4 Angle: 4" x 4" x 1/4" x 6'-6" 172 81
3 4 Angle: 4" x 4" x i/4" x 1'-6" 40 20
4 4 Pipe: 2 i/2" x sch 80 x 1'-5" 46 48
5 4 Plate: 3/4" THK x 6" x 6" 30 15
6 4 Plate: i/2" l_IK x 3 1/2" x 3 1/2" 7 4

7 4 Plate: 3/16" THK x 12 3/4" x 6'-6" 232

Total 625# $ 332
Labor Cost @ $0.25/Ib

Total Steel Costs $ 488

Timber Components

8 19 Beams - 4" x 6',x 6'-6"
9 2 Beams - 4" x 6" x 7'-5"

Total Length = 139 Board Feet
Material Cost @ $0.51/Board Foot = $ 71
Labor Cost @ $0.45/Board Foot 63

$ 134

Field Bolts: Cost ($)

i0 38 Carriage Bolts - 1/2" dia. x 7" long
Galvanized Steel $ 19

ii 16 Carriage Bolts - 1/2" dia. x 4 I/2" long
Galvanized Steel 6

12 54 Square Nuts - 1/2" Galvanized Steel 8
13 16 Anchor Bolts - 3/4" dia. x 12" long

W/Hex Nut 16

Total $ 49

Material Cost Labor Total

14 Foundation 4 piers $80 $120 $ 200
15 Site Preparation (Labor) = $ i00
16 Painting (Material and Labor = $ 50

Total Cost =

With contingency & contractor profit,
Total installed cost = $!,021 x 1.2 = $1,225 ea.

For 40 units, total extended costs =_9_O0_i

TKT Inc.
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_,2 Minimum Dumpster Modifications.

Minimum recommended modifications include the following:

- Replacement/Repair of worn or damaged components.

- Replacement of existing sheet metal doors with lightweight marine

hatches.

- Addition of horizontal carton guides to the discharge ramp.

- Addition of a drain sump with perforated metal particle screen and

protected drain valve.

- Addition of cover plates to ramp stiffener channels.

- Seal-weld all external stiffeners.

- Surface re-finish and re-painting: exterior and interior.

TKT Inc.
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9.2.1. Estimated Costs for Minimum Modification of the Ten Yard Dumoster_.

Item (luantity Description Weight Material Service
__ (Ibs)

I 12 Angle: 2" x 2" x I/8"-72" 119 52 Horizontal

Guide (long)
2 2 Angle: 2" x 2" x 1/8"-48" 12 5 Horizontal

Guide (short)
3 I0 Flatbar: 1 1/4" x 3/16" x 8 4 Channel End

3 3/4" P1ate

4 2 Sheet: i0 gage - 38 x 38" 56 12(I.) Side Bulk Head
5 i Door: Lightweight Marine TBD 732 (2.) Leak Tight

Type - 30" x 30" Closure

6 i Perforated Plate i0 80 Drain Sump Cover
7 I Set Sump Drain Valve TBD I00 Vacuum Drain

Covered Access Port W/lock of Sump
8 A.R. Replacement of Damaged

Components (from salvaged
Dumpsters ) A.R. 50 (3.)

9 A.R. Surface Refinishing
and Painting N.A. 50

i0 3 New Security Locks _ 45

Total 205 $1130
Labor cost _ $0.35/Ib (steel) 72
Labor Cost: Installation of Doors,
Sump valve, Replacement Parts ii0
Labor Cost: Hems 8 & 9 300

Total $1612

Total Including Contingency and contractor profit = $1612 x 1.20 : $1934

Total Estimated Cost for Minimum Modification of 40 Dumpster : _(4.)

(l')Cost based on using sheet removed from salvaged Dumpster @ approxi-

mately $0.20/Ib cutting cost.

(2.)Standard Equipment Company quote.

(3")Gutting and Component repair costs from salvaged Dumpsters.

(4.)Does not include engineering and administrative costs (typical for

all modifications).
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9.3. Modification of Dumpster for Ramp Seal (As Required by Both Solid and

Inflatab]e Seal Designs.

Recommended modifications include the following:

Item Quantity Description Weight Material Service
__ (Ibs) Cost ($)

i i Sheet - IOGA - 84" x 84" 276 60(I.) End Bulk Head
2 2 Sheet - IOGA - 27" x 68" 144 32 (I.) Side Bulk Head

(Lower)

3 16 Sheet - 18GA - ii" x 79" 193 85 Vertical Guide (2.)
4 i0 Sheet- 18GA - ii" x 33" 50 22 Vertical Guide (2.)
5 4 Sheet - 18GA - 13" x 79" 57 25 Vertical Guide (2.)

6 2 Angle - 2" x 2" x 1/8-63" 17 7 Side Plate
Reinforcement

7 I HEPA Filter Vent Assy TBD 250 Hot Weather Vent
(Installed)

Total 737 $481
Labor Cost @ $0.35/Ib (Average)

Total $739

Cost estimate - solid neoprene ramp seal (installed)

I i Seal - i" x 5" x 22"
With Bolt Holes TBD 300 Closure Seal

2 I Flat Bar - 4" x 3/8" x

22'-9" 116 51 Seal Mounting Plate
3 4 Flat Bar - 4" x 3/16" x

22'-9" 58 26 Seal Retainer
4 90 Machine Bolt -3/8" x

1 1/2" Type 316
Stainless Steel
W/Flat Washer TBD _ Seal Bolts

Total 174 $392
Labor Cost @ $0.35/Ib 61

Labor: Drill & Tap 90 Holes

Total $833

Total unit cost with contingency & contractor profit

: 1.2($1572 + $1612) : $3821

Total cost for modifying 40 Dumpsters :

(l.)Cost based on using sheet removed from salvaged Dumpster @ approxi-

mately $0.20/Ib cutting cost.

(2.)Formed deep channel.
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9.4. Cost Estimate - Inflatabl@ Neoprene Ramo Seal Installed in a Modified

Dumpster Used as a Prototype for Test Purposes

Item (luantity Description Weight Cost Service
___ _LLL

i 2 Flatbar- 4" x 2" x 33" 36 Lock Pin
(Installed) Reinforcing

P1ate
2 2 RD Bar - 3 i/2" dia. TeD 50 Weld Nut for

Threaded Full Length
(Female) Lock Pin

3 2 RD Bar - 2" dia. - Machined 80 Lock Pin

4 i Set Air Valve & Piping for 200 Vent and Pressure
Inflatable Seal (Installed) Inflatable Seal

5 i Neoprene Inflatable Seal 1638 Ramp Closure
(Installed)

6 2 Seal Support Angle - End 200 Adapt Seal
(Installed) Retainer to

Dumpster Shel l

7 2 Seal Support Angle- Side 200 Same
(Installed)

8 4 Seal Support Angle - Corner 820 Same
(Installed)

9 2 Seal Retainer - Grnd 1625 Housing for Seal
(InstalIed ) (Machined )

i0 2 Seal Retainer- Side 1424 Same
(Installed)

11 4 Seal Retainer - Corner 2000 Same
(Installed)

12 1 Access Port for Air Valve 105 Protect Air Valve
(Installed with Lock) From Damage &

Unauthorized Use

13 A.R. Stainless Steel Bolting 20

Total $8398

Total prototype cost = (1.2)($1612 + $739 + $8398) =

TKT Inc.
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9.5. Cost Estimate - Inflatable NeoDrene Ramo Seal Installed in OumDsters

Modified in Lots of 40.

Item Quantity Description Weight Cost Service
(Ibs) _ ....

I 2 Flatbar - 4" x 2" x 33" 36 Lock Pin
(Installed) Reinforcing

Plate

2 2 RD Bar - 3 1/2" dia. TeD 50 Weld Nut for

Threaded Full Length Lock Pin
(Female)

3 2 RD Bar - 2" dia. - Machined 80 Lock Pin

4 I Set Air Valve & Piping for 200 Vent and Pressure
Inflatable Seal (Installed) Inflatable Seal

5 i Neoprene Inflatable Seal 670 Ramp Closure
(Installed)

6 2 Seal Support Angle - End 200 Adapt Seal
(Installed) Retainer to

Dumpster Shell

7 2 Seal Support Angle - Side 200 Same
(Installed)

8 4 Seal Support Angle - Corner 820 Same
(Installed)

9 2 Seal Retainer- Grnd 650(1.) Housing for Seal
(InstalIed) (Machined)

i0 2 Seal Retainer - Side 650(1") Same
(Installed)

II 4 Seal Retainer - Corner 1400(1.) Same
(Installed)

12 i Access Port for Air Valve 105 Protect Air Valve

(Installed with Lock) From Damage &
Unauthorized Use

13 A.R. Stainless Steel Bolting

Total $5081

Total unit cost = (1.2)($1612 + $739 + $5081) = $8918

Cost of modifying 40 Dumpster = $8918 x 40 =

(l.)Parts are machined from castings. Unit cost includes estimated pattern

charge amortized over quantity of 40 Dumpsters.

TKT Inc.
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9.7. Cost Estimate LLW On-stte I_eduction System_

Item Quantity Description Estimated Unit Total
Co_t ($i0001 ._

i i Conveyor/Metal Separator (e.g. 15 15
Llvonia, ChemaPerm) with

Pre-shredder/Bag Breaker
2 i Shredder - Low Sp(ed Hydraulic 50 50

(e.g. Komar, Saturn)
3 I Hammermill (e.g. Jeffrey's 15 15

Gruendler)
4 i Hammermill - Fine Screen 20 20

(Mikro Pul or Equivalent)
5 i Compaction Press (e.g. Dake, 75 75

Modern, Mohawk, Nugier)
With Side Ejection Ram

6 2 Screw Feeder 2.5 5

7 I Pre-compaction Auger(Primary ) i0
8 i Screw Feeder (Recycled Dust) I i
9 i Dust Collector (Glove Box) 5 5

i0 3 Surge Hoppers 2 6
ii 2 Air Locks (Large) 20

Total Mechanical Process Equipment 232 (1")

Total Mechanical Equipment Modified for Glovebox Installation
= 232 x 1.25 = $290,000

Estimated Cost of Three Double Width, High Profile, 96" Long Glove Boxes
= 3 x $60,000 = $180,000 (Cryenco- Denver)

Estimated Construction Costs:

Electrical Controls = $ 30,000 (10% equipment costs)

Glovebox Piping = $ 15,000 (5% equipment costs)

Demolition & Decontamination (Existing site:

area = 15' wide x 40' long) = $ 30,000 ($50/ft2 basement area)

Mechanical and Structural Installation = $I00,000 (20% glovebox plus

equipment costs)

Three Glove box Ventilation Systems, Total = $ 30,000 (Prior estimates)

Commissioning, Checkout, and Start-up = _ (5% total costs)

Total Unit Costs (Less Engineering/Design: $240,000

$290,000 + $180,000 + $240,000 = $710,000
Estimated Cost of Five Units = $710,000 x 5 = $3.550.000

(l.)Equipment cost estimates were derived from 1988 budgetary manufacturer
estimates obtained during a similar study for Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion
Facil Ity.

TKT Inc.
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10. PRO,]ECT SCHEDULE

.I.Q,,.I,
In order to effectively implement the Dumpster reduction program as

recommended in Section 6.1.1., proper equipment for TA-S4 personnel and users

will have to be provided.

Primarily, the van discussed in this section will have to be designed and

fabricated. It is estimated that Engineering/Design can be completed within

12 to 16 weeks after receipt of authorization. The chassis for the van could

probably be ordered within six weeks after receipt of authorization in order

to expedite construction. Fabrication of the van and its component handling

and ejection mechanisms could probably be completed within 18 to 20 weeks

after approval of construction drawings so that overall project time could be

an estimated 48 to 52 weeks allowing for project reviews and approvals, vendor

selections, and contract preparation.

Auxiliary equipment such as in-house handling devices for LLW cartons

packed in fabric containers, the design and purchase of the fabric containers

themselves, and metal holding containers for temporary ("Milk-run") storage

can be provided within the 12 month schedule for designing and fabricating the

van,

TKT Inc.
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i0,2._ Oumpster Modlficatlon.

An estimated schedule for modifying existing Dumpsters is tabulated

below :

Weeks After Receipt
..of Authorization

]j_ Engineering/Design of Prototype
Modifications (Minimum, solid Rubber

Ramp Seal, Inflatable Ramp Seal) 8th

Approval period llth

Contract to Fabricator 15th

Selection of Prototype Dumpsters/Approval

by HSE-i/Delivery to Fabricator 17th

Fabrication of Type I and Type II

Prototypes/Del ivery of Units/

Fabricate Test Apparatus 25th

Test Type ! and Type II Prototypes 29th

Type I and Type II not Satisfactory,

Fabricate Type III Prototype (Inflatable

Seal) Deliver to Test Site 37th

Second Test Phase 41st

Review Test Reports/Decision for Making

Optimum Modifications 45th

Modify approximately 39 Dumpsters at the

Rate of One/Week 84th week.

Project completion time with contingency is approximately 17 to 20 months

depending upon test results and selection of optimum Dumpster modifications.

TKT Inc.
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10.3. Platform Construction.

A standard Dumpster platform as recommended in section 6.2.2. can be

designed within six weeks after receipt of authorization. This phase should

include exact site selection and review with all interested parties.

Forty platforms could be fabricated within 20 weeks after contract execu-

tion date. Delivery could be made at the rate of two per week so that crews

could install eight units in the last week of the working month without build-

ing up an excess number of platforms in temporary storage.

Allowing for project reviews and approvals, vendor selections, contract

preparation, site preparation and field painting; the project should be com-

pleted within 30 weeks after start of engineering.

TKT Inc.
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II. NOTES AND REFERENCES

11.1. Section 1. - INTRODUCTION- No notes.

11.2. Section 2. - PROJECT SCOPE - No notes.

11.3. Section 3. - GENERAL - No notes.

11.4. Section 4. - DEFINITIONS

(I.) 4.1. Reference: On Site Transportation Manual, page 5.3.1.

(2.) 4.2. Reference: On Site Transportation Manual, page 5.3.1.

11.5. Section 5. - FIELD INVESTIGATIONS AND RESULTS

(1.) 5.1. The inventory was provided by Mr. Bill Radzinski, ME-6.

(2.) 5.5. A copy of the delivery log was obtained from Mr. Andrew

Catanach, HSE-7.

11.6. Section 6. - RECOMMENDATIONS

(1.) 6.1. Reference: Telephone conversation with Mr. John
GalIimore.

(2.) 6.1.2. Reference: Measurement of existing camper vans.
(3.) 6.1.2. Reference: Mr. Radzinski.

(4.) 6.1.2. Referemce: BONAR Industries catalog.

(5.) 6.1.2.8. Reference: LANL purchase order to BONAR.

(6.) 6.1.3. Six cartons x 15 Ibs gross weight each + approximately

four to six Ibs per fabric container.

(7.) 6.1.6.3. Reference: telephone conversation with Mr. Gene

Barinowski, Sales Manager for Dempster Systems, Inc.

(8.) 6.1.6.3. Reference: Section 9.4. of the cost estimate.

(9.) 6.2.2. Reference: Section 9.1. of the cost estimate.

(10.) 6.5.10. Reference: Appendix, Section 12.3.

(11.) 6.5.10. Approximately six times the cost of the $8914 extimated

for the Condition Ill Dumpster. The prototype con-

tainer will probably be fitted with a power opening

clam shell loading/discharge door, a structural steel

framework adapted to the existing type of handling

truck and a power tilt mechanism (probably

hydraulic).

(12.) 6.5.10. Reference: Section 9.7. of the cost estimate.

Notes and references for cost estimates (Section 9.) are included in

that section and in Section 8., VENDOR LIAISON.

TKT Inc.
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Six Month Operational Survey - LLW

October 18, 1988 to April 19, 1989

Time Period Between Receipt of Call for Pick-up Service

and . .

Date of Actual Pick-up

(i.) (2.) (3.) (4.) (5.) (6.)

Location Number Shortest Longest Total Average
of Time Period Time Period Time Period Time Period

Calls (Days) (Days) (Days) Column #5
/ Column #2

(Days)

TA-2 4 i 4 8 2.O0

i i I i 1.00
SM 16

31 O* 23 96 3.i0
SM 29

TA-3 12 0 7 33 2.75
SM 66

TA-3 7 0 7 18 2.57
SM 102

TA-15 i 2 2 2 2.O0

TA-16 4 i 3 6 1.50

TA-18 3 I 9 ii 3.67

TA-21 i0 I 6 31 3.i0

TA-33 i 6 6 6 6.00

TA-35 I Ii ii ii ii.00

TA-43 3 0 5 9 3.00
i

TA-48 iI 0 7 38 3.46

TA-5 0 7 0 13 24 3.43

TA-53 13 0 4 19 1.46
i

TA-55 45 0 18 179 3.98

Totals 154 Calls 492 Days

Six month average, all sites : 492/154 : 3.20 Days

*"0" time delay indicates the pickup was dated same day as call-in

TKT Inc.
I 1_t '_'o_em_te Drl_.e. White Rock. New Mexi_.o 87544



Rating System for Ten Yard LLW Dumpsters.

To facilitate inspection and attempt to define criteria for evaluation

and eventual disposition of the LLW Dumpsters a Dumpster rating system was

devised and included in the Appendix.

The purpose of this code is to define the parameters for deciding the

disposition of existing ten cubic yard Dumpsters that are presently dedicated

to on-site handling and storage of low level radioactive wastes.

The criteria established during the LLW Dumpster study primarily were:

- Condition of the individual Dumpsters as determined by actual on-site

inspection.

- Recent utilization of the individual Dumpsters. The rating for loca-

tion activity is based on a six month survey from October 1988 :o

April 1989 conducted Jointly by TA-54, Area G and the Pan-American

world services driver responsible for handling over 90% of the LLW

pick-ups and deliveries. Where possible, interviews with users were

utilized to verify the survey data and extrapolated it over a longer

time period.

Both condition and location activity code are noted on the "Inspector

Comments" sections of the Inspection Data sheets with additional information

where applicable. The Recommendation Code is noted on the "Inspector Recom-

mendations" section of the Data Sheet.

Dumpster Condition Coded

Descr iptions

(Condition Ratings - First Digit of Code)
0

Condition Rating: (A) - Condition of the Dumpster is adequate for con-

tinued LLW usage without addition of watertight doors and positive discharge

ramp seal. The interior was inspected through both loading hatches and no

daylight was visible through cracks in the closures. Only minor refurbishing

and re-painting is required for continued service. (No Dumpsters meeting this

criteria were discovered.)

TKT Inc.



Condition Rating: (B) - Round top and flat top Dumpsters having no top

doors: Basic structure is sound and condition of mechanical components (dis-

charge ramp hinges, chain adapters, pick-up bars, side lugs) is adequate to

warrant re-use without major repair. Damage to one or both 36 in. x 36 in.

loading doors may be evident but the discharge ramp is in relatively good,

undamaged condition. Air and weather gaps in the closures are readily

visible. A Dumpster in "B" condition is a candidate for modification by

adding watertight doors and a positive ramp seal.

Condition Rating: (C) - Dumpsters rated "C" are in borderline condition.

Ramps and side plates are badly damaged and can be re-used only after sig-

nificant rework. C-rated Dumpsters should be temporarily sorted as reserve

units before final disposition, including:

- Modification for continued LLW service through the addition of

watertight doors and positive ramp seais only if requirements for

immediate delivery of Dumpsters outweigh economic considerations.

- De-rating from LLW service to general sanitary service (condition "C"

to condition "D").

- Providing a source for parts and material to be used in modifying "B"

condition Dumpsters.

- De-rating from condition "C" to condition "X" and scrapping.

Flat top Dumpsters with top doors that are in "B" condition should be

temporarily stored as "C" class units only if delivery requirements override

the expense involved in seal-welding the top doors closed.

o

Condition Rating: (D) - Dumpsters should be de-rated from LLW service and

restricted to general cold sanitary service on the LANL site after necessary

decontamination.

Condition Rating: (N) -Dumpster was not inspected and is recommended for

temporary storage on the sole basis of prolonged lack of activity at the LLW

generation site. The Dumpster will be inspected and evaluated at the storage

site at a later date.

TKT Inc.



Condition Rating- (X) - Dumpsters in extremely poor condition fit only

for immediate scrapping.

Dumpster Location Activity Code

Descriptions

(Location Activity Ratings - Second Digit of Code)

Location Activity Rating: (H) -High pick-up and deliver: Ten or more

requests for service from a single generation point (both compactible and non-

compactible wastes) within the six months survey period.

Location Activity Rating: (M) - Medium service requirements: Four to ten

requests for service.

Location Activity Rating. (F) - Few requests for service: Three or less

during the six months survey period.

Dumpster Recommendation Code

Descriptions

(Recommendation Ratings - First Digit of Code)

Recommendal;ion Rating. (S) - Satisfactory for continued usage in LLW

service. Refurbish and repaint on a scheduled maintenance basis.

Recommendation Rating. (M) - Modify by install ing a positive ramp seal

and mounting hardware plus two new watertight loading doors.

Recommendation Rating. CZ) - Zero work to be done on the Dumpster due to

poor condition.

o

Recommendation Rating. (T) -Temporary storage for further inspection and

disposition.

Recommendation Rating: (G) - General Service: Condition "D" Dumpsters

should have paint and radioactive material stencils removed and be immediately

shipped to decontamination and a new sanitary service location (after economic

justification and proper approvals).

TKT Inc.
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Dumpster Recommendation Code

Descriptions

(Recommendation Ratings - Second Digit of Code)

Recommendation Rating: (R) - Relocate to a new LLW generation site.

Location activity does not warrant the presence of a dedicated ten cubic yard

Dumpster. Pickups will be handled by TA-54 on a "Milk Run" basis.

Recommondation Rating: (Li - Leave a Dumpster at the existing location;

either one in condition "A" or a class "B" unit that has been modified.

Recommendation Rating: (XX) - Scrap immediately: Decontamination as

required by monitoring should represent only other action,

Examples: For Dumpsters in fairly good condition that warrant modification

and are located at a busy generation site, the evaluation code to be noted

under "Inspector's Comments" would be "BH." Under "Inspector Recommenda-

tions," the action code would be "ML."

TKT Inc.
118 "fosemlte [)ri,.e. White Rock, New Mexico 87544
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SUMMARYOF RESULTS: LLW DUMPSTER STUDY

Location Quantity Location Number of D-I
Inventory Inspection Not Dumpsters

(By type) Verified Recommended
FD FND RT for location(1.)

TA-2 2 2 0 0 0 0
TA-3/SM29 5 2 0 1 0 2
TA-3/SM30 1 0 1 0 0 0
TA-3/SM34 1 i 0 0 0 0
TA-3/SM35 0 0 1 1 0 0
TA-3/SM66 9 4 1 0 0 4
TA-3/SMI02 0 1 0 I 0 2
TA-3/SM141 i I 0 0 0 0
TA-3/SM142 0 i 0 0 0 0
TA-9 2 2 0 0 0 0
TA-15(2.) 5 i 0 0 4 0
TA-16(2.) 4 0 0 0 4 0
TA-18 3 3 0 0 0 0
TA-21(2.) 7 3 0 2 2 4
TA-33 i (.......SNV......) 0 0
TA-35(2.) 4 2 0 0 i 0
TA-41 I I 0 0 0 0
TA-43 2 i 1 0 0 0
TA-46 2 i 0 1 0 0
TA-48 5 3 1 0 0 4
TA-50 4 0 0 3 0 0
TA-53 6 i 0 1 0 2
TA-54 4 8 2 4 0 4(Reserve)
TA-55 3 I 0 1 0 2

TOTALS 72 39 7 15 ii 24

Code: Notes:

FD = Flat Top With Top Doors (i.) Where "0" is recommended,
FND : Flat Top - No Doors location should be serviced by van
RT = Round Top on a "milk run" basis.
SNV : Site Not Visited

(2.) Locationwas not completely
accessible for survey becauseof
site security reasons.
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DATA SHEET

LLW _ INSPECTION

III ii iii i ii ilrn ii iii i ..... irr in I I iiiiii i I . I I I 11111

_TER INFORMATION: 14_NUFACTURER ..... _ _ .rl _'_ ............

SIZE 10 Yards TYPE Bottom Dtscharoe. Side Loadina ......................

CONFIGURATION: Round Top ..........--- Flat Top (No Doors) --"-- . _,i _

Flat Top (With Doors) _ _ _ Part Number ......l_.(o'_... -- (o3

Other Identification "_tb_,_e _;_Ii-(6"..__ A_-(.___6_ _

Sits Condition ...I__ _f. _I_. _.l_._lr-_v_ V_-°_( _,._ _u_a
I

_T_ _I_ZTTONz GENERAL f-_ _ L, ¢ _ J ............... _,
Iw I,

PAINT .... ,,,_Y'l._;._a, _ _ "_],._'j'.. i " ' ...............................
_z_L sm_^c_.s,A__ _._q ....................................
INTERNAL SURFACES A/b_.'_c _0 _t _ b. ,, ,,,,ml 11 i u

DOOR CONDITIONS: Driver Side _-_._ _ _-t/_"6$;'"Vt _,._,_.

DISCHARGE RAMP CONDITION, Driver Side I%_.,F,(,_ el, _,.,"_ __

Passenger Side _ 3_ou_ _._ II_. _ __h _ qu;_

Front O ,_....... Back __ f _..,_ _

OTHER COMPONENTS : Top Doors 1/_ °' _,_ - Y_ _ _ _w _( r,,_

_d. _u_. ok ....._,__._ _ _,i )_., ....,. .
Chain Adaptors _ o_a - _ (,.,%._. /_ ;- _, _ _ _ - I_, 6_l_J _/_

_lc_-up _r __. __ _. _t_, ,_
Hinges _L '

&,

CONTACT: Phone, _ ,, ., ,

Organization ...........................................

Contact Comments
i ,, i, ,i ,,,, i ,,,, ,,,,, ,. ,,

_
i i ,i , i u, ,,,

i. ii ii , , ii ,,,, , ,,

_c,I_,,_hs__ ................l_.cl
L_,

:, .................._o,,._ _r__ ..........

. ......................._S_E_O_. v^_ ,_/'2_/ _ ._



DATA SHEET

LT.N DcrlG,BT_ INSPECTION

........................................................ r.:,_.,,_6-._.,,_,,'o_ _' .....c_ _._,_',oJ
i ii N NI] t i

__ :_:'mmp,Tzo., _rAcmmn _ c_ ........... •
SIZE 10 Yards TYPE Bottom D/soharae. Side Loadina

CONFIGURATION: Round Top ,, -_ Flat Top (No Doors) _--

Flat Top (With Doors) >_ Part Number ---

Other Identification I_lo _1¢_ _s_ .....o,_,,6Y-C _ 3 _c_ '_ _c_
(. , IiSite Condition __ _ ,_,_...,cp..o.c_. S.GM_...._'-'__. r,..._,-r.._-C'._..u..............

DUMPSTER CONDITION: GENERAL Goot_ .../_ _ __e_ _AO _ _
PAINT I_ _- __ _ -- _ c._..,_.,_

EXTERNAL SURFACES _ _ "/_ C__ p_ _...........

INTERNAL SURFACES ,!_ _ ,_ _ _C_L_ ....._ i_?_ .........

DOOR CONDITIONS: Driver Side _/___ c_o,..,_I"_ _ '_ _ S_

DISCHARGE RAMP CONDITION: Driver Side _a_P.,,,_,_ob_ _rl/_&___;

Passenger Side _J. L_ 6_ _J_ __ _,-c_ C_,d,._ - Mo Vu.'l _L_. _!c-r

Front __p y__o__e o_ Back _ _C¢._z__ ..........

OTHER COMPONENTS: Top Doors '_/__-_/_ __-_ _.._,..,;__-_(_

Side Lugs o _ - _75_c_-_ n,,u,,,

Chain Adaptors _,o_. C_z"c._r ._.z.c_r C_.._'z,"_,_ /-____e_

Pick-up Bar _o_- _"_ e.._p._" ...........

Hinges /__(.,_ 0!< _ /b_-/_ ¢,_ , _ -_ ..............

CONTACT: Phoneilnll ii iii i i i ii i iiii ii ,,

Organization ...................

Contact Comments
,,,,,, , i i , i , lluu ,, ,, , i|,

i i n,,,,,, i i

i1,,nllll _ i n ii n,lll i , ,u

Inspector. Comments C_oo C..,_,T,o. _ ____c_ ._....,o_ ....__..._L,
I__ L. .........................

Recommendations _Y_%- _,e o_/_ _ _F, ,_w.._ A_-f_'_ _.,6./.._

_e,or _- _/_-_,,_'_,,.,_-_ s ,,_c,_ ....
R _ _ c_ tq ,__,_._ - l _o,,.,,,._¢ _,,,",',.- ............

INSPECTOR /--_ _ DATE q _ '_',_'

I _/<'+'/_ f ....d_)_ ,ui( $ Le._,'('_'l_ _ltt_t.



DATA 8_

LrM IRR(PSTER IHSPEC'E'ION

HEa_._fz TA 2 ........nUZLn=NGOR._ C_-_e_._ C_'_!_r_
I"NYOlUmTZOWZ HAHUF&_ .,_o 1.9, ....

ii L __ i _ ii i i i _ ,

SIZE _ TYPE Bottom Disaharae. Si_e Nlldtna .....

CONFIGU_&TIONt Round Top __-- , _ Flat Top (No Doors) -Ii ,

Flat Top (With Doors) _ Part Nuuber ---i ill

O-

Slto Condition __ _1.,,_.,1<. 0o',_-So ,_ _r _j_L._c,_ __c_O 1-"

_'I'ER t_I_IPI'ION: GENERAL ..._a,_..-- ii ill _ i i i iii i ii

PAINT _ D ,)//_'_J - t_ _/__ _/4
I i INHql I Hll l lll I I

EXTERNAL SURFACES Go_ o . _o LA_ o_-_
iiiii _ ij]lll i ii i ii iiii i • iiii ii ii iii

IN"FERNAL SURFACE_ _oo _. _o C__ O_ _ /_/_cc_a

DOOR CONDITIONS| Driver Side _t/_"_I, _,.._,-_ c_. S [y'__ 0f.e_]

Passenger Side _0 (._T" c,_'_t CC_c___/'/._ '/_"V£ 14A-_p ......

DISCHARGE RAMP CONDITION- Driver Side _/_bg FF/_,,_r__ C_ _ ,_

Passenger Side _o,..o.p_, r u _ .-_ _,r__ c.._4_._ICI- N,.,_O_S 0 I¢,

Front , Back /to7 __'(,e_.

OTHER COMPONENTS: Top Doors __N g __ -_/_ _-'_-_ _ _C_

Side Lugs C...ooI_- t_'_,_,,_c_p _-/_"0 _,,,,_* 0__ ..............

Chain Adaptors 0/__- O_.t_'I¢'_" _;_Oe 00"6 0_" _,,,_U_t_'6, ,

Pick-up Bar .C,oo _ _'_,_ g¢_ c_ o_, _d J,

Hinges P_',Of_t,lt,_ Ok.-/_/_'f /oo_ __[,q_"

CONTACT: Phone
iii ii i i ii i i i i iii iliiiii

Organization ............
Contact Comments

iiiiiiiiiii i iiii i ii J i

Inspector. Co=ments '_s_ _ _ _.,__c¢ ]C_ - , "" "

/-IV_

Reco,,|-endations l-_ca _;,_...C,_pA,_ _ ,a-C, _,_6. o._..- __ .. _..o_ ........a_. ..

-_,/_ a_ ;'__ ............. l--ru ]............

F_/,_ _,'ul _-I ,........

_.s_-_ ,,/'_"__ m,_=_/_/_,_ ..........
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LLW bU-n_,b-_'mJcZNSPZCTZON

ii i u i i i i

7,_A2Z_: TA _ , n_ILnING ORalma _ s_ _9 _ 5_ _sy _ _9
DOXPS'L'm__RNATZON: _FACTURER ,, No / _,
SIZE 10 Yards TYPE Bottom Discharae. Side _Loadina

CONFIGURATION: Round Top _ Flat Top (No Doors) --

Flat Top (With Doors) ...... ---- ... Part Number ---

Other Identification R_o _w6 ,__ o_y-_/_L___ r_t_ _ _"

Site Co.ndltion __ 5_',_ t,u,,?_._ o_ _,i&,_. _u-.-oPF
Dm_PSTER CONDITION** GENERAL _-r_,_.-._ G_p

PAINT _- ,'_,,,',.'+,4-.t-s_-,x._t+'_ .-_.,_J, _=tt_ I _r".'-%
EXTERNAL SURFACES 0_-_o _e 06._'r_

i

INTERNAL SURFACES _u_-__- _ __ 7?_Ru C_J_ ocey_ o_o_,r+._._

DOOR CONDITIONS: Driver Side _l_"o___n,___ __/_0 /..OCI_( l_
I.

Passenger Side 7/_" _ _/_"oW_,_ _ __ _ #6 Loc;_-7_,l=_ _@ p_,_

DISCHARGE RAMP CONDITION: Driver Side _oo_-_C_i-C._0_¢ o_.

Passenger Side __-_o ¢6_._- c_,o_ _ o k_

Front L_ ___ __ co _j_ Back _ o.vbW _/_,_ Vl_i_L_"

OTHER COMPONENTS: Top Doors _/_ ,,

Side Lugs ,,,o I_ _o _-/,_ _,cc_ .,,,le-._.P , ,

Chain Adaptors ,,d_o _/_e_-_'_c-C C-A_'_',.N__@_ue0 -uo _ _-_-_

Pick-up Bar #'J#I-.c,L_._6.tr_ .- _/kTi"_e'_ ...tg_l_,-_s'<.',lt7,_ f _ ?_c-_

Hinges 9_._e>_ c_-c_¥c_ _.,_#u_ V_rI_LC ....

CONTACT: ...... Phone

Organization

Contact Commen_s

_nspector Comments /qo u_cl_ _ _>_ /_r/ o_._6 _ _,JC-<_S_/_. 91_

-l_-'c'+'x'z.._s--''c.4._c'e'_{'_""+_''e+../'_er_u"J,_." I_L--' I _leco=mendations ,,.sAI..u4-e_. _l.e__,__+_,m,c+-uo_J 7"o D-I _ _.

| iii i ii i

N ii ii

,,.... , ,, , +,/,,+>,<,
l, /
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gluilel_iul IIlIIPllCTIIBI
iiii i II i

LO_TXONZT_. 3 ,,,_XLOXNa on AR_ 5_ _cD ,,,
i__T_ l"N_]m_2_owz MANUF&C'I'ORER D E/v_S _"_R_.,.

8IZZ I0 Yards TYPR BOt:4:on D/zehara.. B/de Load/ha ,,, ,,CONFIGURATIONs Round Top , - Flat Top (11o Doors) )<_

Flat Top (With Doors) -- Part _r q I[8 l, el _ I

'Other Identification _tReto_crtv6 _,T@ o_cy ......... ':sit

Site condition ,_S, Ip_&I. _ _cl_D ET_-_O dBVIO.O_ r_#l_l%Glc _t_.,._
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C_.)DOOR CONDITIONS: Driver Side _ "_'$/_O_/G. _'./_._AjeJ_ ¢l.)

Passenger Side _ '_C_F,, v'f _'p ......

DISCHARGE RAMP CONDITION: Driver Side O _

Passenger Side /_/_" _/_F C_ __ ......

Front _ _ Back _:5_
Hi i nl|

OTHER COMPONENTS: Top Doors "t_l_ - _ _ __IL" _.

Side Lugs A"Oo_

• Chain Adaptors _'o_--

ck-up sac
Hinges 67/_- _xl/_f / _ _ .....

CONTACT: ......._ _ I,_,_ _./r__ r_G'-_ Phone " .........

Organization

Contact Comments ....

ii i _i i i_ n I nl

I I _ III

Inspector Comments ..................

,i ul _,,,,,,,,,,, uinl

ul , _ nun n_ I n ull

i i , i i i lit ii i i i i i _unu , ii

INSPECTOR _ .... DATE 9,/_ q / 8 _ .....





DEqi_
• °

LLg DOIfPaTIR INS_Og
i i i i I I i iiiii iiiiI i nl

l_?,a21_l: TA _ _'_ S_ZLDZNGORanna
_ i i i

DONPSTER INFORMATION: MANUFACTURER
- -- iiii iiiii , -

SIZE 10 Yards TYPE Bottom D/acharae, Side Lond/na
ii

CONFIGURATION: Round Top ...._ Flat Top (No Doors) ---- iiii

Flat Top (With Doors) - -_ Part Nunl_r _ &_,.-_ -- _

Other Identification H C_ _t_ W_!,,o,_T_,e,(_e _/c_' -

Site Condition .._ __._or_ 7 _ __ _ ,,
IR3MPSTERCONDITION: GENERAL Go oD

........C. ,
EXTERNAL SURFACES _ ;,,C_o d llllSllllli i iiii J iii

INTERNAL SURFACES _ _z_, _- ._ _'o_r,o'c_ _,e.YC,,._'T

Paseenger Side 3/_e_. ___ f_;_ ¢_r_c_ ........

DISCHARGE RAMP CONDITION: Driver Side V_- _ _ Tov_ _ p _
Passenger Side , I/,,...f.6 _ _,_'__ u _ .............

Front oi< Back iV0Coc_%- F_ _.,'__,_ _ (.-
OTHERCOMPONENTS: Top Doors ---'- iii i

S_d._. r_, _/_.__,..,,I,,__,__-_,_-..K_,F,,-,..
Chain Adaptors o_ "C,_-_. c_,_-'_,_c_,_ .. _ _t,.,,.__v_.,_ _'_ i _

Pick-up Bar _(_ l oo ? _ _,_ _,_o,_ _ _ .....

Hinges --7 _'?. U!_,,v_Le,'.-c.)iq ..........
CONTACT: Phone

illll i i _ i ii

Organization .......
Contact Comments

iii i i i inlll

iiii i illln iiii

nil nl I i lm i nllll

Inspeotor Co_ents _p C_,_0_ _ ,__

IM I Wl, I I I

I II

Recommendations ,,_o_)_/_ _ _-_ ....

i iii i iii iii i i iiii ii i i

ilJl it iiii / i i i iiii

t

_.s_._ _'IZ_ _,, _ _/z_/S'_



s i lili li i I lift

/_Q_I_f: TA _'_ , _ZLDZNGon _ Cill - -

mn(ps,t_ _n,OHa_o_: _FAC'mlUm ....,Dc=_I,f-.t'cr'L
SIZE J.O.-YJU;3_ _._/PE Botton Dlscharae. Side Y_adlna ,

CONFI_RATION: Round Top -- Flat Top (No Doors) ---ill i ilil iiiii iiii

Flat Top (With Doors} /_ PaX llunbor ....
0

Other Identification _o l0 _4e (j_r_-_ 0_ ..... i'

Site Condition ........ "7_,n_F) _ _ _ _ _o_.,. .

COIqDITZON: GENERAL _ a,vL_ q o_ d ....

(1)Passenger Side lV,.,t"_ cS" H_._, i iiiiiiiiii ii iii

DISCHARGE RANP CONDITION: Driver Side (/c_ _ ,,_ _ o_

passenger Side V_4'_...mrl" _,f c._ _ ...........
Front _/(_ ,,, Back /V_ _c _ - _ u'__,l0¢._" ,.,

OTHERCOMPOItEI_S: Top Doors _/H'lt _ _'_ , , ,
S'.d. / a  ,oli

chain Adaptors 0 [... c._ _- - _ V( ,., __ I_ .........
_,iek-up _r _ tc __._ _ _ g tl __ ................

.S"_, . I,, L.h (:,1¢. _Hinges -.--7' l/t f l 4/_ _
COHTACT: Phone

Organization ............
Contact Conment8

Inepec,tor Co_ments

lit i i -- Ill IIIll I II I II

¢



DM_ mW'JP

I IIIIIIII IIIII IIII I I II + I I I I III II

/agli2_Mz TJ_ _,u_.... _TLn_O On I ill

SIZE 10 Yard,, TYPB Botton ni.ahaz_e. Side L_td£no
-- III

CONFIGURATION z Round Top ,-- Flat Top (No Doors) ,---

Flat Top (With Doors) _ Part Nunkmr _ _ _

Other Identification /_!6 _C7"{(J'G uuA+_-'Ir _ _o _ NC'_ ......

Site Condition ._ _ _ ,_,___ .....
ii,- I IIIII __!

mom_.,m_m)n.xo., ammmu+_oom_Ill IIII' I II I IIIIIII I t

EXTERNALSURPAC_S >_,e_C f;On_ /t/7_OT ..

x__ su_Aczs A__ _c_ n_c_ i, .o_ C,_t_-rTk_._ ,,c_,,,f,s_

I . I IIIII

DISCHARGE RAMP CONDITION: Driver Side _p_¢,.,,_; t/_o_ _...C..,_

passenger Side I _K_,_ _tl+ _,t/_ - _7_t+ _¢-_ _ Pl_l+ _t'_ _,_t06 ,

I

Chain Adaptor. C.o,_. C_+ _+ ,.c._;_,_¢._ -p_.,+ _._ 10/CI+_. ,_I (.L.:,t,_ +,_+

Pick-up Bar 0+_-- B__ ,_ + _ _ .......

CONTACT: Phone
I IIIII II I I _ I

O_janizatton ..............................
Contact Conen_8

i I •

Inspector Comments II

III IIIII I I iiiiiii I II II I

HI I _

i I N HI I •

, '/ ....- ...........

/ / ..........
!



IL IIII iiiii iii i i i IIII _11 IIIII III IIII I II IIII IIII , -- f I I

II II I IIIII I I IIII __ IIII II -- iii I

- Ill i illil i iliili I

SIZE _ TYPE lk:_t't::on Di-_harae. aide Loadtna -- ,I aim ± ,la

CONFIGURATION8 Round Top _'/_, Fla'l:: Top (No Dooz'8) _,,-" .........

Flat Top (With Doors) -- _ Part Nunber ___ t_
O a --

Other Identifta, ltlon _,_e _.r_._ _o_'f_-. .... _ _._ _,'_ _'_,, ....... " ,....

8ItO Condition 2 --_,t

t I

x,Az_ ._ ......._t_ _ I1_,_/__ &_ ....- ......................

....... _ ,....

(I .) passenger Side 3/_:"_ _ _ _ g - F,_ _ d< .......g t

_Is__ _._ __z_zo_.. Drive= Side ,__ _ _ _........
Passenger Side ...._[_.----_ c_O _ _ ,.

Front ,_ V_..__ ................... _mck _ L_.Jc... qA_,_ _ _,',_ 9o"
OTHER COMPONENTS" Top Doors -----Hais I I I II I -- s In

Sid, _. _ -_- ,_ _,,_ __-I II =1 II II i

Chain Adaptor8 o/_- ._Aq--r d.,,..ll_,., ¢1_.', - 0,_ _,._ _v, ,,,.,._-_"

pick-up Bar _%- _,_/._91.,f .---...._t_ _.eLd -.. _ [/., /'7_ _---D_.-, ,.,_ k o,,..d}

COI_AC_: Phone
I Ill __ I III • I . iiii

Organization ...............
Contact: Comments

I IIlI II I lI I

IIIIII I I IIIIIII

I I IIII I i ii iii I

Inspector Connentm ............

II Iiiii I Ull i Ililll iii I • IlI IIlll III

....... I II I II IIIII II III I III

Recommendations _ _P! _ 7_, _-l,__ _ Hi I i iit tii tiil I --

I II I im i I iin ill iiii ii ii iii IIlll

....... ................ i gj
I I I I _ I I .I •



l lll

nm_sTn rSFOm_TX0Wz m_UFACTURn p_,f_ ,_ ,J,_,__
81ZE I0 Yards TYPR BotEon Dlschar_,. Side Loadlna

J JJJ,

CONFIGURATZONs Round Top ._- Flat Top (No Doors)

Flat Top (With Doors) _ Part Nm_ber Z.LL_ ........... -

Other Identiticaelon "_/r0 __e _ _ { _ j O_C_ ' ' '

Site Condition " _ _,_b_ _+o_c/ ...... ,
mnms_ co.ozTzo., azNZ_L__, ¢_ , .

ZXT_xL S_AeZS F-_.._ _ ,_-.,J_ m,_ ,_ O_,_e _ .........
INTERNAL SURFACES _ g_S_tt t,(,_ 'h _v_°NL_t_ .... _

DOOR CONDITIONS. Driver Side A/o _3c-_ C-_#_ - _,o_ _.._J _

Passenger Side y_J_tJ, _o! _x_
DISCHARGE RAMP CONDITION: Driver Side C>[_,

Passenger Side _ _/_°o V_ C _, _-_ ......

OTIIE_ COMPON_NT0! Top Doors .__ __ _ __<.J

Side Lugs C_-- C_- c_ _t _ _. _ _ _ _ ,,, ,,,,,

Ohain^daptornok-_-_;,_, _/ _1_ _| . J i HJ j __

PXcx-up Bar .._. _ .._J. Coil _ .....
Hinges / _ 0,_ V, ___._ - _. tc _

CONTACT: .......... Phone

0rgnnls_tlon
Contao_ Comments

i i H,

i i ii llll I IIIIIIII I

Inspector Comments

i i l l l, .|, ..,..,,

Recommendations __ _ _,_._, _ _ _0 _ _' _ _"I ,,,

ii i 11 i i _
l

INSPECTOR /L._ ._7, / ,, DATE_. 0)_'_,_)4 ._





.... __,,_ ' __ I_ ""
INSPECTO _ DATE



DATA SHEET

i i i

mc_o.. TA , _ SUZLDINaOn_t lllll i t t litt

_R_ES'I"_ INFORMATION: MANUFACTURER ttll i i

SIZM 10 YsL'do TYPR BOt:t_on OLm_ha_'ae. Bide Load/ha

CONrIGURATIOM: Round To,p .._ Flat Top (No Doors) .
Flat Top (With Doors) ---- Part Nunber 7-
Other Identification ':

,t |

sitecondition_ _k__

PAINT ._ _ ...... '. _'le-=.CtO__ _.] I_L _" _- p_, _'_• ' 1

• t

DOOR CONDITIONS; Driver Side _ L6ct -_r._ f_

fl_ Passenger Side _ {_-_ I_.,._ _ _(-- I)_o_J__-_,_J

DISCHARGE RAMP CONDITION: Driver Side _/_ _ _o_
Passenger Side ._oo_ _ _"

II

F" • li __

OTIIIR COMPONHNT_I Top Doeth

i iili

Pick-up Bar o _:- t'oo_ _ _- :_ t( _..._(2

CONTACT: Phone

Organilntlon
contact comments

i i iiii r

ii i i ii

Inspector Cow_ents

II tl

Recommendations PI_ _ _( Jw_

rh_l_ _ __ _ r, ,, I



DATA8HBZT

I i ill i i i i -- i

li i i

v
i

i

i i i

/___ ' _/_/_

! i JN i HJ

INSPECTOR ,,c...., , DATE- -- ii
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12.2. FIELD DATA

TKT Inc.
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SOLID RADIOACTIVE WASTE DEMPSTER DUMPSTER LOADS

DATE & TI[.IE

_REA ITEM CALLER PIIOIIE DATE PICKED UP DRIVER :

'-__-_7/l-/_-_'d,x-e/-_k"ff:)J A "
"7'''-!t_''S'y- cr._o _,.._z.

_-_<,__,-:_.,,__,...-,<-i_,_-s/,.<.,7-_-,z,,/,.zif-__-v/ 6,,,.2_ '

T_ 1 - - ' !

_-,___!.,_ ,'_.,,,,.5i -.,<,_,<.,,,:i_,-!_..i.i_-._-.___.,..._.._-
,' .ir--_._ " _ --, _- .-.. . .... -..

..,',"". '#1 C . _0_ _ L,_. _,,LJ,,LLo,_ 7-_ed c. .....y/-..'c-s"Y,1/" 3o- _"_." Zl__ ,q-_._._, , _ _,...............fi_,_ ,__-

<..o,I*'°-7'-"<°"-,.¢%- a 72_,,.,_ ,. iz- _-,_ _7,)'m., 7-_" 7_' ;¢-.?-d /_]- _r_-
. _J " " - ' B " ,,

,-- __ | -- . #, -- j " - • "

-¢-- , .><, ...........
_'.,,_,-...=!!_:,_,_,-_,.. _.-q-.z<i ],-,:t<,..t..-,,-_-1__0,_- .4--,_:t__a.-c,,<t_ 6"_ _' A1._ , ,..;-., _,-x 'a "

...... _.I-_" C-" l ¢-_-'-'--.... i ..
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SOI,ID I_AI}IOACTIVE I_ASTE DEIIPSTER DUIIPSTER L.OADS

i II



SOLID RADIOACTIVE WASTE DEIWSTER DUI|PSTER LOADS
' DA'I.'i_& TIIIE VER

Ci Pll
5-- la- _'2

,j - p-_9 >'- 'l- _q _"

,- _'=8:i 3" F" _" ,4

7"7, _'-_k:_' .._..q.._-q A
'q ,--,,,4 -s_ L.__ ,'__

,.5: _'-/3- _? ,q-
K.+...c_...v

• _. uO.,'/,__ ,_¢ _,-et 5 ,s.

-- --_

"
r.4 _.--7,_ - f_

,3o re.: _.<)J'It -_-l;_
i!t' _ 7 ' -">

i <.,,,_ _ ,_. I_ " )'-_'1 .







_° , ,,. ...... .i_.* i_,, , . . ..., ,°

ell # LOCATI.Otl HOI'/COLD - 'I'_'PE YAIIDS _ COLOe ,IIEH.AIZKS
J

qod61 TA _jq 3EC G. COLD - DD 10 TAN 1110'FOP D.

" 11195 TA q6 L]LDG. d/ COLD - PACKHASTER 10 GREY roP DOOR

468d21 TA 46 BI.DG. 25 COdST. BOX q TAN GOOD
.

3759 TA 46 BLDG. 77 COLD - PACKHA_rER 10 GREY GOOD

3951 TA q6 BLDG. I_ COLD - PACKtIASI'ER 10 TAN .GOOD

651 TA q6 L_LDG. 121 COLD - PACKI4ASTER 10 GREY GOOD

3d05 TA q6 '_I,DG. 2q COLD - PACKZ]A5'I'ER 10 BRONN GOOD

292'I TA q6 BLDG. q2 COLD - PACKI4ASTEi_ 10 GREY GOOD

Iq96 'YA q6 BLDG. COLD - PACK|,IASTER 10 GREY GOOD

25q9 'I'A q6 BLDG. 2q COLD - PACKi4A_;'|'ER 10 GREY GOOD

3_56 TA q6 dLDG. 1U'I COLD - PACKt.IAL_TER 10 TAN GOOD

3957 TA q.6 ,:ILDG. 31 COL,D - PACKI4ASI'ER 10 "fAN GOOD

2q62 TA q6 _LDG. _I IIOT - DD 10 GR-YEL GOOD

qGd51 rA q6 BLDG. J1 HOr - DD 10 GR-YEL GOOD

51720 TA q5 BLDG. 179 COLD - PACK_4ASTER 10 TAH GOOD

qoo6 TA q 6 BLDG. 1'(8 COLD - PACKI.IAS'fER 10 'rAN GOOD

3'/61 TA q6 BI,DG. 200 COLD - PACKI4ASTER 10 GREY NO TOP D.

J_Oq TA q6 BLDG. 15q COLD - PACKHAS'TER 10 GREY dO TOP D.

51'/J_ TA q6 BLDG. 8d COI. D - PACK_4ASTER q TAN GOOD

150_ TA 52 BLDG. 15_ COLD - PACKHASTER 10 GREY GOOD

3r31'{ TA 52 L_I.DG. qd COLD - PACK,,IA:::;fER 10 GREY NO TOP D.

2122 TA 52 BLDG. q8 COLD - DD q GREY 110 TOP D.

596 TA 52 YARD COLD - DD q G_EY liD TOP D.
e

qGd10 TA 52 YARD COLD - DD 10 *JHITE GOOD

2")16 rA 52 YARD COLD - PACK,'IAL;TER 10 GREY GOOD

1679 TA 52 YARD DD - PAPER HILl, 10 GREY GOOD

NOAE TA 52 YARD DD - PAPER t.IILL 10 3REY GOOD



• ,L . ' ° ° ._ , . °.....

24u_ 'rA _a .c ,_ _aOT- OD _O _R-Y_L GOOD

• 25_2 'rA _) Rc 3o COLD- _ACZHAS'rER10 GR_Y LE_'r DOOR

243/' TA 4a _c 5/' COLD-DU _0 _H_'r_ _;OOD

J97}' CEN GUA FAC COLD - PACICMASTER 10 TAN GOOD

J_Sd 'rA 5_} DH ._ COLD - PACKHAS'FER 10 'rAl_ " GOOD

._Sdd 'rA 59 OH 3 COLD - PACKHASFEN 10 GREY NO 'FOP D.

31'6'/' 'FA 59 OH I COLD - PACK,4ASfER 10 GREY _O 'roe D.

46ti12 T._ 59 OH 1 COLD - DO 10 :#HI'rE GOOD

2/'66 TA 5_} .311 1 COLD - PACKi,I_.S'|'ER 10 GRE_ TOP DOOR

2126 TA 59 OH 1 HOf - DO q GR-YEL GOOD

q630'_ TA ._ _14 1.$O COLD - DD 10 WHITE GOOD

Jgq5 TA 3 _;;4 2L_2 COLD -. PACKI,IAti'rE;! 4 'rAN 1tO TOP D.

19d2 rA 5j .4PF 2 COLD - PACKI_AS'FER IO GREY GOOD

45543 T._ 5J 14PF 40 COLD - PACKHA_'|'ER 10 GREY BAD DOORS

51/'J6 TA 53 _4PF l_J COLD - PACK_4A_TER 10 'rAN GOOD

664 TA 'J3 ,4PF 14 COLD - PACKHA._'TER 10 GREY BAD DOORS

517 18 TA 53 _4PF 1( COLP - PACKMAL_'rER 10 rAil roP DOOR

51(2d 'fA 53 ,'4PF6 COLD - PACKI4A_'fER 10 'fAN GOOD

51'(J( TA 5_ _4PF 6 COLD - PACKI.IAtITER 10 TAN GOOD

19_5 TA 53 I4PF _ COLD - PACY_I,1A_'fER 10 GRIMY GOOD

51721 TA 53 dPF qO5 COLD - PACK,'IA:_TER 10 TAa_I GOOD

_1066 'rA 5J ;qPF 4 COLD - PACKI.|ASTER 10 GREY GOOD

_O99 .TA 53 r]PF q COLD - PACK|4ASfER 10 GBEX GOOD

19d4 TA 53 AREA A IIOT - DD 10 GR-YEL GOOD

653 TA 5_ _REA A IIOT - DD 10 GR-YEL GOOD

268J TA 5j 810 HED COLD - DD 10 GR_Y NO TOP D.

2135 TA 53 _EC. G COLD - PACKi,IASrER 10 GREY NO LEFT D

I



3993 TA 53 SEC. H COLD - PACKHASTER 10 'rAI= _;OOD

636 'rA 53 _EC. E&F HOt - DD 10 GR-YEL GOOD

252d TA 53 3EC. E&F IIOT - DD 10 GR-_EL GOOD

qUSq9 TA 53 HPF 2b COLD - PACKHAGTER 10 BROtttl BAD DOORJ

lq92 TA 53 SEC. D COLD - PACK!tAStER 10 GI{EY DOOR IIAN,

J916 TA 53 i4PF J COLO - PACKHASTER IO 'FAN GOOD

qO10 TA 53 LOd COLD - PACKHASrER 10 'FAN GOOD

qoo8 TA 53 LOB COLD - PACKHASTER 10 'rAN GOOD

3d20 TA 53 HPF 3 COLD - PACKHASfER ]0 GREY GOOD

671 TA 33 14PF 3 COI.D - PACKHASTER 10 GREY GOOD

38_b TA 53 14PF 3 COLD - PACK;IA_'FEH 10 GREY GOOD

51/2Y TA 53 I,IPF27 COLD - PACKFIA3'rEI! 10 TAN GOOD

549 TA 53 HPF 2'( IHOIt BOX q 3REY GOOD

369'I TA 53 MAT. _i'ro. rooL tlOX

5'18 TA 53 PA FIE.OF. IRON BOX q GREY GOOD

q6_60 'rA 53 PA FIE OF. CO[IST. dOX q WHITE GOOD

3593 TA 53 HATERIAL STORA'FE BOX

669 'fA 53 I4PF q32 COI.D - PACKI4ASrER 10 GREY GOOD

q(819 TA 53 HPF q32 COLD - DD 10 GREY GOOD

2509 TA 53 AREA C ilOr - DD 10 GR-YEL GOOD

39_0 FIRE RANGE COLD - PACKHASrER q TAN GOOD

2929 W. SrEA,4 PI.. COLD - PACKMASTER 10 GREY GOOD

4d541 . DOE COLD - I'ACKHAS'rER 10 BROv;I| BAD DOORS

51749 'rA 21 COLD - PAC KHAS'TER ]O TAN GOOD

291q TA 2L BLDG. 3 COLD - DD 1O BROtlN GOOD

2q66 'fA 21 _LDG. J&q IIO£ -DD 10 GR-YEL GOOD

2qJ_J TA 21 _LDG. 22d COLD - JD 10 GREY GOOD



2_02 TA 52 YARD L)D - PAP£1! H/LL 10 GREY GOOD

37[6 TA 52 BLDG. 11 DD - PAPER i4[LL 10 GREY GOOD

2'163 TA 52 LII.DG. 35 COLD - PACK_'IASTER 1O GREY l{O TOP D.

3'f64 'fA 50 BLDG. 31 COLD - PACKHAS'fER 10 GREY t_O TOP D.

389_ TA 50 BLDG. 3'1 HOY - DD 10 L]R-IfEL . GOOD

3'39ti TA 50 BLDG. 3I llO'f - DO IO GR-YEL GOOD

3'[1g 'rA 50 BLDG. 69 HASrE TAL(K 10 TAI_I GOOD

2765 Ti_. 50 BLDG. J9 COLD - PACKHA3TEd 10 GREY TOP DOOR

251 TA 50 BLDG. 3_ HOT - DD 10 rA-YEL GOOD

46856 TA 50 _I, DG. 1 HOt - DD 10 GR-YEL GOOD

2_355 TA 50 BI.DG. 1 ttOT SD 'GREY GOOD

6d1 TA 50 BI,DG. 1 COLD - PACKHA5TER 10 GREY GOOD

2?'89 'fA J5 COAST. BOX 4 GREY GOOD

19d3 'f_, 35 dLDG. 270 COLD - PACKI.IASTER 10 GREY riO TOP D.

46d44 TA 35 BLDG. U6 COLD - DD 10 I'JHITE I_O lOP D.

4U543 TA 35 BLDG. 189 COLD - PACKI,|ASTER 10 BROJI{ liO TOP D.

2409 TA 35 BLDG. Idtl COLD - PACKI,|A_'rER 10 GREY GOOD

2:)_2 'rA 35 dLDG. dl COLD - PACKI4AS'rER 10 GREY BAD DOORS

2410 FA 35 BLDG. _Jl ilor - DD 10 Gi_-/_EL GOOD

4d54_ TA 35 LII,DG. 8I COLD - PACKI4ASFER 10 BROdrl NO TOP D.

661 rA 35 BLDG. 2 COLD - PACK,IASrER 10 _R-_IIL BAD DOOHS

46821 TA 35 BLDG. 6 I COLD - DD I0 TAN GOOD

2330 TA _5 BLDG. 2 COLD - PACKHALirER 10 GREY GOOD

4682 'rA 35 BLDG. 2 HOY - DD 10 GR-YEL GOOD

2334 TA 35 BLDG. 2 PlOt - DD 10 GR-YEL GOOD

l]OhlE TP, J5 BLDG. 2 COI, D - PACKHASTER 10 GREY LEFT DOOR

2'16d TA 35 BLDG. 2 COLD - PACKHASTER 10 GREY I_0 TOP V.



I i ,

PN ! ....... L OCA__IO_.______. IIO'.r/_cL)LD - rTPE :- _'ARDS _COLOR REHA_KS

46J41 TA J5 BLDG. l COLD - L)D 10 _HITE GOOD

" 2925 TA 35 BLDG. 21 COLD - PACK|fASTER 10 GRE_ LEFT DOOfl

j95J TA 35 ULDG. 253 COLD - PACKrlA3'.rEll 10 'rAi4 GOOD

395;/ 'rA 35 _LDG. 12Y COLD - PACKHASTER 10 TAN GOOD

2398 'rA 35 BLDG. 11/5 COLD - PACKHA3TER 10 GR-IJIJI i40 FoP D.

2542 TA J5 13LDG. 125 COLD - DD 4 BROAN GOOD

47817 TA _15 BLDG. 21J ito'r - DD 10 TA-YEL GOOD

2JJ6 TA _15 iJLDG. 213 llor - DD 4 TA-YEL GOOD

J842 TA 3.5 BLDG. 213 COLD - PACKi.I&STER 10 GREY NO TOP D.

3995 TA 55 PF j COLD - PACKI4A:5.rER 10 TAN GOOD

J991 I'A 55 PF j COLD - PACK,_IflSTER 10 TAIl GOOD

4020 TA 55 PF 2 COLD - PACKHASTER 10 TAIl GOOD

qo0_ TA b5 PF 4 COLD - PACKItASTER 10 'FAN GOOD

4012 TA 55 Pr" 42 COLD - PACKHASrER 10 TAI| GOOD

658 rA 55 PF 42 CON_;T. BOX 4 GREY GOOD

4'[¢_20 TA 55 DOCK _&J llOf - DD 10 TA-YEL GOOD

6J2 TA 55 DOCK 2&J HOT - DD 10 LiR-YEL GOOD

2405 TA 55 DOCK 2&3 ilOr - DD 10 GR-YEL GOOD

4011 TA 55 PF 6 COLD - PACK, IASTER 10 "rAN GOOD

4005 'r{k55 PF 124 COLD - PACKHASTER 4 'rAN GOOD

6J5 rA 4t:l BLDG. I HOT - DD 10 LIiI-YEL GOOD

6J7 T_ 4LI BLDG. I ilOi" - DD I0 GR-YEL GOOD

4d546 TA 4d BLDG. 1 COLD - PACKHIIS'FER 10 B{:}O_ll l{O TOP D.

.]955 TA 41} 13LDG. I COLD - PACKI4AS'I'ER 10 l'kll GOOD

2402 TA 48 _I.DG. I llOT - DD 10 GR-YEL GOOD

3'J49 'rA 48 LtLDG. 1 COLD - PACKHAS'rER 10 'rAN GOOD

24Od TA 48 tlo'r - DD 10 G_I-YEI, GOOD



P_ # LOC_AT[Oi! II01"/COLD - TYPE I'ARD$ COLOR REH/iI1KS....

5J./Jq TA J5 L:II.DG. q'[ COLD - PACK;4ASTER 10 BROt#li 'roe DOOII

1500 'fA J6 L_LL)G. lZ COLL_ - PAC;{/DD 10 GREY TOP DOOR

jq05 'rA jO IJ POINt COLD - PACK,.IASTER q GREY 'fOP DOOR

51 [qJ TA 3b BLDG. 69 COLD - PACKIIASfER q TAN GOOD

399[ TA 18 'JI.DG. I',.]9 COLD - PACK.IASTER 10 TAN GOOD

282 I TA I_ _I, DG. Id9 COLt) - DD - COI_ST. q GI|EY GOOD

J9:,l_ TA 18 BLDG. 129 COLD - PACKdA_rER 10 'fA[| GOOD

bqq TA 18 BLDG. JO COLD - PACKHASTER I0 GItEY GOOD

38q0 TA 18 BI.DG, 30 COLD - PACK,.IARTER 10 GREY GOOD

25qd TA 18 _LDG. 30 ASBESfO3 - DO q GREY GOOD

2555 TA 18 _I. DG. j2 HOT - DD I0 GI{-YEL GOOD

268 1 TA 18 BLDG. 116 IIOT - DD I0 TA-YEL GOOD

_J3b TA 18 _LDG. 2J IIOT - DD 10 TA-_EL GOOD

2q11 TA 18 BLDG. 23 BOY - DD 10 GR-YEL GOOD

2551 TA 5q AI{EA G COLD - PACK;tASTER 10 GI{EY RIGHT D.

q/q19 TA 5q AREA G llOf - DD SD GREY GOOD

2855 TA 5q AREA G 110f - DD SK dI{-YEL GOOD

2q12 TA 5q AHEA G HOI' - DO 10 GII-YEL GOOD

2339 TA 54 AHEA G dOT - DD 10 TA-_EL GOOD

2q j2 TA 5q AREA G ilOr - DD _D _ELLO_/ GOOD

2qqq TA 5q AIIEA G flor - OD _D YELLOW GOOD

q[q20 TA 5q AREA G HOt - DD SD Gi{-YEL GOOD

2J93 TA 5q _I|EA G HOT - DD q DD GR-YEL GOOD

q6855 TA 54 AREA G lior - DD 10 DD GR-YEL GOOD

2414 TA 5q _REA L COLD - PACK_4ASTER 10 GREY LEFT DOOR

NONE TA 5q AREA L IIOF - DD SD t_I,ACK GOOD

NONE TA 5q AREA L IIOT - DO SD BLACK GOOD

=



T.K. Tho npson, l,corporated
QUESTIONNAIRE - LOW LEVEL WASTE (LLW} SURVEY

The purpose of this survey is to obtain field performance
data on approximately 70 10-cubic-yard dumpster type containers
that are used exclusively for temporary storage and on-site
transportation of LLW at 16 waste generating sites at Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL). Reports of water leakage from LLW
dumpsters onto the highway during transportation from the
generating site to TA-54 have been recorded. It is the goal of
our overall program, therefore, to solve this leakage problem

both on a short term "_mmediate fix" as well as long range, basle
so that the potential for contamination from compactable and non-

compactable wastes in_ transit will be reduced to an absolute
minimum.

We would appreciate your assistance in answering these
questions and returning this Questionnaire to T.K. Thompson,
Inc., mail drop _ _17 . Please do not hesitate to call Jim
Frye or T.K. Thompson at 672-9444 for assistance in filling out
this Questionnaire.

i. Name _._, {D/_ _ TO A/ Organization _, _-//
2. How many Dumpsters do you work with? _ ....
3. Approximately how often do you call TA-54 for Dumpster pick

4. What is the farthest estimated distance that compactable
wastes are hauled or carried __q your Dumpsters? _ feet.

5. Non-compactable wastes? 2ooo feet.

6. Do you have LLW dumpsters that are rarely used? /El
7. If so, how many? C_/_
8. Do you need more dumpsters? /k/O
9. If so, how many?

I0. Would your requirements be better served by calling TA-54 as
soon as LLW is ready for pick up and not using dedicated
dumpsters permanently located at your site? _O ,.

ii. Have you ever observed or received reports of your dumpsters
leaking fluids? )/___

12. Approximate Date ,, _/X, /_o_r//'.__" /_)_.--0
13. What was the source of the leakage? Rain Snow

Other _ UNI_c,2A/ _ND UNJoZ_D

14. Where, in your opinion, is the location of the greatest
amount of in-leakage due to the weather? Side doors ____
Bottom.discharge__-amp _/ Top doors

15. Please include any comments and/or suggestions you may have
concerning this problem. Feel free to include as many
separate sheets as required. Your help will be greatly
appreciated.

Signed /_/' _ - Date __/_// ,



T.K. Tho npson, Incorporated
QUESTIOHNAIRE - LOW LEVEL WASTE (LLW} SURVEY

,

The purpose of this survey is to obtain field performance
data on approximately 70 10-cubic-yard dumpster type containers
that are used exclusively for temporary storage and on-site
transportation of LLW at 16 waste generating sites at Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL). Reports of water leakage from LLW
dumpsters onto the highway during transportation from the
generating site to TA-54 have been recorded. It is the goal of
our overall program, therefore, to solve this leakage problem
both on a short term "immediate fix" as well as long range basis
so that the potential for contamination from compactable an_ non-
compactable wastes in transit will be reduced to an absolute
minimum.

We would appreciate your assistance in answering these
questions and returning this Questionnaire to T.K. Thompson,
Inc., mail drop __'_ _l_ . Please do not hesitate to call Jim
Frye or T.K. Thompson at 672-9444 for assistance in filling out
this Questionnaire.

1. Name _//_ O _d2_IgZ Organization 222_F'_/C_
2. How many Dumpsters do you work with?

3. Approximately how often do _ou call TA-54 for Dumpster pick
up? W/W:: 0,. e /7

4. What is the farthest estimated distance that cg_pactable

__ _'_feet.
wastes are hauled or carri your Dumpsters?

5. Non-compactable wastes? " _et.
6. Do you have LLW dumpsters-that are rarely used? //
7. If so, how many?
8. Do you need more dumpsters? __2
9. If so, how many?

i0. Would your requirements be better served by calling TA-54 as
soon as LLW is ready for pick up and not using dedicated
dumpsters permanently located at your site? /_ ,-

ii. Have you ever observed or received reports of your dumpsters

leaking fluids? //Z_
12. Approximate Date
13. What was the source of the leakage? Rain Snow ....

14. Where r opinion, is the location of the greatest

amount of in-leakage due to the weather? Side doors _ <
Bottom.discharge._amp /__ Top doors Pdb-7_

15. Please include any comments a-n-d/or suggestions you may have
concerning this problem. Feel free to include as many
separate sheets as required. Your help will be greatly
appreciated.



T.K. Tho2npson, Incorporated
QUESTIOHNAIRE - LOW LEVEL WASTE (LLW} SURVEY

,,, , _ ,, Li

The purpose of this survey is to obtain field performance
data on approximately 70 10-cubic-yard dumpster type containers
that are used exclusively for temporary storage and on-site
transportation of LLW at 16 waste generating sites at Los A lamos
National Laboratory (LANL). Reports of water leakage from LLW
dumpsters onto the highway during transportation from the
generating site to TA-54 have been recorded. It is the goal of
our overall program, therefore, to solve this leakage problem

both on a short term "immediate fix" as well as long range basis
so that the potential for contamination from compactable and non-
compactable wastes in transit will be reduced to an absolute
minimum.

We would appreciate your assistance in answering these
questions and returning this Questionnaire to T.K. Thompson,
Inc., mail drop __ _ 5t_ . Please do not hesitate to call Jim
Frye or T.K. Thompson at 672-9444 for assistance in filling out
this Questionnaire.

Raquel Beatty
1. Name Jerilyn M0ss0 organization HSE-10
2. How many Dumpsters do you work with? 5
3. Approximately how often do you call TA-54 for Dumpster pick

up? every 3 weeks
4. What is the farthest estimated distance that compactable

wastes are hauled or carried to your Dumpsters? 150 feet.
5. Non-compactable wastes? 75 feet.
6. Do you have LLW dumpsters that are rarely used? no
7. If so, how many?
8. Do you need more dumpsters? nO
9. If so, how many? ,,

10. Would your requirements be better served by calling TA-54 as
soon as LLW is ready for pick up and not using dedicated
dumpsters permanently located at your site? n0 ,.

Ii. Have you ever observed or received reports of your dumpsters
leaking fluids? nQ

12. Approximate Date
13. What was the source of the leakage? Rain Snow

Other

14. Where, in your opinion, is the location of the greatest
amount of in-leakage due to the weather? Side doors ____
Bottom discharge.z_amp Top doors

15. Please include any comments and/or suggestions you may have
concerning this problem. Feel free to include as many
separate sheets as required. Your help will be greatly
appreciated.

Signe Date _/_/I_



T.K. Thompson, incorporated
QUESTIOHNAIRE - LOW LEVEL WASTE (LLW} SURVEY

. T II ,ImlLL

The purpose of this survey is to obtain fleld performance
data on approximately 70 10-cubic-yard dumpster type containers
that are used exclusively for temporary storage and on-site
transportation of LLW at 16 waste generating sites at Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL). Reports of water leakage from LLW
dumpsters onto the highway during transportation from the
generating site to TA-54 have been recorded. It is the goal of
our overall program, therefore, to solve this leakage problem
both on a short term "immediate fix" as well as long range basis
so that the potential for contamination from compactable an_ non-
compactable wastes in transit will be reduced to an absolute
minimum.

We would appreciate your assistance in answering these
questions and returning this Questionnaire to T.K. Thompson,
Inc., mail drop __ 4 5t_ . Please do not hesitate to call Jim
Frye or T.K. Thompson at 672-9444 for assistance in filling out
this Questionnaire.

I. Name _. _0_ 5 _/ Organization /_ _- /
2. How many Dumpsters do you work with?
3. Approximately how often do you call TA-54 for Dumpster pick

up? l - '
4. What .....is the farthest estimated distance that compactable

wastes are hauled or carried _=q your Dumpsters? _0. feet.
5. Non-compactable wastes? _ _O feet.

6. Do you have LLW dumpsters that are rarely used? ...._t5
7. If so, how many? _! , ,
8. Do you need more dumpsters? _o
9. If so, how many?

10. Would your requirements be better served by calling TA-54 as
soon as LLW is ready for pick up and not using dedicated

dumpsters permanently located at your site? _,_, ..
ii. Have you ever observed or received reports of x_,r dumpsters

leaking fluids? yes
12. Approximate Date _N _:_-_ _9
13. What was the source of the leakage? Rain / Snow /

Other

14. Where, in your opinion, is the location of the greates_
amount of in-leakage due to the weather? Side doors
Bottom'discharge._-amp Top doors _

15. Please include any comments and/or suggestions you may have
concerning this problem. Feel free to include as many
separate sheets as required. Your help will be greatly
appreciated.



T.K. Thompson, Incorporated
QUESTIONNAIRE- I.OWLEVELWXSTlC(LLW) SURVEY
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The purpose of this survey is to obtain field performance
data on approximately 70 10-cubic-yard dumpster type containers
that are used exclusively for temporary storage and on-site
transportation of LLW at 16 waste generating sites at Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL). Reports of water leakage from LLW
dumpsters onto the highway during transportation from the
generating site to TA-54 have been recorded. It is the goal of
our overall program, therefore, to solve this leakage problem
both on a short term "immediate fix" as well as long range basis
so that the potential for contamination from ¢ompactable and non-
compactable wastes in transit will be reduced to an absolute
minimum.

We would appreciate your assistance in answering these
questions and returning this Questionnaire to T.K. Thompson,
Inc., mail drop E SI_ . Please do not hesitate to call Jim
Frye or T.K. Thompson at........572-9444 for assistance in filling out
this Questionnaire.

1. Name X /"s _7,_ Organization P""' A'_ ;7 "7"_X'/'' +£'"
2. How many Dumpsters do you work with? /0 4- ...........
3. Approximately how often do you ¢a11 TA-54 for Dumpster pick

up? _,_)_,} "--,#"._ /'r_ .-+)_.e _,r, _ .......
4. What is the farthest estimate_ distance that compactable

wastes are hauled or carried _ your Dumpsters? A///_ feet.
5. Non-compactable wastes? _/_ ...... / feet.
6. Do you have LLW dumpsters that are rarely used? V_ '_
7. If so, how many? -fi_r_._. '_C, $"o ....
8. Do you need more dumpsters? ....._D
9. If so, how many? ........He

10. Would your requirements be better served by caliing TA-54 as
soon as LLW is ready for pick up and not using dedicated
dumpsters permanently located at your site? _)_

11. Have you ever observed or received reports of your dumpsters
leaking fluids? ,, t_/Q .............

12. Approximate Date _,. 'g)f)
13. What was the source of the leakage? Rain _ Snow

Other ^)
14. Where, in your opinion, is the location of the greatest

amount of in-leakage due to the weather? Side doors ___
Bottom discharge ramp Top doors _/,e

15. Please include any comments and/or suggestions 'you may have
concerning this problem. Feel free to include as many
separate sheets as required. Your help will be greatly
appreciated.

Signed , "t '') /' '_ ...... Date _" /- f/ .........



T.K. Thompson, Incorporated
July_8, 1989
JAF-89-13

Mr. Andrew Vigil
Pan-American World Services, Inc.

TA 54 Area G

c/o LANL Waste Management

Subject: Development of Improved Dumpsters for LLW Handling

Dear Mr. Vigil:

I would appreciate very much if you would take a few minutes of your time to

answer the following questions concerning the LLW handling operations.

i. Do you recall the circumstances involved in picking up seven (7) dumpster

loads of material from TA-2 on February 2, 19897 .(Copy of Log included.) Was

this construction refuse or special clean-up? /2,,/:, .,;<_- , ,, . '-'-

.,. ,.;_. I , ...,..I- , _ ,.. ,_ , _ .. . ..,,;,/,:,,__./

We are trying to determine whether or not to allow for this type of peak load-

ing at TA-2 in the future. Is there someone at TA-2 we should contact for

_. . _ .,/th_s information? Name:._T o,_Id 7- 4/_'/ olp_fV--_i . I _2f:,l,fl _P:"'" i:;
....

IL:--

2. Is the listing of LANL personnel who call you for LLW pick-up current? ,

.... y_F Do you know of additional personnel we_hould con-

Q r-p_,,,_._. " I o_ /_1 I

3. There seems to be a three to four day period between the aaZe when a user

calls for pick-up and the date of actual pick-up. Is this by design to pro-

vide ample lead time prior to pick-up, or is it because you are overloaded?

What do the users do with accumulated LLW during this period? . "/"" , __"
.I ,._"-_._. 4 _ ' L.i, ._,...... ,.. .., ' :

Could, in your opinion, some dumpsters be eliminated if this lead time could
• '/ - I I/

_'., , ,, ,/; _,,,_ _or.:_,. I_./" - / ,-- ....., . ,'" ,' ,

The enclosed questionnaire was designed primarily for LANL users at each pick-

up point but since we certainly value any input you might have in solving the

dumpster leakage problem I have included a copy for your review. Please ans-

wer the questions you feel are applicable to your position and return them

with the other information.

7%,'s_ve.,_.,'_ ?_.;,,,_ _._I'_,,'s ,.,,cc_.;,t.,.o,_,. _k,. _ ._ "_w,.,,-_-,-),,'_,_'°'_
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Mr. Andrew Vigil

u_-,*'l _ 7._ 1989
JAF-89-005

Page 2

5 Do you have any objections to our Includln_ the information you provide us

In our report to LANL? Yes No .... ___/

6. Is it permissible to use your name in connection with this survey?

Yes. _/" No .

Please return the answers to these questions, along with any other information

you feel would be useful, to T.K. Thompson, Mail Stop MS-E517, or call me at

(505) 672-9444 and I will pick up this paperwork form Mr. Catanach. Please do

not hesitate to call me if you have questions or if you prefer to discuss this

project over the phone or during lunch.

Thank you, again, for your help during my field survey last month and I hope ,,

to see you again in the near future.

Your,s truly,
.0

• I;_I ""-_ .

JIm Frye

Principal Engineer

JF:at

Enclcsures (3)

_r/ I/

,,, e .'. _ _ ' "" "t If ,n ._._,.,'," J.:; k,.-,,:,.,_ .:n,..._..It. " - ."
Or :.,, ,., /,-." --.. .) o ,,_ .-'_,: .., ..j_,.,,., , .. ,, _

: ".el' ,, " -' -,'.,:','-¢ I . _ -, I /<'.,! -,.,,9 T-/(__. .

.,, 1.:.:-,

TKT Inc.
fill Yt)'iPmilp l)ri, e. While Ro{k. New' Mexico 875.14



T.K. Thompson, Incorporated
QUESTIOHNAIRE - LOW LEVEL WASTE (LLW} SURVEY

,

The purpose of this survey is to obtain field performance
data on approximately 70 10-cubic-yard dumpster type containers
that are used exclusively for temporary storage and on-site
transportation of LLW at 16 waste generating sites at Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL). Reports of water leakage from LLW
dumpsters onto the highway during transportation from the
generating site to TA-54 have been recorded. It is the goal of
our overail program, therefore, to solve this leakage problem
both on a short term "immediate fix" as well as long range basis

so that the potential for contamination from compactable an_ non-
compactable wastes in transit will be reduced to an absolute
minimum.

We would appreciate your assistance in answering these
questions and returning this Questionnaire to T.K. Thompson,
Inc., mail drop--_ 5t_ . Please do not hesitate to call Jim
Frye or T.K. Thompson at 672-9444 for assistance in filling out
this Questionnaire.

i. Name _;//,'_ ZA_/A_p_ 5 Organization _e/2"-3
2. How m_ny Ddmpsters do you work with?
3. Approximately how often do you call TA-54 for Dumpster pick

up? ....!
4. What i's the f_rthest estimated distance that compactable

wastes are hauled or carried to your Dumpsters? /OO feet.
5. Non-compactable wastes? /_'-49 feet.
6. Do you have LLW dumpsters that are rarely used? A/_
7. If SO, how many? _
8. Do you need more dumpsters? _O
9. If so, how many? -----

10. Would your requirements be better served by calling TA-54 as
soon as LLW is ready for pick up and not using dedicated
dumpsters permanently located at your site? A/_ :-

ii. Have you ever observed or received reports of your dumpsters
leaking fluids? _0

12. Approximate Date ------
13. What was the source of the leakage? Rain __---_Sn°w

Other /

14. Where, in your opinion, is the location of the greatest
amount of in-leakage due to the weather? Side/doors ___
Bottom __ischarge_amp Top doors

15. Please include any comments and/or suggestions you may have
concerning this problem. Feel free to include as many
separate sheets as required. Your help will be greatly
appreciated.

Signed _'/___/2 ___/ Date _/.__/:_/ " •



F.K. Thompson, Incorporated
QUESTIONNAIRE - LOW LEVEL WASTE (LLW} SURVEY

The purpose of this survey is to obtain field performance
data on approximately 70 10-cubic-yard dumpster type containers
that are used exclusively for temporary storage and on-slte
transportation of LLW at 16 waste generating sites at Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL). Reports of water leakage from LLW
dumpsters onto the highway during transportation from the
generating site to TA-54 have been recorded. It is the goal of
our overall program, therefore, to solve this leakage problem
both on a short term "immediate fix" as well as long range, basis
so that the potential for contamination from compactable and non-
compactable wastes in transit will be reduced to an absolute
minimum.

We would appreciate your assistance in answering these
questions and returning this Questionnaire to T.K. Thompson,
Inc., mail drop __ _ SlT, . Please do not hesitate to call Jim
Frye or T.K. Thompson at 672-9444 for assistance in filling out
this Questionnaire.

1. Name _,_ ,_1|_/ __""_ Organization H_'_ -_''[ (_'
2. How many D_psters do you work with? [ ....

3. Approximately how often,do you call TA-54 for Dumpster pick
up? f)_ L_ /_ t_cL_,_ ....

4. What is _he far%h4st estimated distance tha_com2._ctable
wastes are hauled or carrled to your Dumpsters? 3___._ feet.

5. Non-compactable wastes? feet.

6. Do you have LLW dumpsters that are ra;ely used?
7. If so, how many? Iz.,__)j _6'_ O_%_ F[_O_/ ;_ (/3¢_,:- 9 _/'-
8. Do you need more dumpste@s? i_ c_ _4-('. _,Lu&{_ 4
9. If so, how many?

i0. Would your requirements be better served by calling TA-54 as
soon as LLW is ready for pick up and not using dedicated
dumpsters permanently located at your site?

ii. Have you ever observed or received reports of your dumpsters
leaking fluids? I/_

12. Approximate Date
13. What was the source of the leakage? Rain Snow /

Other esl_14. Where, in your opinion, is the location of the great
amount of in-leakage due to the weather? Slde doors
Bottom discharge.a-amp Top doors

15. Please include any comments and/or suggestions you may have
concerning this problem. Feel free to include as many
separate sheets as required. Your help will be greatly
appreciated.

Signed -( ,b__,_ L Date _



[.K. Tllolnpson, Incorporated
QUESTIOHNAIRE - LOW LEVEL WASTE (LLW} SURVEY

The purpose of this survey is to obtain field performance
data on approximately 70 10-cubic-yard dumpster type containers
that are used exclusively for temporary storage and on-site
transportation of LLW at 16 waste generating sites at Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL). Reports of water leakage from LLW
dumpsters onto the highway during transportation from the
generating site to TA-54 have been recorded. It is the goal of
our overall program, therefore, to solve this leakage problem
both on a short term "immediate fix" as well as long range basis

so that the potential for contamination from compactable an_ non-
compactable wastes in transit will be reduced to an absolute
minimum.

We would appreciate your assistance in answering these
questions and returning this Questionnaire to T.K. Thompson,
Inc., mail drop _ _l_ . Please do not hesitate to call Jim
Frye or T.K. Thompson at 672-9444 for assistance in filling out
this Questionnaire.

I. Name_/____ Organization _- /
2. How many Dumpsters do you work with? _--_

3. Approxim_atelz how often do you.c_ll TA-54 for Dumpster pick
up?

4. Wllat is the farthest estimated distance that compactable

wastes are hauled or carried to your Dumpsters? /0_ feet.
5. Non-compactable wastes? /_ _ feet.
6. Do you have LLW dumpsters that are rarely used? _/6
7. If so, how many?
8. Do you need more dumpsters?
9. If so, how many?

I0. Would your requirements be better se_¢ed by calling TA-54 as
soon as LLW is ready for pick up and not using dedicated
dumpsters permanently located at your site? _ _ _.

ii. Have you ever observed or received reports of your dumpsters

leaking fluids? /_
12. Approximate Date
13. What was the source of the leakage? Rain Snow

Other

14. Where, in your opinion, is the location of the greatest
amount of in-leakage due to the weather? Side doors ____
Bottom discharge._amp Top doors

15. Please include any comments and/or suggestions you may have
concerning this problem. Feel free to include as many
separate sheets as required. Your help will be greatly
appreciated.

Signed . ._.(').l_,r,._4-_. Date " _--_ _



T.K. Tholnpso., Incorporated
QUESTIONNAIRE- LOW LEVEL WASTE (LLW} SURVEY

The purpose of this survey is to obtain field performance
data on approximately 70 lO-cubic-yard dumpster type containers
that are used exclusively for temporary storage and on-site
transportation of LLW at 16 waste generating sites at Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL). Reports of water leakage from LLW
dumpsters onto the highway during transportation from the
generating site to TA-54 have been recorded. It is the goal of
our overall program, therefore, to solve this leakage problem
both on a short term "immediate fix" as well as long range basis
so that tile potential for contamination from compactable and non-
compactable wastes in transit will be reduced to an absolute
minimum.

We would appreciate your assistance in answering these
questions and returning this Questionnaire to T.K. Thompson,
Inc., mail drop _'-_ 517 . Please do not hesitate to call Jim
Frye or T.K. Thompson at 672-9444 for assistance in filling out
this Questionnaire.

I. Name _J_tb __ Organization ,_C-_
2. How many Dumpsters do you work with?

3. Approximately how often do you call TA-54 for Dumpster pick
up? _,o__6 - AF_ _o_'n__ _o_ Pw_oA_rw6 - _,_c-_7_._

4. What is the farthest estimated distance that compactable

wastes are hauled or carried to your Dumpsters? t0-o feet.
5. Non-compactable wastes? _ feet.
6. Do you have LLW dumpsters that are rarely used? _C-_
7. If so, how many?
8. Do you need more dumpsters? _o
9. If so, how many?

I0. Would your requirements be better served by calling TA-54 as
soon as LLW is ready for pick up and not using dedicated
dumpsters permanently located at your site? _O .

ii. Have you ever observed or received reports of your dumpsters
leaking fluids? _O

12. Approximate Date
13. What was the source of the leakage? Rain Snow

Other

14. Where, in your opinion, is the location of the greatest
amount of in-leakage due to the weather? Side doors
Bottom.discharge._mp Top doors X ----

15. Please include any comments and/or suggestions you may have
concerning this problem. Feel free to include as many
separate sheets as required. Your help will be greatly
appreciated.

Oae
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PROPOSED PROJECT PLAN

Portable Container Study - Radioactive Waste Transportation Program

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this study are twofold:

(A) To investigate the condition of dedicated containers presently
used in the over-the-road transportation of radioactive wastes
generated at various Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)
sites, as well as the type of routine operations to which
these containers are currently subjected. Results of this
investigation should include cost-effective recommendations
for short range solution of the leakage problem inherent with
the type of bottom discharge units currently employed at LANL
for both combustible and non-combustible radioactive wastes.

(B) Make long-range recommendations for optimum over land
transportation systems and equipment to be compatible with
both existing and future requirements. Typical future
requirements include, but are not limited to, the following:

- Transportation of radioactive wastes as received from the
automated waste handling system planned for TA-55

- Unloading and handling of radioactive wastes to new
incinerator(s) currently in the planning stage.

- Handling and transportation of large, bulky, contaminated
objects using equipment as nearly interchangeable with
that required for routine container transfer as is
practical.

- Handling and transportation of contaminated soil.

In order to implement this project, the following tasks are proposed:

I.A KICK-OFF MEETING(S)

One or more kick-off meetings are recommended for the
following purposes:

i.i Insure complete understanding of the project scope.
1.2 To establish methods for implementing and reporting the

project.
1.3 To establish a working schedule including intermediate

review dates and submittals.

1.4 To identify technical contacts for the various areas
involved in the project.
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I.B A PROJECT PLAN AND SCHEDULE will be prepared and presented
within two weeks after completion of the kick-off meetings and
an intermediate meeting scheduled for review.

2.0 REVIEW MEETINGS

2.1 Two additional intermediate review meetings are proposed
for the following purposes.

2.1.1 Review progress of the study as indicated by the
status of the technical submittals.

2.1.2 Insure compliance with the established project
scope.

2.1.3 Incorporate client comments and direction.

2.2 A final project review meeting is proposed prior to
submittal of the finished report.

3.0 FIELD WORK

Work to be performed in the field will consist of the
following:

3.1 Inspection of typical containers used in existing
operations.

3.2 Dimensional sketches of containers to be used in studying
potential retrofit solutions to the leakage problem
(e.g., elastomer seals, new discharge doors, container
liners, etc.).

3.3 Observation of container transportation operations
including: loading, opening, discharging, and closing.

3.4 Interviewing users, equipment operators waste management
personnel and engineers that have been associated with
the problem, and recording their suggestions and
comments.

3.5 Although not part of this project scope, waste generation
volumes and frequency of container fill-up at LANL sites
will be generally noted. This study will be coordinated
with the work of other investigators into waste
generation.

3.6 A section of the report will be dedicated to data
obtained from field work.

4.0 VENDOR LIAISON

Past and potential manufacturers of over-the-road waste
handling systems and equipment will be contacted and their
recommendations screened and recorded. Budgetary cost
estimates will be solicited for potential short and/or long
range solutions.



5.0 CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS

Concepts for (a) solving the short range container leakage
problem and (b) long range, over land transportation of
radioactive wastes at LANL will be analyzed and optimum
concepts selected for recommendation.

6.0 REPORT PREPARATION

A project repoJrt will be prepared that will include the
following:

6.1 Project scope description.
6.2 Executive summary.
6.3 Description of recommended short-range solution to

container leakage problem, including cost estimates and
alternate solutions.

6.4 Description of a recommended long-range over land
transportation system (if different from #6.3), including
cost estimates and alternate solutions.

6.5 Pictorial drawings as required to illustrate recommended
concepts 6.3 and 6.4.

6.6 Estimated schedules for implementing
engineering/construction projects for both short and
long-range waste handling solutions.

6.7 Report Appendix, including:

6.7.1 Vendor correspondence, catalog information and
telephone notes.

6.7.2 Material handling calculations.
6.7.3 Technical input from other D.O.E. Laboratories,

government facilities, and other available
sources.

7.0 COST ESTIMATES OF RECOMMENDED CONCEPT(S)

In addition to Intermediate and Final Review Meetings, it is
proposed that a bi-monthly progress report will be submitted
that will discuss work status, man hours utilized, schedule
and scope compliance, and problem areas. Telephone notes,
copies of correspondence, and minutes of meetings and
conferences will accompany each progress report.



Conference Notes: Kick Off Meeting for the Low-Level Waste (LLW) Dumpster
Study, Task 009 on April 7, 1989

Attendees: Karen Bale, Waste Management
Jim Frye, T.K. Thompson, Inc.

Results of Meeting:

1. Jim Frye will submit detailed project plan and schedule including
review dates and deliverables at the next meeting scheduled for
1:30 pm April 18, 1989.

2. Karen Bale will coordinate field activities (i.e., truck routes, loading/

unloading operations} through John Harper.

3. Jim Frye will call Bill Radzinski (667-2116) for engineering input
and results of any prior investigations.

4. Container and waste transportation vendors are to be contacted by
Jim Frye during course of investigation.

5. Future loading/unloading operations are to be analyzed as well as
those presently in use. Typical future requirements include, but are
not limited to, the following:

o Transportation of radioactive wastes as received from the Automated
Waste Handling System planned for TA-55;

o Unloading and handling of radioactive wastes to new incinerator(s)
currently in the planning stage;

o Handling and transportation of large, bulky, contaminated objects
using equipment as nearly interchangeable with that required
for routine container transfer as is practical; and

o Handling and transportation of contaminated soil.

6. It was emphasized the.t the scope of the existing project has schedule
priority over the additional waste generation survey to be discussed
on April 10, 1989.

Project Engineer

Distribution: Karen Balo

T.K. Thompson
Project Files



T.K. Thompson, Incorporated

Conference Notes: LLW Container Study

Date: Wednesday, 26 Aprtl 1989 ..

Attendees. Bill Radzinski - ME6

Jim Frye - TKT, Inc.
I

Mr. Radzinski was extremely helpful in providing technical information con-

cerning the 10 yaro dumpster type container that is primarily used for

t6r._porarystorage anc on-site transportation of low level wastes (72 10 jard

D.D containers vs. 18 other sizes and types).

We were provided with a detailed list of all containers currently used at LANL

that was broken down by container size, type, service (hot or cold), location

(TA and building or area), part number, color coding, and general condition.

This is information very important to the study.

Mr. Radzinski also suggested that consideration be given to the use of Bonar

Industries (or equivalent) bulk containers as liners for the I0 yard con-

tainers. These liners are manufactured from polypropylene castings for

specific applications. Mr. Radzinski reported excellent service in handling

conzaminated graphite at LANL and provided pricing information that indicateC

that the cost of using Bonar containers as disposable liners would probabl._

not be prohibitive.

A cold ten yard container outside Building 30 was inspected so that typical

internal conditions could be noted.
J

JF:at _I__I _

Copies to: Bill Radzinski

T.K. Thompson

Project Files



T.K. Thompson, Incorporated

May 8, 1989

Marathon Equipment Company
Box 609A, Dept. TR
Vernon, AL 35592

SUBJECT: Request for Information - Refuse Container Weatherseal-
Short/Long Term for Los Alamos National Laboratory

Gentlemen:

As Engineering Consultants to the Waste Management Division
of the Los Alamos National Laboratory, we are currently
investigating periodic water leakage reported to have emanated
from some of 72 ten yard refuse containers used in on-site
storage and transportation of low level radioactive wastes (LLW).
These containers are manually loaded with assayed and sealed
12"x12"x24" cardboard cartons containing dry LLW. Refuse is
presorted, classified and stored as "compactible" or "non-
compactible."

The ten yard containers are the standard "dumpster" bottom
discharge type with flat or rounded tops (reference enclosed
drawing). The vehicle normally assigned to LLW service is an
International Slg00 with a Perfection-Cobey Liftainer hydraulic

handling system.

All LLW is currently transported to a controlled on-slte
landfill but combustible material will eventually be presorted
and routed to an on-site incinerator.

Since all LLW is dry when packaged, it is evident that any
moisture observed to be emanating from the I0 yard containers has
been the result of in-leakage from rain and/or snow through
inadequate weathersealing around the container openings.

Since the containers cannot be relocated indoors, we are

faced with providing two types of solutions that center around
the i0 yard containers themselves:

i. Short-Term Sol_ion. This solution involves
modification or replacement of existing containers with

,,_ x,_._.,, f_.._ _,'hlle Rock, New Mekico 87544
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preference given to inexpensive retrofit installations including,
but not limited to, elastomer door seals, new types of
weatherproof loading and discharge doors, plastic or sealed
fabric liners, etc. Short-term solutions should include the use
of off-the-shelf, readily available hardware from an existing or
easily modified product line.

2. Lonq-Term SQ_tions. Future requirements dictate
planning for the eventual use of innovative, enclosed systems
and equipment for overland, on-site transportation of low level
wastes. Solutions to the long-range handling problem could
conceivably include, but not be limited to, specially developed
containers, on-site shredding and/or compaction, alr-lock loading
and discharge, purged and/or ventilated systems. Future
requirements will also include the safe handling of contaminated
soil and bulky objects through the use of interchangeable
equipment within the same transportation system.

A secondary but highly important requirement for both short-
and long-range solutions is that neither cycle time nor physical
effort expended by the operators should be increased and both
should ideally be reduced to a minimum.

Cost, as always, is an important consideration and budgetary
pricing information for standard product lines when included in
your initial response will be appreciated.

In the event your firm is interested in providing
assistance in solving this problem, we would appreciate
receiving, as a minimum, catalog information and other pertinent
company publications within two weeks after receipt of this
letter, along with the name of your technical representative
assigned to discuss the project.

Yours truly,

Jim Frye
Project Engineer

JF/hy
e

Enclosure

cc: Karen Balo, LANL
T.K. Thompson
Project Files

TI(T Inc.
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SAME LETTER SENT TOS

Consolidated Baling Machinery Company
5400 Rio Grands Avenue

FL 32205jacksonville,

Galbreath, Znc.
Box 220
Winamaor XN 46996

Dempster Systems, Ino.
Box 3127-T
Knoxville, TN 37917
Attention: Mr. R. Whltson, Vice president

Sales and Markotlng

Not_ Company
Engineered Material H_ndling Division
1722 NeW Brighton Blvd.
Minneapolis, MN 55413

Tuber, Uhrden, Znc.
Box 561
Sugaroreek, OH 44681

CECOR, Inc.
102 Lincoln Street

WI 53593Verona,

Pewerles8, Inc.
Box 447
Tualatin, OR 99062

FMC
H_erial Handling Systems Division
400 Highpolnt D_ive
Chalfont, PA 18914

SP ZNdustries
2982 jefferson Row

HopXins, MZ 49328
Attention: Hr. D. Pool, Director of Marketing

Wright Division
Mccullough Zndustries
P.O. Drawer 222
KQnton, OH 43326
A_tantion: Mr. w. w. McCullough

Serpentix Conveyor Corporation
9085 Marshall, Dept. 7
_qestmlnster, CO 80030
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Solids Conversion Systems
203 3rd Street

Hopkins, MN 55343

Accurate Industries
Box 4S1-T
Williamstown, N_ 08094

Coastal Conve_oK Systems, Inc.
Box 79728
Houston, TX 77279
Attentions Sidney M. Pattillo

American International Company
Box 515T

W_yne, PA 19087
Attention: R.D. Sharp

Benlee Trailers
750-T South Deacon
DQtroit, MI 48217-1609

compaotion Technologies, Ino.
Dnpt. T, 621 S.W. Morrison Street
Suite 203
Portland, OR 97205
Attention: M. P. Malone

Compac Specialties, Inc.
138 E. Sixth Street
Holland, MI 49423

Custom Metal Industries, In=.
4000T-S.W. 113th Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73119

MoClaln Industries
BOX 913
Utioaw MI 48087
Attention: K. McLain

Blew-Knox Equlp, ent
Box 1450-T
Pittsburgh, PA 15238



T.K. Thompson, Incorporated

118 Yosemite Drive, White Rock, New Mexico 87544 ....
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T.K. Thompson, Incorporated
June 8, 1989
JAF-89-103

Mr. a. Kelth Tarbett, Product Manager
SMR Technologies, Inc.
Engineered Rubber Products Division
Box 1299
Uniontown, OH 44685-1299

Subject: SMR Inflatable seal for Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)
applications.

Dear Mr. Tarbett:

Thank you for your recent SMR catalog. As I indicated in our recent telephone
conversation,T.K. Thompson, Inc. has been retained by LANL to solve the prob-
lem of water leakage into ten cubic yard dumpsters used for on-site
transportation of low level radioactive wastes (LLW).

A conceptual design indicating the use of your "J" section inflatable seal to
isolate the dumpster from external water sources (rain, snow, mud, wash-down,
rising waters} is shown on the two enclosed lay-outs: ogoo-x-Io01 and -1002.
We have also included the completed "Request for Engineering Recommendations"
per instructions in your catalog. Ideally, we would re-lnflate the seal using
a portable compressed air tank as used by tire repair companies after every
delivery of LLW to the disposal site (once per week maximum).

We would appreciate receiving your technical recommendatien_ plus a budgetary
cost/delivery estimate for:

(a) prototype seals in quantities of I to 5, including special
tooling, if required, and
(b) production lot of 75 seals to be used in converting existing
dumpsters of fabricating new units.

We would appreciate receiving your response no later than June 23, 1989, for
inclusion in our project cost estimate due July I, 1989.

Please do not hesitate to contact me for additional information and/or

cldrification required for your cost estimating.

Y__s Truly,

_im Fr;_, P.E.
Principal Engineer

JF:at

Enclosures (3)

Copies to: Karen Balo, LANL Program Manager
T.K. Thompson
Project File



T.K. Thompson, Incorporated

June 7, 1989

JAF-89-102

Sales Depar_ent

Marine Structures, Inc.

Box 398

Spring Valley, CA 92077

Gentlemen :

We need immediate unit prices and installation dimensions for carbon steel

lightweight marine hatches in your standard sizes as close to the following as

you normalIy stock:

(a) 36" x 36"

(b) 30" x 30".

Our application is construction of weathertight enclosures for low level, dry

radioactive wastes. Total estimated project volume within next two years is

120 to 140 hatches.

Please enclose your current catalog and other pertinent company publications.

Yours truly,

Principal Mechanical Engineer

JAF:at



Same letter sent to sales departments of:

Standard Equipment Company

75 Beauregard Street

P.O. Drawer G, Dept. 7R

Mobile, AL 36601
,,

Pacific Marine Systems, Corp.

1135 Kirkwell Road

Azusa, CA 91702

McDermott, Inc.

Box 60035

New Orleans, LA 70160

Door Engineering & Mfg. Co.

410 Cherry Street

Kasota, MN 56050

Juniper Industries Mfg. Co.

71-17 Metropolitan Ave.

Middle Village, NY 11379

Marine Structures, Inc.

Box 398

Spring Valley, CA 92077
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T.K. Thompson, Incorporated

MEETING REPORT

DEVELOPMENT OF LLW DUMPSTER

TO

INTERFACE WITH AUTOMATED T-55 SYSTEM

To: Karen Bale

From: Jim Frye, T.K. Thompson, Inc.

Meeting Held: 11 July 1989, 2:00 to 3:00 p.m.

@ TA-35, TSL-2

Attendees: Hugh Staley, LANL Project Leader MEE-3

Len Stovall, Technical Liaison MEE-3

Dennis Schneider, Technical Liaison MEE-3

Chris Keddy, C.R.A. MEE-3

Jim Frye, Principal M.E. TKT, Inc.

The purpose of the meeting was to familiarize all parties with current

and projected requirements for interfacing custom Low Level Waste (LLW) Dump-

sters with the automated carton monitoring/handlingsystem being developed for

TA-S5. Criteria discussed included the following:

-Schedule for having a working unit installed in the basement of TA-S5 is

July 1991.

-Available space is approximately 15 ft x 40 ft (between 20 ft column

lines includingclearance).

-Two Oumpsters per unit will be required, one each for compactible and

non-compactible wastes.

-Dumpsters must be capable of being moved from the loading area and out

doors through an existing air lock between columns 8 and 9 without the use of

the TA-54 truck.

-The Dumpsters must be compatible with the existing truck and its

integral LiftainerPerfection hydraulic handling system.

118 Yosemile Drive, While Rock, New Me_ico 87544
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ii July 1989 Meeting Report
Page 2

-The Oumpster should havo flanged loading and discharge openings for

airtight interface with compaction and/or incineratorloading stations (to be

determined).

-The Dumpster should also be capable of discharging non-compactible LLW

directly into the TA-54, Area G, landfill in accordance with current opera-

tions.

-Since the Dumpsters for compactible and non-compactiblewastes should be

identical, an enclosed loading/dischargegate will be required at at least one

opening.

-Due to headroom limitations, horizontal loading is preferred, either

through one end of the Dumpster or through both sides.

-Loading at TA-55 will be accomplished through the use of a robot arm or

indexing conveyor permanently installed in the area. Dumpster self-loading is

not required.

-Dumpster payload should consist of the maximum number of cartons pos-

sible that will meet both space and weight restrictions. Only i ft x I ft x 2

ft cartons will be loaded out of TA-55. The existing i0 cubic yard flat top

Dumpsters are routinelyloaded with 90 cartons.

-The TA-55 system after installation and de-bugging will probably be

duplicated at the new SNM facility.

-At least two, and possibly three, compactible and con-compactible Dump-

sters will be required at TA-55.

Various initialconcepts were discussed. Mr. Staley suggested a Oumpster

with a container section that would rotate 180 degrees around %_iostationary

horizontal stub shafts or trunnion arrangement so that only one (probably

clam-shell)'gate at one end would be required. Using this concept, the Dump-

ster would be rotated 90 degrees and loaded while in the horizontal position,

rotated back to vertical with the gate on top during the transportationmode,

then rotated 180 degrees with the gate on the bottom for gravity discharge.

The container section would be mounted by means of the horizontal stub shaft

to a heavy duty structural frame that would, in turn, interfacewith the hand-

ling truck.

TKT Inc.
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11 Jul y 1989 Meett ng Report I
Page 3

Although not discussed In the meettng, successful application of this

concept would appear to be adaptable to solving the long range problem of con-

tatned handling of contaminated sotl and large, bulky objects.

The rotating container concept will be investigated for potential in the

long range, on-site handling of LLW.

/

,e o" ,U. Jim F ye

Principal M.E.

Distribution: Hugh Staley

T.K. Thompson, Inc.

Project Files

TKT Inc.
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Administrative Requirement 10-2

Low-Level Radioactive Solid Waste

._ Introduction This administrative requirement specifiesthe rules and general
_, proceduresfor low-level radioactive solid wastedisposal at the Labora.

J _ tory, includingsegregation,packaging,labeling,documentation, and
_. transportation.

De/In/t/ons Compact/bleWute- solid waste that consists of'trash-p/pematerials such4

aspaper,plastic,rubber,and small items ofglassware up to a l-gal, size;
,e and small items such as short lengths of pipe conduit andsmall pieces of
._ wood or sheetmetal. Excluded ate largernoncompactible items, waste

chemicals, free orabsorbedliquids, biological waste,pressurized con-
tainers, powders,andother particularlyhazardousmaterials.

HazardousChemicalWaste- any waste chemical ormixture of chemicals
that is corrosive to living tissue, is toxic, carcinogenic,teratogenic,
mutagenic,or infectious; or in any wayposes a presentor potential hazard
to humanhealth _rthe environment.

Low-LevelWaste- solid radioactive waste that is not classified as trans.
uxa_c waste.

Mixed Waste- a combination ofradioactive wasteand hazardouschemi-
cal waste. Includedare solvents, pyrophoricsubstances, spraycans, and
any other chemicallycontaminated items.

NoncompactlbleWaste- largeor bulkywaste exceedingthe maximum
dimensions forcompactible packages(16in. by 19in. by 36 in.) or other
obvious noncompactible "common" waste such asheavy pipe, angleiron,
equipment, lumber,building rubble,andsoil.Also included is tritium
waste greaterthan 20 mCi/m 3.

Packaging- the wastecontainer;,refersto the device(s), including liners
andclosures,used in the packaging ofwaste. The wastepackage is the
final configurationof the waste in its containerreadyfor transport to the
disposal site. NOTE: Neither the packaging nor the package refers to any
special overoack requiredsolely to meet transport criteria.

.' SanitaryLandfill Wute - waste material that does not contain radioactive
materials,hazardouschemicals, or explosives. Noncontaminated waste
originatesfrom areasand facilities whereno radioactive/hazardous
materialsare handed or from radiation/hazardous materialswork areas
under controlled conditions. SanitarylandFAlwastesare placed in dump-
sters for disposal in the Los Alamos County Landfill.There are no special
handlingrequirements for this waste type.

May1987 PageI of lO



TritiumWaste o solidwaste that is contaminated with tritium in excess of
20 mCi/m 3(forexample, I mCi/cardboard boxmeasuring I ft
by I ftby 2 ft).

TransuranicRadlonuclldes - alpha-emitting rad/onuclides ofatomic num-
bergreaterthan 92 and half-fives greaterthan 20 years.

Transumnic (TRU) Waste - solid waste that is contaminated withtrans.
uraniumradionuclides to levels greaterthan 100 nCi/g. Also included are
wastes thatarecontaminated with mU and itsdaughterproducts, and
_URasourcesat levels in excess of the above.

OverallResponsibility Unless otherwise stated in tiffs administrative requirement, thegroup
leadermust ensurethat the requirements specifiedherein are met.

Burial The only approved Laboratory disposal site forburialoflow-level solid
radioactivewastecontainingno hazardous chemicalcomponentis at
TA.54, AreaG. No other disposal means maybe used without prior
approvalfrom the Waste Management Group's (HSE-7) Solid Waste
Section.

Reductionof Waste-generatinggroupsmustmakeeveryreasonableefforttoreducethe
WasteVolume volumeofradioactivewasteatthesourcebycontrollingthemovementof

materialsthroughidentifiedradioactivematerialworkareas.Specific
proceduresaredetailedbelow,

Office-TypeWastes.To theextentpracticable,office-typewastesshallbe
excludedfromradiationareas.

MixedWaste,Mixedwasteshallbesegregatedfromotherradioactive
waste.

Facilities Design. When designing new facilities ormodifying existing
facilities,management must separateoffices from radiation areas.

Numberof Radhtt/onWork Areas. The number ofareas whereradioact/ve
material is handledmust be kept to a minimum. Similar operations shall
be groupedin a singlearea, ifpossible.

Packas/ng Mateflah. Group leaders shall establishand enforceadminis-
trative controlsto keep largequantities of packagingmaterial and other
waste materials from becoming known or suspectedradioactive waste•A
staging areafor unpacking incoming materials must beestablished for
routineoperations at facilities thathandle radioactive materials• When
large items arcunpacked in a radiation area,specialprocedures must be

• implemented to keep packaging materials frombecoming radioactively
contaminated.

Housekeeping. Special care must be taken during general cleanupcam-
paignsin and aroundLaboratory facilities to ensurethat uncontaminated
wastesare keptsegregatedfrom contaminated items.

May 1987 Page2 of 10



10.2

Standard Standard operatingprocedures(SOPs) orspecial work permits(SWPs) are
Operat_nll requiredforoperations that generatelow-level radioactive solidwaste.
Procedures The SOPs andSWPs must be prepared,reviewed, and approved as

specified in Administrative Requirement 1-3,"StandardOperating.
ProceduresandSpecial WorkPermits."

Inclusions. The SOPs/SWPs must include the followinginformation:

* a description of the waste-generatingprocessesand opekations;

, identification of the wastes, includingphysical,chemical,and radio-
nuclide characteristics;

, identification of waste.reduction procedures:and

• a description of how waste segregation,preparation,packaging,and
transportationwill behandledin accordancewiththerequirements
defined in this administrative requirement.

Waste Manallement Review.In addition to the review proceduresspecified
in Administrative Requirement 1.3, SOPs/SWPs involving thegeneration
oflow.level radioactive solid waste must bereviewed andapprovedby
Waste Management before implementation. To ensurecompliance with
theSOP and appropriate regulationsas wellas to determine where
programimprovements are needed,HSE-7also annually reviews the
SOP, operation, and facilitywith the waste generators, areahealth physics
personnel (HSE. I, - l0, and -Il), and otherappropriate Laboratoryper.
sonneL

Waste Management Group leaders must identify a Waste ManagementCoordinatorforeach
Coordinator facility or areaandprovide HSE-Ts SolidWasteSection with that

information. This coordinatorwill be the primarycontact forWaste
Managementpersonnel and must have approvalauthority on waste
management matters for that waste-generatingsite.

NonrouttneWute Nonroutine waste is handled on an individual basis. Sufficient leadtime
must be allowed foradequateplanning,Proposed solutions andfunding
considerations forunusual problemsarethe responsibility of thewaste
generator.

To initiate planning, contact the Solid Waste Disposal Sectionand
provide them with the followinginformation:

• number, size, type, andcondition of containers (ifapplicable);

• waste matrb:;

* identity and quantity ofradionuclides (in each container,ifap-
plicable);and

• Department of Energyauthorization to dispose of wastesby
burial/storage (ifdisposal involves special nuclearmatezials).

The HSE-7'staffworks with the operating group and the Radioactive
Materials (RAM) Shipping Advisor in HSE-1. This latterarrangement
helpsensure that waste transport is made in accordancewith applicable
regulations.

May 1987 Page3 oflO
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Fig. 1. Waste classifications.

Waste Segregation Radioactive solid wastesmustbesegregatedasshown in Fig. l to help
and Special ensure their safe and efficient treatment and disposal.
Handling Noqradioactive Hazardous Chemical Waste. See Administrative Require-

ment 10-3, "Nonradioactive Chemical Waste," for disposal requirements.

Mixed Waste. Specifically regulated by the Environmental Protection
Agency and DOE, mixed waste must not be handled as just chemical
waste orjust radioactive waste.

Low-Level Waste. Solid waste generated in a radiation work area, as
defined by the health physics sta_ shall at least be considered low-level
waste. Under approved standard operating procedures or special work
permits, such work areas may produce uncontaminated sanitary landfill
waste.

Low-level waste must be segregated as either compactible or noncompac-
tible. Comp_ble low-level was,,e must be segregated from noncompac-
tible low-level waste for separate packaging and placed in separate dump-

' sters for treatment and burial.

Transuranie Waste. See "Transuranic Waste," Administrative Require-
ment 10-5, for disposal requirements.

. Page4oflO
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Packaging The waste packagingguidelinesfor thematerialsdescribedbelow must be
followed unless priorapproval hasbeengrantedby HSE-7or unless
specialprocedures are describedin an approved SOP. Mixed waste must
bepackagedseparately.

RoomTrash. Low-level room trash(forexample, paper,plastic,and
glassware)must be packagedin cardboardboxes that havean innei,plastic
bagliner. Compactible waste boxes must beidentified with a large"C."
Noncompactible waste is identified by an "N" when placedin the same
dumpster. Compactible packagesshall not exceed thedimensions 16in.
by I9 in by 36 in. (Also see"Large/Heavy Wastes.").

Wherepossible, low-level noncompactibles must be packagedin
cardboardboxes whenever any of the followingsituations applies:

• external contamination has beendetected,

s the waste consists ofglass, metal pieces,or other materialsthat are
potentially dangerous to handle, or

• after being unloaded, the waste couldbe easily dispersedby the wind.

Waste Oils. The waste generatormust ensurethat low-level waste oils are
absorbedin an approved manner. (See "Solidifying Oils.")

Large/Heavy Wastes. Items that arelargeor heavy (forexample, pipe,
equipment, and other bulkyobjects)must bepackaged in wooden crates
and/orplasticbagsorwrapunlessotherdisposalproceduresarecovered I
inanapprovedSOP.Metalandfiberdrmnsarealsoacceptablepackages.
NOTE: Additional packaging may not be required i/all contamination U
fully contained within the waste material (for example, pumps and elec-
trical motors).

LargeVolumes. Large volumes ofcenain bulkywaste (forexample, low-
level contaminated soil, buildingrubble,pavement, andareacleanup
debris) shall be contained in an enclosedtransportvehicle such asa
plastic-lined,tarp=covereddump truck.

Tritium Waste. ?,s detailed in the following,special packagingwith
asphalt is requiredfortritium waste (greaterthan 20 mCi/m3). Low-level
waste from a tritium work area (less than or equal to 20 mCi/m 3)does not
require special packagingor handling.

Waste contaminated withactivity levels

• up to 100Ci/m _must be packagedin asphalt-lined metaldrums, the
. lids of which are also sealed with _phalt. Approved containersare

5:_-gal.and 30-gal. drumswith lockingrings.

• s greaterthan1O0Ci/m 3mustbecompletelyencapsulatedin asphalL
Typically, this entails a 30-gaLdrumwithin a 55-gal.drum, with
asphaltfillingthevoid space between thetwo.

Under the procedures for nonroutine waste, exceptions to thesepackaging
specifications(for example, largewaste items) maybe considered.
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Solidifying Solidification is required before disposal of low-level waste oil. (Oil that
Oils contains a hazardous chemical, such as solvents, is considered a mixed

waste. See .MI 10-3 for packaging requirements.) Absorption onto an
approved sorbent material such that the resulting mass is a nonilowing
semisolid is a currently approved solidification method. Contact Waste
Management for further guidance on this and other solidification
procedures.

Absorption Mixture. For waste o/Is, the approved and preferred sorbent is
ground (60 mesh orfiner) exfoliated vermiculite(Stock CI-6617). Oil shall
be mixed with this vermiculite in the following proportions:

• by volume: 0.6 part waste off to 1.0 part vermiculite. NOTE: the oil
will occupy void space only (total volume- volume of vermiculite);
and

• by weight: 3.3 parts waste off to 1.0 part vermiculite.

Also approved is the use of coarse-ground vermiculite (industrial type
No. I, Stock CI-6616). Oil shall be mixed with this vermiculite as follows:

• by volume: 0.5 part waste oil to 1.0 part vermiculite (total volume -
volume of vermiculite only);

• by weight: 2.6 parts waste oil to 1.0 part vermiculite.

These portions of oil/vermiculite are based on SAE 10/40-weight oils. The
above ratios of waste to vermiculite will have to be adjusted by the
generator if much heavier or lighter oils will be disposed of.

Layered Procedure. The recommended procedure for the absorption of
contaminated oils in an appropriate container with the required liner is to
alternately add vermiculite and oil in a layered fashion. Proper absorption
is ensured by mixing while the oil is being added.

Dumpsters Disposal procedures other than those specified below are acceptable only
if they are covered in an approved SOP.

All waste placed in dumpsters must be packaged, surveyed before loading,
and free of removable external contamination. Unless otherwise ap-
proved, the maximum beta/gamma reading at the surface of any package

• is limited to 200 mrem/h. NOTE: Even if_ackaged, radioactive waste
must never be left outside a dumpster.

Allowed Wastes. Only low-level solid waste shall be placed in dumpsters
labeled for radioactive waste.

, Disallowed Wastes. Wastes that must never be disposed olin dumpsters
include

• unpackaged wastes,

• free liquids,

• mixed waste (such as oils, chemicals, spray cans), and

• TRU wastes.
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WeightLimitation.A waste packageplacedin a dumpster forcompacfible
wastemust not exceed 30 Ibs.

Compaedbles/Noncompaedbles. Majorwastegeneratorspossessing
separatedumpsters forcompactibles and noncompactibles must not mix
such wastes in the same dumpster.

Box-Type Dumpsters. Box-type dumpstersfor radioactive waste must be
kept locked atall times. Ifa dumpsterforsanitary landfillwaste is closer
than 100feet to a radioactive waste dumpster,the sanitarylandfill
dtunpsteralso must be locked. Health physicspersonnel issue andcontrol
thekeys.Any dumpster with missinglocksor brokenclasps must be
sealedand posted to ensure that waste is not placed in that dumpster.
Notify HSE-7immed/ately to have thedumpster picked up, emptied, and
repairedasnecessary.

Skip-Type Dumpsters. Although normalloads consist of metaland/or
fiber drums,other packagessuch as boxesmay be transportedonly with
approvalsfromWaste Management and from the RAM Shipping
Advisor.The waste generator shallloador arrangefor the loading of the
packages.Maximum load is 5000 lbs. Drumsor other packages must be
securedwith a chain and must not be stackedin a skip-type dumpster.

Labeling GeneralRequirements. Packagesof wastedestined fordisposal or storage
must beclearlylabeled as conta/ning radioactive material. Tapeand signs
appropriatefor th/s purposeareobtainable throughSafetyStock and
should be used as indicated below. Mixedwaste should be labeled as such
to avoid treatment as only radioactivewaste.

CardboardBoxes and Bags. "CAUTION.RADIOACTIVE WASTE" tape
(Stock CIVI-3262)must be usedto mark allboxes and bags to be disposed
of by burial.The building androom numberof the waste's origin shallbe
marked on all cardboardboxes.

Drums. Drums must have a Radioactive Material Transfertag properly
filledoutandsecurelyattached.Inaddition,thedrum mustbemarked
"RadioactiveMaterialNOS'"inl-in.letters.Contactthehealthphysics
staffforassistance.

Documentation/ To properlymaintain the requiredrecordsforwaste disposal, each
Certification consignment of low-level solid waste mustbe accompanied by a Los

Alamos Radioactive Solid Waste DisposalRecord (HS Form 10-2A).
Waste will not be accepted at the disposalsite without this form properly

. completed.The waste generator, RSE-I/-10/-11 arearepresentative, and
HSE-7representativemust sign thestatements on the form to certifythat
thewastemeets regulatoryconcerns.

Property(andClassified Waste) Disposal. Disposal of a property-
numbereditem or classified contaminateditem requiresan additional
form, 252-R,"Disposal of Contaminated and/or Classified Property."
The waste-generatinggroupinitiates this form, which is obtainablefrom
Stock (ST-2623).Contact HSE-7fordisposal instructions.
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Transportation Described here arethe policy andprocedures requiredto transportlow-
level radioactive solid wastefrom waste-generatingsites to thedis-
posal/storage area(TA-54, AreaG). Any deviation from the following
must be in accordancewith Administrative Requirement 3-5, "Shipment
of Radioactive Materials." NOTE: This section does not addressship-
ments made outside of Los Alamos County.

Policy. On-site shipments of radioactive material must be made_ a
manner that protects the health and safety of employees andthepublic
and prevents releases ofsuch materials to the environment.

Transportby Waste Generators.Radioactive waste must not betrans-
portedto Area G by a waste generatorunless the generatorhasan
approved SOP for the operation or approval fromthe healthphysics
personnel and the Waste Management staff.

The following rules apply fortransportby waste generators.

* Authorized Transport Vehicles. Unless otherwise authorized, use
government trucksin which the driver is physicallyseparatedfrom
the material being transported.Open-ended trucksareacceptable
ONLY when transport_g gaseous or bulky items. (Contactthe RAM
Shipping Advisor forfurtherclarification.) Do not usevans or
passengercars. Privatevehicles shall never be used forwaste
transport.

• Requirement Verification. The health physics monitor at the
generator site verifies thatall waste packaging,labeling,and
documentation requirementsare met.

• Securing and Approving the Load. Loads shallbe positively secured
with chains orother tiedown means, and/or coverved witha secured
taxp.The truckshall not leave the generatorsite until the health
physics monitor hasapproved the load and signed therequired
accompany/ng documentation.

Transport by Others. The waste generatorsmust initiate arrangementsfor
waste transport to AreaG throughcontact with, asnecessary_thehealth
physics staff, HSE-7'sAreaG site supervisor, and the generatorsite
representative from the Field Operations Group (ENG-5).

ENG-5will contact health physics personnel and the V/aste Management
staffregardingspecific transportand handling requirements.ENG-5 will
write individual workordersas requiredfortransportof waste (except for

. dumpsters) by theLaboratory's support services subcontractor(Pan Am)
and arrangethe necessaryPan Am support at the generating site andat
AreaG fordisposal. HSE-7'sAreaG site supervisor notifies PanAm
directlyof a requireddumpster pickup and coordinates the operation with
theappropriate healthphysics supervisor.

°
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EscortRequirementL. Ifthe shipment involves any of thefollowing,
specially trained health physicspersonnel shall escort the wasteshipment
from the originating site to Area G:

* >200 mrem/h beta-gamma radiation at the vehicle's (or dum_)ster's)
outer surface,or > I0 mrem/h at 6 ft from the vehicle's (or dump-
ster's)surface;

* drums containing uranium chips and turnings(potential firehazard);

• otherwastes containing DOT Type B quantities of contaminants.
unless packaged in an approved Type B overpackas defined in AR
3-5, in which case the escortrequirement may bewaived; or

• any other waste as deemed necessaryby health physics staffand/or
HSE-7 personnel.

Placards. The use of placardson the transport vehicle may be requiredif
the radioactive limits areexceeded orifa highway routecontrol quantity
is beingmoved. (Contact the RAMShipping Advisor for further
information.)

Vehicle Breakdown.Ifa transportvehicle becomes inoperative duringthe
transportation of waste, the drivermust contact his/her supervisor and
requestassistancewithout leaving the vehicle unattended. Ifthevehicle
must be taken to the repair shop, it first must be towed to an appropriate
Laboratory-securedareawhere the waste must be either transferred to
another truck or stored atthe approved site until the next workday.Ifthe
vehicle cannot be moved, thewaste must be transferredto anothervehicle
for transportto AreaG. The disabled vehicle, afterbeing emptied, must be
monitored by health physics personnelbefore the vehicle is moved.

TransportationAccident. Any accident involving a vehicle carryinglow-
level radioactive solid waste must be reportedimmediately to the Health,
Safety,and Environment Division. In theevent or possibility offire, the
Fire Department (9-911) must be notified immediately. Vehicle accidents
occurringoffsite also must be reportedimmediately to the LosAlamos
Police Department.

References "Hazardous and Radioactive Mixed Waste Management," DOE Order
5480.2 (most recent).

"Nonradioactive Chemical Waste," Administrative Requirement I0-3, in
Health andSafety, Los Alamos National Laboratory Manual, Chapter l

. (August 1984).

"Radioactive Liquid Waste." Administrative Requirement I0-I, in
Health andSafety, Los Alamos National Laboratory Manual, Chapter 1
(August 1984).

"Radioactive Waste Management," DOEOrder5820.2 (most recent).
L

"Safety Requirements for the Packagingand Transportation of Hazard-
ous Commodities," DOE Order5480.3 (most recent).
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"Shipment ofRadioactiveMaterials,"AdministrativeRequirement3-5,
inHealthandSafety,LosAlarnosNationalLaboratoryManual,
ChapterI(March1987).

"StandardOperatingProceduresandSpecialWork Permits,"Adminis.
trativeRequirementI-3,inHeathandSafety,LosAlamosNational
LaboratoryManual,ChapterI(April1985).

"TransuranicWaste,"AdministrativeRequirementl0-5,inHealthand
Safety,LosAlamosNationalLaboratoryManual,ChapterI(inprep-
aration,May 1987).

Referrals HSE DivisionEmergencyAssistance,7-7878(7-7080afternormalwork
hours)

Radiation Protection Group (HSE-I), 7-7137

RAMShipping Advisor (HSE-I), 7-4127

SolidWaste Disposal Section of riSE-7, 7-6095

Chemistry Health Protection Group (HSE-l0), 7-7218

AcceleratorHealth Protection Group (HSE-I I), 7.5890

Field Operations Group, (ENG-5), 7-4657

PropertyManagement Group (MAT-2), 7-5217

Forms HSForm 10-2A, Los Alamos Radioactive Solid Waste Disposal
Record

252-R, Disposal of Contaminated and/or ,_assified Property.

Tag Radioactive Material Transfer tag
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HS Form 10.2.4
RadioactiveSol_d Waste Disposal Record Form

p.2

INSTRUCTIONS FOR WASTE GENERATOR

FillingOuttheForm.Thewastegeneratormustcompletethisformtodocumentallwasteburiedor
retrievablystoredattheLaboratory'sTA.54,Area(3.site.Besuretocompleteeachsectionbeforeproceeding
tothenextsection.Thewastegeneratormustfollowtheseinstructions:

I.Don'tusemorethantheallottedspacesontheform(oneletterornumberperspace).
2.Ensurethatalldatarecordedonthisformarelegiblyprintedandclearlyreadable.
3.Notethatthedecimalpointpositionsarealreadyindicatedinthesectionswheredecimalswouldbeneeded
(forexample,seeSection7onthefrontofthisform}.Enterinformationaccuratelyinrelationtothese
decimal points. Do not alter decimal point po$itio_.._.

4. Use the number zero(0) on the form ONLY on entries requiringthat numerical designation. Do not ase the
number =eroto.fill blank spaces.

5. Wherethe amount of information available does not allow recordingall dataon one form, useadditional
formsfordifferent portions of the waste.

Whenthe Formis Completed. Thewaste generator must ensurethatthe properlycompleted form
accompanies eachwaste shipment andeach packageof retrievabletransuranic(TRU) waste delivered to the
disposal/storage site.Waste generatorsmay keep a copy of thecompleted form fortheir files.

PERTINENT INSTRUCTIONS FOR SPECIFIC SECTIONS OFTHIS FORM

Section5, Waste Code. Identifyall waste by a 3-digit descriptioncode, as given in Attachment I, "Valid
WasteCodes." Choose the code thatbestdescribes the waste material.

Section6, Waste IX_cription. Allow one space foreach letterandone spaceaftereach word. Use this
section to provide any additiona_information about the waste.

Section9, Package Radiation. Do not use symbols for"greaterthan(>),'"for "less than (<)," for"greater
thanor equal to (>_.),"or for"less thanor equal to (_).'" Roundofffractions to thenearest whole number. If
radiationlevels exceedthat which can be listed, leave this section blankand recordthe data in Section 11.

Section II, AdditionalDescriptionof Packag/ng andPackag/nllMater/ah. Use this space to provide
propertynumber, relatedform numbers,data thatcannot be enteredin Sections 6 or 9 (seeabove), etc.

Section 12, RadlonuclideContent. List radionuclides usingeither the normally accepted notations (for
example, U235, Pu239, Co60. andH3)or. for accountable materials,the element identification plus the SS
MaterialType Code (forexample,PuS2for plutonium code 52, U_8 for uraniumcode 38). Acceptablecodes
includeMFP formixed fission productsand MAP formixed acu >ation products.

Fornonradioactive chemical orhazardouswaste, enter the correctchemical identification, suchas CHEM,
PCB,or ASBES. Ifmore than one contaminant is identifiable, eachcontaminant should be listed(with all
appropriatedata) on a separateline in Section 12.Ifthere aremore than six (6) radionuclides identified, or if
thereareany questions regardingthe completion ofthis form, contact HSE-7at 7.5397.

Questions regardingthe handlingorpackagingofradioactive or hazardouswastes should be referredto
Disposal Site Operations (7-6095).

APPROVALSIGNATURES

WasteGenerator. The waste generatormust sign the form in the spaceallotted to indicate compliance with
applicable waste packagingand dis0osalrequirements. This signatureis requiredfor all waste,whether
radioactive or nonradioactive. Note that both thegenerator'sprinted name and written signature are required.

HSE-I/-10/-I 1 AreaRepresentative.An arearepresentative from eitherthe HSE-1,-I0, or.l I group must
sign the form if the wastesare radioactivelycontaminated. This signatureindicates that the packageor
shipment is safe to handleandwanspon. Note that both the arearepresentative'sprinted name and written
szgnaturearerequired.

Additional Signatures. An area representative from HSE-3 or HSE-5 may be requiredto signthis form
beforecertain hazardousmaterialsaretransported. This signature spacealso may be used for the group





INSTRUCTIONS FOR DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATED ITEMS

(For specific instnoctions, refer to section I - 5 of Materials ManagemBntManual)

I. H-1 HPS to indicate isotopeend massnumber of the contaminate in monitoringcolumn, if known, include sur-
face contamination in • d/m or/and mr/hr or uCi/M 3 o! 3H if known. Otherwise, provide a statement justi-

fying the condemnationfor other reasons.

2. Include deto of monitoringresults.

3. Checkappropriatebox in lower leh cornerandsignfor the Health PhysicsGroup.

4. Forward to the H-1 Group Office for their approvaland signature.

5. Forward with completed RadioactiveSolid WasteDisposalForm (s) IHS & E 7-1AI andwith!tern(s| for disposzl
to Group H-7 at TA-54, Area"G".

8. Forward form to MAT-2, Group Oil!ca for their approval andsignature.

7. Oistributton to m_le by MAT-2.
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CORRESPONDENCE
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HERE IS THE STORY
C

THE BONAR

O I.B.C. FILLING STAT!ON:
• _ Our advanced design is suitable for all

types and makes of I.B.C.'s and offersunique and special features. The pure
electronicconstructionis completelysolid
state and designed for industrial

applications.
• We offer immediateadjustment for

varying I.B.C. heights.
• We offer an inflatable collar for dust

o_ control.

• We offer an air blower for
polyethylene liner inflation.

• We offer powered take away roller
conveyors and other features. See
our Bonar fillingbrochure for corn-

FILLING: plete details. C/
MULOX and BONABIN containers are

easily filled. We offer spouttype tops,cone shaped topswith spouts
and duffel type tops to accomodate

• _ differentproduct characteristics.

/

' STORAGE:
MULOX and BONABIN containers can

be stacked three high. Pyramidstacking helps to stabilize the stack.
When stored outdoors we

be used under
recommend that pallets

the bottom row and the stack (
covered with an opaque tarpaulin. "_



)F.... B,0,n IdustTies,
,.

BONAR INDUSTRIES INC. is a subsidiary of BONAR INDUSTRIES INC. specializes in the
BONAR INC. the North American holding manufacture of Intermediate Bulk Containers
company for Low and Bonar P.L.C. of (l.B.C.'s) producing, under license the famous
Dundee, Scotland. BONAR INC.'s chosen ac- MULOX container and its own high perform-
tivities are specific sectors of the p_.ckaging ing BONABIN. Both of these containers meet
and plastic markets in North America. rigid world wide performance specifications.

. DISCHARGE:
d -,,I The bottom spout makes discharge

' \ , " ", ' , simple. Controlled flow rates can be i_ ;,, , . , accomplished using different diameter i
spouts or with a "Cord Lok" tie. A i

___._,,, simple discharger will allow product !• !
flows to be interrupted as required.

TESTING AND QUALITY CONTROL:

Rigid quality control ensures consistent and reliable products.To maintain high stan-
dards of quality our MULOX and BONABIN containers and component parts are

tested in our own laboratoryon a regular basis.



• _ SPECIFICATIONS

AND

SPECIAL

MULOX and BONABIN
• _ containers are designed

_i_ O for working loads of up t°office local
two metric tons. Contact

O our or agentto ensure the correct type

_ of container for yourapplication.

O _ MULOX I.B.C.'s aremade from polypropylene
fabric with 8 polyester

_:_ reinforcing bands woven

in for added strength an_"
to provide an eight point "v

lift system.

O BONABIN I.B.C.'s aremade from polypropylene

fabric in various weights
to meet customer

TRANSPORATION requirements.

AND HANDLING: Coated (non breathable)
No special equipment is and uncoated

required to handle (breathable) fabric is

MULOX or BONABIN standard for both MULOX

containers. Standard fork & BONABIN containers.
trucks are the usual

mode for moving con-
tainers. See handling in-

structions attached to
each MULOX and

BONABIN.

A spreader bar or slings should be used when
loading with a crane. We offer longer lift straps or

stevedore straps for one point pick up. For one man
operations we offer "self raising lift straps"

at an extra cost.



Sonarindustries,]nc.INTERMEDIATEBULKCONTAINER

DUFFLE TOP (OPEN)
DUFFLE TOP (CLOSED)

. r "'_.0

' OPTIONAL FEATURES

, OFFeReD INCLUDE:

• Self raising lift straps (extra)
,_._ patented.

C • Duffel or spout top. Spouts of
different diameters and lengths

to customer specification.
FILLER (Included)
SPOUT • Webbing and velcro closure
TOP in discharge for reusable con-
(OPEN) tainers (no rope ties) (Extra)

• Anti-bridgingbottom for hard
to discharge products (Extra)

° Full opening bottoms with
_, remote release (Extra)

° Polyethylene liners fixed in
J place will not slide out when

discharging product (Extra)

t • ° Stencilling or silk screeningof bags (Extra)
t .....* _: ° Anti-staticmaterial which

allows for grounding
of the bag (Extra)

= Anti Sift Seams (Extra)
BOTTOM

SPOUT (OPEN)

BOTTOM SPOUT (CLOSED)
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ConsultAccurateto MeetAll YourRequirementsfor,'
Customized Equipment & Advancsd TechnologyCombine
to Solve a Wide Variety of HazardousWaste Disposal Problems

Sludge Push.Out Liquid Container
HydraulicallyOperated Forhazardousor nonhaz-

EjectionContainerfor filter ardouswastewithinterior
cake(driedsludge) baffles,two fill portsand a

w/gasketedreardoor.(2,4,6)* 6" gatevalvefordischarge.
(1,2,3,5)*

Vacuum Pump & Tank Dust Container
VacuumSludgePumpand Receivesdust from

Gas DrivenEnginemounted electrostaticprecipitator.
on 22' roll-offskidwith3,000 Dooris gasketed,container
gallontankfor pumpingand I is watertight.(2,4, 6)*

haulingsludge.(1,2, 3, 5)*

t_F

Custom for Sun 011 Proctor & Gamble
Specialtycontainerfor Designedforsemisolid

contaminateddiatomaceous sludgeremoval.Three
earthwithhydraulically loadinghatches,gasketed . i

operatedreardoorfor con- door,watertightweldedand i l Itrolleddischarge, tested.

!

Recycling Contatnsr Semi Solid
Customdesignedtwo Hazardousor non _.._,_._.._'._L_,_I"

sectionrecyclingcontainer hazardouswaste--water "_'_""_° j

withside doorforrecyclable tightwith20"diameter i____

I . 'nlBBImBIlllltlf.

corrigatedwasteandtrash, hatchesandgasketed
tailgate.(2,4, 6)"

Sludge--Semi Solid Custom for Cecos
Holdssludgefromindustrial Liquid tight containerwith , .....-,, --:_.._.

processes,filtercake, etc. rollingtop lidsand unique _!_: .,_l__c---..._.
Dooropensfull fordumping rear door designedfor ease _!tl___--_k_._-,AE'_=__.-,," _,__',,:: _-..andis gasketed.(2,4, 6)* of operation.

! "Numbers refer to hazardous waste chart on next page.



III III III II.c,alty, Sludge and Hazardous Waste Containers

Accurate's Products are Custom Engineered to MeetAll of Today's Complex Government Regulations
Specialty Dust Container mi,u,...._ .,,,,,,,--

For handling dust from , - __,.
electrostatic precipitator in Spring Assist Lids ;;: _'

petroleum refinery. Mounted on container for
Container is emptied by transportingdry bulk,

using compressed air in the hazardous and non
floor to create a fluidized hazardous wastes. (2, 4, 6)*

bed and metered through an
air operated butterfly valve.

(2, 4, 6)*

Gasket Material I

Photo shows gasket
material used on tailgate. 35
durometer neoprenerubber.

Other gasket designs and _.
gasket materials are

available.
Screw Container

Metal hydroxide sludge
waste from vacuum filter is ___J

,oo,ntooatc0oorof container. Screw
conveyorautomatically

distributes material evenly __¢__4_.. _...
throughout container. Loading Hatches

(2, 4, 6)* 10" and 20" gasketed.

Other types available, i¢_..._. -, _

Sludge Semi Liquid
Sludge Roll.Off with Designed for AlliedChemical

hydraulic tailgate for
dumping--container has a Installation of a steam

steam floor to keep material system for petroleum waste
from freezing. For safety, liquid to maintain heat so

truck operator stays in truck that it won't solidify during
cab while opening storage and transit.

hydraulically operated
gasketed door and dumping Discharge End

load. (2, 3, 4, 5, 6)* Showing double safety gatevalves and steam connec-

Steam floor is insulated tion system which is pro- r"
with sprayed foam to retain tected behind standard iheat in container, door.

- I I I IIIII I III III I Ull II II I I I -- II I I1'11

Suitability of Various Hazardous Wastes A) A,, contalne,= are manufactured to Non.Hazardous waste standard, unless
specifically ordered for Hazardous Waste.in Acc urate' s Conta iners B)Inallcases,hazardouswastecontainersalsomeetthegeneral requirements
of 173.24 and 173.32 of Title 49 CFR.

PROPER SHIPPING REGULATORY PROPER SHIPPING REGULATORY C) Accurate containers are suitable for manyother hazardous materials. Contact
our engineering department wilh the D.O.T. Proper Shipping Name for your

NAME REFERENCE NAME REFERENCE material.
1. Waste Combustible DOT.Title 49. 4. Hazardous Waste Same as No. 3 O) Suitability is predicated on general assumption that the waste material is

Liquid, N.O.S. CFR 173.118a Solid, N.O.S. compatible with steel and Neoprene (In gasketed containers). For other waste
2. Waste ORM A, B DOT.TItle 49. 5. Corrosive Liquid, DOT-TItle 49. material, the containers must be lined with a compatible lining, or stainless

steel,
or C, N.O,S. CFR 173.510 N.O.S. CFR 173.245(b) E) Accurate containers ire not designed for use under pressure or

3, Hazardous Waste DOT.TItle 49. 6. Corrosive Solid, N.O.S. DOT.Title 49- vacuum.

Liquid, N.O.S. CFR 173.1300 CFR 173.245b F) Accurate will meet the Federal DoO.T.regulations specified above
DOT.Title 49. as requires for a particular application.

G) We do not represent that our equipment will meet any other Federal, State or
CFR 173.510 local codes; it Is the responsibility of the purchaser to make this determination.
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..... '=1 \\ll II _.__J '.,_,I____- '1., I _ _ -- Screw Container Designed so

'_'" " -__--"_ - i._...._.,oE;_, waste from vacuum'filter IS fed
Customized..... _- ....
Containers :>___" *.. .......... , '.'_'_ .... into hatch at door end of con-.... " _.-o" -___,_ _v,.-_,oN/_¢.'_o_ tainer. Screw conveyor automat-

designed to meet Sludge Semi Liquid... with ically distributes material evenly
the striclesi hydraulic tailgate for dumping-- throughout container.

requirements, container designed with a steam S_floor to keep material from ...... _
freezing. '.......:__ i .-._;i"_"

• .I. ._' i /_
,,-.- ', _ __.LL±

Sludge--Semi Liquid... con- Custom forSun 011... this Glass Recycling Container
tainerwith interiordump plate specialtycontainerhas a Used by municipalitiesand

and gasketed top dump door with hydraulicallyoperated reardoor privateorganizationsforglass
hand winch, forcontrolleddischarge, and/orcan recycling.Differentcolorglass issortedand put into

each compartment.

_.i.-=-=-_
i

150,000 Square Feet of PlantSpace isDevoted to
Manufacturing & Assembly ofWaste Handllng Equipment

floor in upside down position.. • workers laying out and welding sides Inside of sludge container being
showing solid bullnose, rollers,.., on container for assembly, water tight welded.
bottom of hook plate and wheels.
bullnose is inserted into tube for
added strength.

sludge containers _tng w'ater tested container being moved into one of finished sludge container being
to assure watertight integrity, two 25' × 75' paint booths for picked up by an Accurate 75,000#

painting, hoist.
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E,,glneenng _new-_cw
, Has _ade Accurate the
' L,,=aderin Hazardous Waste

Disposal Containers.
The President is a mechanical engineer with over 20
years of experience in design and fabrication of solid
waste handling equipment. He personallysupervises
an experienced and qualified staff duringthe layout
and design of the hazardous and special waste
containers.

_ !

An inventcry ef _ccntainers always ready

for prom delivery.
=

- j:,

Accurate now has three plants with a total manufacturing,
design & engineering capacity of 150,000 square feet.

Williamstown, NJ Plant Erial, NJ Plant Alexandria, LA Plant
This 60,000 square foot facilityhousesthe This new 30,000 square footfacilitylocated This60,000 squarefoot plant isthe most
corporate,engineeringanddesignofficesand on 16 acres isjust7 milesfrom headquarters modernin the industry.It isa manufac-
the manufacturingplantfor roll-offcontainers, and housesthe company'shoistand com- turinganddistributionlocationfor containem
luggersand smallcontainers, pactiondivision, compactors,transfertrailersandrolloffhoist_

=

/

_n_p, i- OdY

-" OIP



Refuse Handling
Equipment to meet
all your needs
Now a full line of the most advanced
and efficiently engineered refuse
handling equipment is available.
Roll-Off Hoists--Truck and Trailer
mounted

Inside/Outside Rail Hoists, 60,000# & 75,000# _'

Outside Rail Only 60,000# & 75,000#

Extendable Tail Hoist 50,000#

Dead Lift 50,000#
Extendable Tail Hoist/Dead Lift 50,000#
Tri-Axle Available on All Hoists

Transfer Trailer 65, 75 & 100 cu. yd.
Transfer Compactors

Stationary Compactors
Hydraulic Baler

Roll-OffHoists Roll-OffContainers
Cart Dumpers Truck& TrailerMounted Standard&Specials
Closed Containers ...................

Open Containers

Scrap Metal & Demolition Container

Luggers

Dump Trailers '
Special Liquid, Sludge. Dust Containers
Front Load Containers
Roll-Off Flat Beds

!

The East Coast's largest
manufacturer of refuse equipment

Distributed by

StationaryCompactors Balers
........ i1| . iii _

_CCU _ "RATE,.DUSTR,ES
a Sudbury Company

P.O. BOX 451, NEW BROOKLYN ROAD AND FILBERT STREET
WlLLiAMSTOWN, NJ 08094 (609) 629-28OO

P.O. BOX 1231

ALEXANDRIA, LA 71309 (318) 445-8624 Transfer Trailers Transfer Compactors



TO FROM

T.K. THOMPSON, INC ACCURATEINDUSTRIES/ASUDBURYCOMPANY
Box 451 • New Brooklyn Rd. & Rlbert St

11 8 YOSEMITE DRIVE Willlamstown, New Jersey 08094

WRTq'=R ROCK- NRW M_P.XTC-N 87_44

SUBJECT ATTN: JIM FRYE
FOLD HEItE

DATE [

05-19-89 505-6.7 2-9444

Enclosed please find the ACCURATE PRODUCT LITERATURE that you

requested: SPECIALTY w 60 OR, 30 SINGLE AXLE/
/

Please feel free to call if you have any questions or if I

can be of further service. 609-629-2800

PR/rew PAUL ROSENCRANS

FOTIM It203 RAP_. M_'C.. BELLMAWR. NJ. Oe03, SPEED-MEMO i



T.K. Thompson, Incorporated

July 3, 1989
JAF-89-104

Mr, Paul Rosencrans

Accurate Industries
Box 451

• •

WiIIiamstown, NJ 08094

Subject: Request for Budgetary Pricing

Dear Mr. Rosencrans:

Thank you very much for your response to our general technical inquiry of 8

May 1989.

We would appreciate receiving budgetary pricing fr- the following items as

described in your catalogs:

1. Twenty (20) full ejection carbon steel containers for storing

and transporting approximately four hundred (400) 12" x 12" x 24"

sealed cardboard boxes containing from 15 to 20 pounds each of dry

non-compactible low level wastes (LLW). Containers are to be

water and weather tight. They are to be provided with water tight

hatches of a sufficient size (approximately 36" x 36") and

quantity (approximatelyfour) to allow for uniform manual loading

from the top of the container.

2. One (I) truck and roll-off hoist assembly for handling and

transporting the full ejection containers.

Our proposed operations will consist of the following:

i. One (1) container will be stationed at a dedicated location

near the waste generation site.

2. Containers will be manually loaded from the top by qualified

Laboratory personnel.

3. Upon accumulation of a predesignated number of boxes contain-

ing LLW, the truck with the roll-off hoist will transport the con-

tainer directly to a controlled on-site land fill.

4. All boxes will be ejected by the container and will be

immediatelycovered by earth moving equipment.



Mr. Paul Rosencrans
June 29, 1989
JAF-89-104
Page 2

5. The truck will return the container to its station.

The features of your system design that are most interestingto us are:

i. The inherent weatherproof capability of your container (solid

bottom; vertical, gasketed discharge; availability of marine-type

loading hatches).

2. Large volumetric capacity with geometry that closely matches

our package design.

3. Apparently quick, easy remote controlled discharge capability.

We would appreciate receiving your budgetary pricing no later than 15 July
1989 for inclusion in our recommendations to the Los Alamos National

Laboratory.

Yours truly,

.t

J_m Frye

Principal Mechanical Engineer

JF:at

Copies to: Karen Balo, Program Director LANL

T.K. Thompson

Project FiIes



CCURATE ROLL-OFF HOIST
OUTSIDE RAIL

60,000 LBS. CAPACITY
i Main Frame 4" x 8" x 1/,,-

f STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE: Structural Tube
• Outside Rails

_:!_i • Single Stage Double Acting _.
_1 Cylinders One Size Cylinder For
'*_ Both Lift and Wincht.%

i_ • Cylinder Covers
• Outside Controls I.C.C. Bumper

_. • Lights OPTIONS:
!_ • Unit Factory Testedat
t _ 60,000 Ibs. (Under • Air Shift P.T.O.

i__ Field Conditions) • Full Fenders
! • Sub Frame °" • Inside Controls:

Air or CableControl

I_] • Main Frame 8Ingleor JoySUck
r-;._l 4" x 8" x 112"Struc-tuml Tube • Dual Wheel

i • I.C.C. Bumper t Td Axle
• Outside Rollerson

Cold Rolled Alloy shaft

i_ with 2 point support
!_ for extra strengthand

posiUvealignment _.
i _ • Bumper with Lights

and Mud Flaps
• Set Up for "rdAxle

(single Um only)
• Body RaiseWarning Light
• ReverseAlarm

OTHER MODELS
AVAILABLE

Here Are A Number of Reasons Why The Accurate
Outside Hoist Should Be Your Hoist

- v,,st,_c_=r ao.nt_
Mo.nt_ PIm

;; 40 Gallon
OII Tank

Container Hold Down And Automatic (Optional) 7G.8, Heavy Duty
RollerLock WorksOn Outs,0eRail .,- . , ¢... ....._. ,...... FenderswithFormedRubberEdcle



i TRUCK CHASSIS REQUIREMENTS

EXHAUST PIPE, AIR _ 202th " CAB_...EARAXLE =i

CLEANER, OR OTHER _j= 1T/" MIN. "CA"

TANK
Cable 718" x 75'-0". 6 x 25 I

IWRC. EIPS. 79,600 Ibs. END OF CHASSIS
Breaking Strength

c.b,..oo.EnO ="Th,ckSteelHook

w,S,.Cable Anchor End 2" Thick Steel Eye w/ = _ L-r1"

Cable Travel 26'-8" __HMS_XAss

Free Cable 4'-4"
Cable Sheaves 10" Dis. w/Bronze

Bushing L IS

Maximum Dump Angle 50°
Outside Rollers (8) 4" O.D. x 3" Lg. TH_S IS THE FURTHEST

w/Bronze Bushing -.o 6" OISI'ANCE-FUEL-

I BATTERY-AIRTANKS-CAN _1

Rated Capacity 60,000 EXTEND BEYOND CAB TRI.AXLE I
Factory Tested 60.000 ON BOTH SIDES SINGLE TIRE

Containers Up to 22' 218" CAB-_. OF PIVOT
Weight 7.500 Ibs. Mounted with _ OF HOIST PIVOT

oll

Operating Pressure 2100 PSI 284" CAB-HOISTEND
Oil Tank Capacity 40 Gallon "_

Total OII in System 70 Gallon

OII Pump Spec, 27 GPM @ 1200RPM U4=GP.@18o0.Pu CHECK THESE UNIQUE FEATURES FO ND ONLY ON
OllFilterSpec 50OPM@2O0PSI(on ACCURATE'S ROLL-OFF HOIST OUTSIDE RAIL

return line) replaceable
cartridge & pressure
gauge

Control ValveSpat. 50 GPM 2 Spool PI
Commercial _'t /Cylinders-- 6" Bore x 79" Stroke, 4" IHoist & Winch Rod. Single Stag.

(Interchangeable) Double Acting Single Stage Cylinders minimize problems. I._ Dump Angle available--50 °on all
Hoist Up 27 Seconds Rated at 3.000 PSI ,,, 60,000 Hoists _"
Hoist Down 1ESeconds Lift & Winch Cylindersare Completely Helwy Duty Bumper--meets ICC
Winch On 27 Seconds Interchangeable ,,, requirements "
Winch Off 15 Seconds Rollershave outside Support Bracket for 7 GA Heavy Duty Fenderswith
Hoist Frame 4" x 8" 1/2" Tubing extra strength _. Formed Rubber Edge ,"

(one piece) All Rollers hive Bronze Bushing and Grease Integral Rear Sealed Ughts " i,,

Sub Frame 2" x 3" x 3/16" Fittings ,,, 7/8" Cable 6 x 25 IWRC, EIPS _- .__

Lubrication Zerte Rttlngs at all _" Plate Steel Hinge/Chassisand Cylinder Cast Alloy Steel UnNersalCable

i Weir Points Mounting Plates v, H(x)k--Stendard _"
Outside Frame 35-1/2" I_dn TubeFrame 4" x 8" x _/J* ASTM Positive but simple Container Lock for

AS00---Grade C-50,000# Yield outside Roller Containers _"

I OPTIONAL HYDRAULIC Minimum i,- Cast Alloy Steel RearContainer Hold
Unit FactoryTested at 60_)00 Ibs. ,," Downs--Standard ,"

STABILIZER JACK o, level sight gauge in tank v' Weight of ,olet--nlo_nt_KI, with oll 7,500

AVAILABLE

-,.

fill
Open & Closed Roll-off Contalners--heaW Trlmsfer Station Packer--several modelsto fit Power Wedge Compaolor All Models--shown E_tlon Containers--designed to handle
duty, ruggedconstructionfor long troul01efree small communities and large cities. Highper- with walk on ramp, safety rails end hopper denselycompactedmatsdal that will not dump
operation. Availablein anylength from;10'long formance compaction with minimum energy extension.Ideal formany industrialapplications, fromstandardcompactorcontainers.Built to fitany compactoror roll-offhoist. Partial ejection
to 34' long for tractor operations, requirements, or full ejector models available.

ASK YOURACCURATEDISTRIBUTOR TO SHOW YOU OUR FULL LINE OF EQUIPMENT

_C Distributor:CURATE INDUSTRIES
a Sudbury Company

57123rdStreet
Alexandria, LA 71302 (318) 445-8624

RO. Box 451, New Brooklyn Road and Filbert Street
Willlamstown, NJ 08094 (609) 629-2800

t Accurate's specifications are subject to change wighout notice in order to accommodate improvements to its equipment. 60-OR-3M-MP-3/89



RATE R()LL-OFF HOIST
$1  (GLEAXLE

30,000 LBS. CAPACITY
• Main Frame

FEATURES INCLUDE: 3" x 7" x %" StructuralTubing
• 30,000 Ibs. rated capacity . :

,;.i • This model has been factory ,._
(factow tested at tested at 30,000 Ibs. (under :
30,000 Ibs.) field conditions.) _"

• Cylinder Winch, Reaving _
_ System
-_ • Outside Controls

:_t • Single Stage Cylinders __

• Lights
.,_

OPTIONS:
'i'

i1 • Air Shift P.T.O,
® Full Fenders

i

• •

':_,: I.C.C_Bumper •

.i_ Bumper With Lights and Mud Flaps
,, OTHER MODELS: _

' • Inside-Outside rails :,,:_>.._:.i .... ,.... .

_

Here AreA NumberOf ReasonsWhy The Accurate
Single Axle Hoist Should Be Your Hoist

lock workllonOutsideRsll Conmtnenl ( :_" Plate6reel Cylinder MountingPlates

i



TRUCK CHASSIS REQUIREMENTS
REAR OF CAB,

EXHAUST PIPE,
AIR CLEANER OR 138" C-A _J
OTHER OBSTRUCTIONS _ - I

_. OF AXLE

38" - END OF CHASIS

Model AH-OR-30

Cable 3A,x 65'0", 6 x25 _j_ ,, /
IWRC. EIPS, 39,000 Ibs. __ _ _ '

Cable Hook End 1" Weldless AlloyRing OIL
Cable Anchor End l_&" Alloy Pin TANK
Cable Travel 21'.8" ( ) --
Free Cable 4'.4"
Cable Sheaves 10" Diameter with

Bronze Bushing J ,J FUEL & AIR TANKS & _ _ I

Maximum Dump Angle 50=' I "" BATTERY CANNOT EXTEND 36" I

Outside Rollers (6) 4" O.D. x 3" Ig __ BEYOND CAB ON dITHER SIDE _-- 59"Rated Capacity _,_ Ibs. _..O I

FactoryTested 30,000 Ibs. 174" - CAB - PIVOT
Weight 3695 Ibs.
Operating Pressure 1800 PSI t

Oil Tank Capacity 30 Gala. _ 233' CAB- HOIST END _._ 'TotalOil in System 45 Gala.
OII Pump Spec. 30 GPM. @ 1800RPM "_ i

OII Filter Spec. 35 GPM. @ 20G_; ._.I " i
(on returnllne)
repla.able cartridge CHECK THESE UNIQUE FEATURES FOUND ONLY ON
and pressure gauge ACCURATE INDUSTRIES' ROLL-OFF HOIST OUTSIDE RAIL i

ControlValveSpecs. 35 GPM Commercial i
Lift Cycle 5" Bore 3" Rod 65"

Stroke,Single Stage P _/,.
DoubleActing / /Winch Cycle 5" Bore3" Rod 55"
Stroke Single Stage, " I

DoubleActing LiugestDump Angleavtlilable--50= onall ;
Hoist Up 19 seconds S|ngle Stage Cylinders minimize problems. -3_0,000Ibs. Hoists "
Hoist Down 12 seconds Rated at 3,000 PSI "
Winch On 22 seconds Rollershave outside Support Bracketsfor Pooitiv'_-,but simple Container Lock for
Winch Off 14Seconds extrastrength ,, outsideRoller Containers *"
Hoist Frame 3" x 7" x _l" tubing AI RollershausBronzeBusting and Grease Heavy DutyBumper--meets ICC
Lubrication Zerte fittings@ Wear F_ngs. ,,, ClKluimmenls "

Point i _" Plate Steel Hinge/Chassis and 7 GA or Fowned14GA are available. ,."
OutsideFrame 35V_" Cylinder Mounting Plates _, InmgraiRein"SealedLights ,"

MainTube Frame 3"x7" ASTM q" Cable 6x25 IWRC, EIPS '_
AS00.--Grade C.50,000# Yield Weldlus AlloySteel Universal Cable

imum ,,, Ring--Smndim:l "
CUt AlloySteel Rear Container HoM

Dowm_.-Standard
OPTIONAL HYDRAULIC _ ofi--m_nmd, with oil 3,695

STABILIZER JACK

\\ AVAILABLE. J

, i,. ., ',. --. j _
Open & Closed Roll-off Cont-lner=,--heavy TransferSt'tlon Pa©ker--severat modelsto fit Power Wedge Compactor All Mocl_ll--shown Election Cont-lners--des_gned to handOe
duty ruggedconstrucloonfor long troul_lefree small communities and large cntles High w0thwalk on ramp salety rads and hopper denselycompactedmatenalthat will noldump

operat=onAvailablemanylength from10 long performancecompactionw0thminimumenergy extens=onIdealIormanymduslnala.opltcal0ons fromstandardcompactorcontmners Budtto htanycompactor or rolloff hoast Partial eiectnon

to34 long tortractor operat0ons requirements or full elector modelsavadable

ASK YOUR ACCURATE DISTRIBUTOR TO SHOW YOU OUR FULL LINE OF EQUIPMENT

Distributor:

CCU RATE INDUSTRIES
a Sudbury Company

PO Box 451, New Brooklyn Road & Filbert Street,
Williamstown, N.J. 08094 (609) 629.2800 H25-MP-3M-1287
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JUNIPER IND U6TRIES INC.

72-15 Metropolitan A re. Middle Village, N. Y. 11379

Telephone: (718) 326-2546 Fax: (718) 326-3786 Telex: 12-5141
ill II - I Ill II Illll Illll Ill II IIll I I II - I I IllIllll

QUOTATION

T.K. Thompson, Inc.
118 Yosemite Drive

White Rock, New Mexico 87544 '_A-_ 6/16/89

L REFERENCE JAF-89-102

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO QUOTE ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS FOR THE

FOLLOWING :

ITEM QUANTITY DESCRI PTION UNIT PRICE

1 i00 to 120 pcs. 36" X 36" Carbon Stl. $495.00

lightweight marine
(minimum combined) hatches.

2 I00 to 120 pcs. 30" X 30" Carbon Stl. 465.00

(minimum combined) lightweight marine
hatches.

PACKAGING: STANDARD

SHIPMENT: 12 weeks WEEKS AFTER RECEIPT OF ORDER, AT THE
PRESENT TIME.

TERMS: Net 30 (Subject to F.O.B.Middle Village, N.Y.

credit approval)

REMARKS:

VERY TRULY YOURS,

Elliot J. Wie,r __ /_/__ (_--

AUTHOR-ZED 5IGNA?URE"



STkNDkRD EQUII I4ENTCOMPANY, INC.
75 BeauregarclStreetP,O.DrawerG _JS_N.
Mobile, Ala. 36601 205 / 432 / 1705
Fax Line: 1-205-438-3642

ndustry's Partner In ProgressSince 1906 QUOTATION
r- _ DATEJLcne 19, ,I98,,9,

T.. K. Thompson, Inc.
118 Yosemite Drive TERMS Net 30-Da_s

white Rock, New Mexicio 87544 FOBPOINT Mobile _ A_bama

DELl_RY Mqbile Stock - S_bj_t to
Attention: James A. Frye- Principal prior sale.

Mechanical Engineer
........... PRICE

. ITEM QUANITY DESCRIPTION "UNIT TOTAL
.... ,,,

120-140 Stock #BD-3030, As per Drawing #I0100, 30" × 30" Raised $366.00 $555.
Watertight Hatch. (Drawing #10100 Enclosed). each each

WEAPPRECIATETHEOPPORTUNITYTOOFFERTHISQUOTE.QUOTATIONS _ STkNDkRDTsE_:,_,.,,_,at____,,s_tEQUIPA4ENTpo_ G..-'/ COMPANY, IN/
EXPIRE30 DAYSFROM ABOVEDATEANDARE SUBJECTTOANDDEEMED --we.TO INCLUDE THE TERMSAND CONDITIONS BELOW.SHOULD YOU
REQUIREADDITIONAL INFORMATION, PLEASEDO NOT HESITATETO A4(:CX_eAia_I/?._5/_21_7_/.._-_
CONTACTUS,WE LOOK FORWARDTO RECEIVINGYOURORDER.

BY'

TERMSAND CONDITIONS

Thisquotation il based on IOr_cesnow in eltec! ancl is suOlec! to cl_ange wlhoul noltc e unless 5 Buye, _ssume$ llCll_lllt_ forO11stale foxes wmcr_are c_may become aDol.caole to tnJstranscatL
soecli_COll'Vnole<:ito the corlfTal_' Pnces_o not _rcluae any stole laxes unlessso slDec_f_eaon Quota!ton or on acl(nowleagme_

2 Quanlttles are to our Des! luclgement accurate out cannot De guaranfeea orae,
3 Quotecl cletNene$ from slocK ore suolect fo _lOr sole _) tlB_._,'eoua_estneconlTocto_ notfhes SellertODrOCeeclno furtnerrnerewtrl" Seilersr_al_no',_

4 DelP.,efyissUt)leClto oeloy caused by not smke hreftoocl OCCldenl governmental Ic_ tegulotlon ngr.. 'C 3eil',,_'QIIfimsnea gooas ana gooas ,n c_ocess "_naBuyer og,ees ,o acceD' s_me at',
r3for(3er and c}rt_other couse E),eyorlC _._ff_,' S C.Dt",'tOt Se_le, f _'eserve$'_e nght to _erm,nr,j,ecelr.._,',,, c_ ' " Se_, '_=' ":.-,."r,ac' D_ce to_.qooa$ _$nea ar'c' _el_ve,ea ov Sel,e, 2,_s 'e.n"C...,,ser'er" '
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TKT Inc.
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HODE 4 - DISCHARGE IX)DE S - HORIZONTAL LOADING OF HODE 6 - VERTIC/(L DUST FREE LOADING
(GATES OPENED AFTER FLANGES SEAL) BULKY CONTAHINATED OBJECTS OR SOIL OF CONTAHINATED SOIL, GRAVEL. ETC.
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